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Hybrid Contactless Micro Vibration Isolator Using the Flux Pinning and
Magnetic Forces for High Precision Space Telescopes
by Takuma Shibata

Observing galaxies and planets gives us clues for understanding the universe. Since the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) was launched in 1990, several types of space telescopes
have been launched to observe different wavelengths of light. One of tasks in future
space observation missions is to improve the resolution of observed images. Observed
images with higher resolution produce many information about targets, which are galaxies and planets. To solve this problem, observation equipments should be isolated from
disturbances, which are generated mainly instruments on space telescopes. Mainly, vibrations and heat affect on resolution of observed images greatly. If the disturbances
reach observation instruments, observed images are blurred and deviated because vibrations shake detectors and heat causes thermal strain of the primary mirror. Suppressing
heat propagation is especially important for infrared ray observation because the observation instruments also detect infrared rays radiated from a heated space telescope. To
suppress those disturbances, many isolation methods have been researched and developed for space observation missions. However, mission requirement of space observation
missions has been strict. Therefore, an innovative contactless micro vibration isolator is
proposed in this Ph.D. thesis for future space observation missions.
The proposed micro vibration isolator does not connect a disturbance source and a
payload module mechanically but electromagnetically, using both the flux pinning effect
and the electromagnetic interaction. Therefore, it is expected that paths of the heat
propagation can be restricted. In addition, micro vibration is suppressed passively using
the characteristics which the flux pinning effect has. The proposed vibration isolator
consists of multiple Permanent Magnets (PMs), type-II SuperConductors (SCs), Eddy
Current Dampers (ECDs) and Electro-Magnetic Coils (EMCs). Those SCs and ECDs
are mounted on a payload module, and PMs and EMCs are mounted on a disturbance
source. The relative distance and attitude between those modules is maintained passively

by the pinning force. The pinning force works as a retentive force between cooled SC
and PM, as long as temperature of the SC is in cryogenic temperature. Although
temperature of SCs should be below the critical temperature to keep the flux pinning
effect, those SCs are cooled by a cryocooler system mounted on space telescopes. To
suppress vibration propagation from a disturbance source, magnetic spring–damping
system should be constructed between two modules. The performance of a passive
vibration isolator is decided by natural frequency and damping ratio. The spring element
of the proposed vibration isolator is designed by the pinning force, assuming the proposed
micro vibration isolator aims to suppress micro vibration. To construct electromagnetic
damping system for the resonance phenomena, conductive metal plates are used as
ECDs. In addition, Electro-Magnetic Coils (EMCs) are used to stabilize the pointing
direction of a payload module. Repulsive force can be generated by applying ElectroMagnetic Field to a cooled SC by Meissner effect. The control system is also proposed
as part of the proposed vibration isolator in this Ph.D. thesis. The goal of the thesis is
to confirm the feasibility of the proposed micro vibration isolator and to formalize the
design approach for the proposed micro vibration isolator.
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1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Background of Space Observation Systems
Significance of space observation

Observing galaxies and planets gives us clues for understanding how the universe was
configured. Each electromagnetic waves carry different information of galaxies and planets. For instance, short frequency waves are generated by a hotter object and phenomena, which are blackhole and supernova, and lower energy phenomena radiate longer
frequency wavelength. To acquire information of each phenomenon, different observation instruments and technologies are required. Space observatories on the ground can
observe radio and visible ray, but it is difficult to observe gamma rays, X-rays, ultra
violet and infrared rays because of atmospheric absorption. To complement data in the
range of wavelengths, space telescopes must be used for observing from out of the atmosphere. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) was launched in 1990 and has been acquiring
a lot of data about galaxies and planets. Many science instruments, which are cameras
and spectrographs, have been attached on HST so far to observe broad range of wavelengths, which is from middle of ultraviolet rays to part of infrared rays. The observed
data by HST has been making significant contributions to space science[2–6].
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1.1.2

Resolution of images depending on specification of apertures

One of problems of future space observation is how to observe targets with high resolution
and sensitivity. Resolution is explained by how much a space telescope can observe a
target precisely. High resolution images allow us to classify composition of atmosphere
which the planets have, and configurations of the galaxies. The resolution is normally
limited by diffraction limit which is related to apertures of observation instruments and
target wavelengths. The resolution can be explained by spatial resolution and angular
resolution. The diffraction limit of the angular resolution can be expressed ∆θ[rad] as
follows:
∆θ = 1.22

λ
,
Da

(1.1)

where the aperture size Ra [m] and an observed wavelength λ[m]. In the same manner,
the spatial resolution ∆l[m] can be written as the following expression:
∆l = 1.22

f ·λ
Da

(1.2)

where f [m] is focal length of a lens. As seen in those expressions, apertures size is an
important factor to observe targets with high resolution. By making aperture’s size
bigger, finer resolutions can be achieved, which means small objects on an image can be
classified. Although space telescopes having bigger aperture can acquire high resolution
images, other techniques are required to bring it to space because mass and volume of
observation instruments are increased. Moreover, the resolution of images is degraded
by observing longer wavelengths of lights. In addition to the resolutions, sensitivity is
also related to ability of space observation. Limitation of this sensitivity is decided by
detection threshold which indicates if a space telescope can distinguish a target from
background radiation. Sharpness of observed images strongly depend on those factors.

1.2
1.2.1

Problem Statements
Causes disturbing resolution of images

The resolutions are not only related to performance of observation instruments on space
telescopes, but also other factors. If space telescopes perform space observation missions on orbits around a planet, disturbances generated by the planet, which are mainly
magnetic field, gravity, air pressure, and albedo, cause to degrade the resolution of images. In addition to those external factors, internal disturbances also create problems
for space observation with high pointing accuracy. Space telescopes have some actuators
and systems, for instance, attitude determination and control subsystem, electric power
2
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subsystem, and thermal and structure subsystem. Those subsystems cause to generate
disturbances, which are micro vibration, heat, magnetic field, and plume of thrusters.
This Ph.D. thesis mainly focuses on heat and micro vibrations of the disturbances generated by equipments in space telescopes.

1.2.2

Problems caused by heat propagation and the conventional solutions

1.2.2.1

Problems by the heat propagation

Heat, which is generated by equipments on space telescopes, causes thermal expansion
on a primary mirror. After HTS was launched, it could not exhibit the original performance because of distortion on the primary mirror which value was 0.002 mm. Even if
distortion on primary mirrors is very small, it affected strongly to sharpness of images.
Surface accuracy of a primary mirror is sensitive and easily changed by temperature.
Therefore, the temperature of observation instruments should be kept. In general, to
suppress thermal radiation is also important for observation of infrared rays, Gamma
rays, and X rays. In the case of infrared observation, heated structure radiates infrared
rays which is also detected by sensors on infrared space telescopes. As the result, the
infrared rays emitted by space telescopes cause noise in observed images. Therefore,
cooling down and keeping temperature on the mission part is an important technology. If lower temperature can be achieved, space telescopes can perform missions with
higher sensitivity. For this reason, requirement of temperature is strict in future space
observation missions as with the resolutions.

1.2.2.2

Conventional solutions for the heat propagation

To suppress heat effect on observation instruments on conventional space telescopes,
many types of cryocooler systems have been employed. HST has infrared detector,
which called the Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS). The
cryocooler system enabled to cool the NICMOS around 60 K in 1997 and took bunch
of data in space. AKARI (ASTRO-F) was launched from Japan in 2006 to observe
all sky survey with near- and far-infrared rays. The effective diameter of the mirror is
0.685m and a cooling system using liquid nitrogen was adopted. The cooling system
using liquid nitrogen is also mounted on Herschel Space Observatory (HSO), which
was launched in 2009 by ESA, to cool the primary mirror of 3.5 m in diameter below
85 K. The cryocooler system allowed HSO to do high sensitive observation in range
of far-infrared to submilimeter. Wide field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) was also
3
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launched in 2009 by NASA to detect stellar nurseries and undiscovered star clusters
with a primary mirror of 0.4 m in diameter and the cryocooler system enabled to cool
observation instrument below 32 K.
It is easily expected that heat requirement of future space telescopes will be stricter.
Therefore, new system to suppress heat propagation is desired.

1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Problems caused by vibrations and the conventional solutions
Problems by the vibrations

Heat management is one of important systems to achieve high sensitivity for future
space telescopes as aforementioned. In addition to a heat management system, a vibration suppression system should be also mounted on space telescopes for higher pointing
accuracy. Likely heat, the vibrations are generated by the subsystems and disturb observing direction of a space telescope. The amplitude of vibrations is small, and therefore
it called micro vibration. However, the micro vibrations affect strongly to the resolution
of images because space telescopes aims to observe targets which exist in deep space.
Therefore, the micro vibrations should be suppressed to achieve high pointing accuracy
for high resolution images.

1.2.3.2

Conventional solutions for the vibrations

Vibration suppression systems have been researched so far to solve the problem. As an
active vibration suppression system, Stewart Gough Platform (SGP) is one of effective
methods[7–9]. SGP consists of movable rods and is placed between vibration sources
and observation instruments. Those rods are controlled to suppress vibration as the
vibrations propagate from a disturbance source to a sensitive equipment through SGP.
In addition to SGP, Tip Tilt Mirror (TTM) has been also supporting space observation
mission so far[10–12]. TTM is attached to a secondary mirror and controls the attitude
to cancel the vibration effect. Although those structures are effective methods to isolate
observation instruments from vibration sources, heat can propagate through the structure. Moreover, damping of the structure can be decreased by cryogenic temperature in
space because of frozen[13]. Therefore, electromagnetic damping is an effective method
to solve this problem. There is a research about a non-contact vibration isolator which
is called Disturbance Free Payload (DFP) [14, 15]. DFP consists of voice coil actuators
and sensors mounted on a payload module, which has observation instruments, and a
support module, which has disturbance sources such as reaction wheels, respectively.
The voice coils are controlled to suppress the vibration effect while stabilizing attitude
4

Motivation

Figure 1.1: James Webb Space Telescope (Left) and the folded primary mirror (Right)
(Courtesy of NASA for photos of the James Webb Space Telescope)

and position of a payload module. Sensor data are used to control the relative attitude
and position using thrusters and reaction wheels on a support module. This DFP is
considered to apply to Large Ultra Violet/Optical/Infrared (LUVOIR) surveyor which
aims to observe multi range of wavelengths[16].

1.3

Motivation

Currently aerospace agencies are planing to launch space telescopes having higher performance than conventional space telescopes. As the future space telescopes, Space
Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA) and James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST) are introduced here. SPICA[17, 18] by JAXA and ESA are planned
to launch in 2027-2028 and aims to observe in the range of mid-infrared and far-infrared
rays[19, 20]. Size of the primary mirror is 2.5 m across and the cryocooler system enables to cool the observation instrument around 8K[21, 22]. This thermal control system
achieves to suppress radiation intensity of infrared rays from the space telescope itself
under 100000 times less. This means SPICA allows us to acquire infrared data with
100 times sensitivity compared to Herschel space observatory in 2009 by ESA, which
the cooling system using liquid nitrogen cools the primary mirror of 3.5 m in diameter
below 85 K. Although the primary mirror of SPICA is not big aperture, it is expected
that the space telescope can capture infrared rays in the range of long wavelength with
high resolution and sensitivity. In addition to SPICA, NASA/JPL has been developing
the JWST. Although the size of primary mirror is limited by a rocket fearing, a folding
method allows JWST to bring 6.5m size mirror[23], which is consisted of 18 regular
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Figure 1.2: Angular resolution comparison in conventional and future telescopes
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hexagon shaped segments, and huge solar shield as Fig.1.1. The size of the mirror is big-
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tively. As a passive cooling system, huge solar shield, which size is approximately 21.2
m× 14.2 m, is employed to the JWST[27, 28]. The solar shield is consisted of 5 thin
layers made by Kapton and enables to cool observation instruments for near infrared
rays below 37K[29–31]. In addition to the solar shield, a cryocooler is also mounted on
JWST for observation instruments for mid-infrared rays[27, 28]. The detector can be
cooled below 7 K by the active cooling system. As seen in Fig.1.2, the required angular

10 in 1990 and Spitzer in 2003. Visible and
resolution of JWST is strict compared to HST
near infrared rays can be observed by ground observatories such as European Extremely
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Large Telescope (E-ELT) as Fig.1.2. However, space telescopes should be operated for
the far-infrared and X-rays observation. In the future, it can be easily expected that
requirements of the resolutions become stricter.
Based on those background of future space telescopes, a contactless isolation system to
suppress passively micro vibrations and heat at same time is proposed in this thesis.
Concept of this contactless isolation system is to not connect a disturbance source and
payload module mechanically, but electromagnetically. Motivation of this research is to
explorer a possibility to realize a contactless micro vibration isolator for future space
observation missions and evaluate the performance.

1.4
1.4.1

Proposed Contactless Micro Vibration Isolator
Configuration of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator

In this Ph.D thesis, a contactless micro vibration isolator using the flux pinning force and
magnetic force is proposed to suppress micro vibration and heat propagation at same
time while maintaining relative states between two modules, which are a disturbance
source and observation instrument. To achieve a contactless micro vibration isolator,
mainly two electromagnetic forces are employed, which are the flux pinning force and
Lorentz force. The flux pinning force works passively as retentive force between type-II
superconductors and magnetized materials, which are permanent magnet in this thesis.
In other words, the flux pinning force can maintain passively relative distance and attitude between those materials electromagnetically. Moreover, it is well known that the
flux pinning force works as nonlinear spring-damping force, which is important characteristics to suppress vibrations. Based on those characteristics of the flux pinning force,
it is expected that a contactless system can be built. Therefore heat propagation path
can be restricted because mechanical connect is not required to maintain the relative
states. In this way, proposed micro vibration isolator mainly utilizes aforementioned
characteristics of the flux pinning force to maintain relative states between two modules
while suppressing micro vibration
Proposed isolator consists of type-II SuperConductors (SCs), which are Yttrium Barium
Copper Oxide (YBaCuO) type-II superconductors, Permanent Magnets (PMs), Eddy
Current Dampers (ECDs) and Electro-Magnetic Coils (EMCs) as Fig.1.3. Owing to
the pinning force, relative distance and attitude between a SC and a PM is maintained
without actuators, although temperature of SC should be cryogenic. To manage the
temperature, SCs are mounted on a payload module because the module is cooled to
7
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cryogenic temperature using proper cooling system for sharpness of images. According
to performance of cryocooler system on the JWST and SPICA, it is sufficiently possible
to cool and keep the temperature of SCs.
To isolate observation instruments against the vibrations passively to achieve high pointing accuracy, spring-damping system should be designed properly. Although the pinning
force works as nonlinear spring damping force, it is well known that the damping force
is very small. Considering the pinning force is utilized to suppress micro vibrations, the
force can be approximated by linear spring force. A system with low damping coefficient
can not suppress resonance effect, which vibration is outputted with large amplitude at
natural frequency. Therefore, ECDs are placed between SCs and PMs to complement
damping element to avoid resonance effect. Damping force works by changing the relative velocity between PMs and ECDs due to electromagnetic induction. To construct
electromagnetic spring damping system to suppress micro vibration passively, the flux
pinning effect and electromagnetic induction are employed.
Although a merit of this proposed isolator is contactless system, the performance is
highly related to separation systems, which decide the relative position between disturbance sources and observation instruments precisely on an orbit. Therefore, the
separation system is an important technology to perform designed frequency characteristics. If the relative states can not be decided precisely, using a separation system on
orbits, the flux pinning force is deviated, which means that the spring coefficient is deviated as well. If all of pinning force between SCs and PMs are perfectly matched with

Type-II superconductor

Eddy current damper
Magnetic coil
Permanent magnet

Figure 1.3: Contactless micro vibration isolator using the flux pinning effect
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designed values, it is expected that the proposed isolator can achieve designed vibration
response as seen in Fig.1.4 [a]. Otherwise, it causes degradation of pointing accuracy
of observation instruments (See Fig.1.4 [b]). For the case, the propose micro vibration
isolator equips a control system to assist the pointing direction more accurately utilizing
repulsive force by Meissner effect. This stabilization control system controls magnetic
field of EMCs to control the attitude of observation instruments.

1.4.2

Significant technologies to achieve the contactless system

The goal of this research is to construct a perfect contactless vibration isolator to suppress aforementioned disturbances. However, there are still some problems which should
be solved for the perfect contactless system. Mainly two important technologies, which
are launch lock mechanism and wireless power transfer system, are presented here. Although those two technologies are out of the scope of this Ph.D research, it is important
to recognize the problems and current status of conventional researches and developments for that.
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sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ovkhK4X6NicBZan8ZPN9SnFAHFw=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbdaq1a3boJFcFVmdKFLQRCXFWwrtENJMpk2NJchyQhl6Au4d6uv4E58FN/AxzC9LGzrgcDhnIT/z0cywa0Lw++gtLG5tb1T3q3sVfcPDmtH1bbVuaGsRbXQ5olgywRXrOW4E+wpMwxLIliHjG6nfeeZGcu1enTjjMUSDxRPOcXOR90ekcXdpF9kl5N+rR42wpnQuokWpg4LNfu1n16iaS6ZclRga7tRmLm4wMZxKtik0sstyzAd4QHrequwZDYuZitP0JlPEpRq449yaJb+fVFgae1YEn9TYje0q900/Lcj0sdEi2R5vkuv44KrLHdM0fn4NBfIaTSlghJuGHVi7A2mhvsfIDrEBlPn2VU8mmgVxLppXzSisBE9hFCGEziFc4jgCm7gHprQAgoaXuEN3oOX4CP4nEMsBQuax7Ck4OsXPwyYiA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="mETkgmUCffO+Cm9aeYd1oge3ddg=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Khld6LIgiMsKthXaoSSZTBuax5BkhDL0B9y71V9wJ279C//AzzBtZ2FbD1w4nHMv995DUsGtQ+g7KK2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21ZmhrEW10OaRYMsEV6zluBPsMTUMSyJYh4xupn7niRnLtXpw45RFEg8UTzjFzkvdHpH57aSfp5eTfrWG6mgGuErCgtRAgWa/+tOLNc0kU44KbG03RKmLcmwcp4JNKr3MshTTER6wrqcKS2ajfHbyBJ55JYaJNr6UgzP170SOpbVjSXynxG5ol72p+K9HpJeJFvHifpdcRzlXaeaYovP1SSag03CaCoy5YdSJsSeYGu4/gHSIDabOZ1fx0YTLQayS9kU9RPXwHtUaqAipDE7AKTgHIbgCDXAHmqAFKNDgBbyCt+A5eA8+gs95aykoZo7BAoKvX9lVmeU=</latexit>

Fp2

<latexit sha1_base64="VULai5zuyXrcuyrztMXkg4xWHuc=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCIC4r2FZoh5JkMm1oMhmSjFCG/oB7t/oL7sStf+Ef+Bmm7Sxs64ELh3Pu5d57SCq4sb7/7ZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR26hMU9aiSij9SLBhgiesZbkV7DHVDEsiWIeMbqZ+54lpw1XyYMcpCyUeJDzmFFsndXtE5reTfp4Gk3615tf9GdAqCQpSgwLNfvWnFymaSZZYKrAx3cBPbZhjbTkVbFLpZYalmI7wgHUdTbBkJsxnJ0/QmVMiFCvtKrFopv6dyLE0ZiyJ65TYDs2yNxX/9Yh0MlEiWtxv4+sw50maWZbQ+fo4E8gqNE0FRVwzasXYEUw1dx8gOsQaU+uyq7hoguUgVkn7oh749eD+stbwi5DKcAKncA4BXEED7qAJLaCg4AVe4c179t69D+9z3lryipljWID39QvXX5nn</latexit>
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="zcZGZ0aUnfnbZU1HqH3Cik9cgvU=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbdaq1a3boJFcFVm3OhSEMRlBXuBdihJJm1DcxmSjFCGeQH3bvUV3ImP4hv4GKaXhW09EDick/D/+UgquHVh+B2UtrZ3dvfK+5WD6uHRce2k2rY6M5S1qBbadAm2THDFWo47wbqpYVgSwTpkcjfrO8/MWK7Vk5umLJZ4pPiQU+x81OsTmd8XgzyNikGtHjbCudCmiZamDks1B7WffqJpJplyVGBre1GYujjHxnEqWFHpZ5almE7wiPW8VVgyG+fzlQt04ZMEDbXxRzk0T/++yLG0diqJvymxG9v1bhb+2xHpY6JFsjrfDW/inKs0c0zRxfhhJpDTaEYFJdww6sTUG0wN9z9AdIwNps6zq3g00TqITdO+akRhI3oMoQxncA6XEME13MIDNKEFFDS8whu8By/BR/C5gFgKljRPYUXB1y877JiG</latexit>
sha1_base64="IORzIu/zI0Lix6RZOEnpFoHJrsY=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Khk3uiwI4rKCfUA7lCSTtqF5DElGKMP8gHu3+gvuxK1/4R/4GabtLGzrgQuHc+7l3ntIIrh1CH0HpY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kh6fNK2OjWUtagW2nQJtkxwxVqOO8G6iWFYEsE6ZHI78ztPzFiu1aObJiySeKT4kFPsvNTrE5nd5YMsCfNBtYbqaA64TsKC1ECB5qD60481TSVTjgpsbS9EiYsybBynguWVfmpZgukEj1jPU4Uls1E2PzmHF16J4VAbX8rBufp3IsPS2qkkvlNiN7ar3kz81yPSy0SLeHm/G95EGVdJ6piii/XDVECn4SwVGHPDqBNTTzA13H8A6RgbTJ3PruKjCVeDWCftq3qI6uEDqjVQEVIZnIFzcAlCcA0a4B40QQtQoMELeAVvwXPwHnwEn4vWUlDMnIIlBF+/1h+Z4w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="VULai5zuyXrcuyrztMXkg4xWHuc=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCIC4r2FZoh5JkMm1oMhmSjFCG/oB7t/oL7sStf+Ef+Bmm7Sxs64ELh3Pu5d57SCq4sb7/7ZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR26hMU9aiSij9SLBhgiesZbkV7DHVDEsiWIeMbqZ+54lpw1XyYMcpCyUeJDzmFFsndXtE5reTfp4Gk3615tf9GdAqCQpSgwLNfvWnFymaSZZYKrAx3cBPbZhjbTkVbFLpZYalmI7wgHUdTbBkJsxnJ0/QmVMiFCvtKrFopv6dyLE0ZiyJ65TYDs2yNxX/9Yh0MlEiWtxv4+sw50maWZbQ+fo4E8gqNE0FRVwzasXYEUw1dx8gOsQaU+uyq7hoguUgVkn7oh749eD+stbwi5DKcAKncA4BXEED7qAJLaCg4AVe4c179t69D+9z3lryipljWID39QvXX5nn</latexit>
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="zcZGZ0aUnfnbZU1HqH3Cik9cgvU=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbdaq1a3boJFcFVm3OhSEMRlBXuBdihJJm1DcxmSjFCGeQH3bvUV3ImP4hv4GKaXhW09EDick/D/+UgquHVh+B2UtrZ3dvfK+5WD6uHRce2k2rY6M5S1qBbadAm2THDFWo47wbqpYVgSwTpkcjfrO8/MWK7Vk5umLJZ4pPiQU+x81OsTmd8XgzyNikGtHjbCudCmiZamDks1B7WffqJpJplyVGBre1GYujjHxnEqWFHpZ5almE7wiPW8VVgyG+fzlQt04ZMEDbXxRzk0T/++yLG0diqJvymxG9v1bhb+2xHpY6JFsjrfDW/inKs0c0zRxfhhJpDTaEYFJdww6sTUG0wN9z9AdIwNps6zq3g00TqITdO+akRhI3oMoQxncA6XEME13MIDNKEFFDS8whu8By/BR/C5gFgKljRPYUXB1y877JiG</latexit>
sha1_base64="IORzIu/zI0Lix6RZOEnpFoHJrsY=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Khk3uiwI4rKCfUA7lCSTtqF5DElGKMP8gHu3+gvuxK1/4R/4GabtLGzrgQuHc+7l3ntIIrh1CH0HpY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kh6fNK2OjWUtagW2nQJtkxwxVqOO8G6iWFYEsE6ZHI78ztPzFiu1aObJiySeKT4kFPsvNTrE5nd5YMsCfNBtYbqaA64TsKC1ECB5qD60481TSVTjgpsbS9EiYsybBynguWVfmpZgukEj1jPU4Uls1E2PzmHF16J4VAbX8rBufp3IsPS2qkkvlNiN7ar3kz81yPSy0SLeHm/G95EGVdJ6piii/XDVECn4SwVGHPDqBNTTzA13H8A6RgbTJ3PruKjCVeDWCftq3qI6uEDqjVQEVIZnIFzcAlCcA0a4B40QQtQoMELeAVvwXPwHnwEn4vWUlDMnIIlBF+/1h+Z4w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cui4tGaYWa1mLCO1Al2f6Hk4MaE=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNF0GVBEJcV7APaoSSZTBuax5BkhDLMD7h3q7/gTtz6F/6Bn2HazsK2HrhwOOde7r0HJ5wZ6/vfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90jEo1oW2iuNI9jAzlTNK2ZZbTXqIpEpjTLp7czvzuE9WGKflopwkNBRpJFjOCrJP6Ayyyu3yYJY18WK35dX8OuE6CgtRAgdaw+jOIFEkFlZZwZEw/8BMbZkhbRjjNK4PU0ASRCRrRvqMSCWrCbH5yDi+cEsFYaVfSwrn6dyJDwpipwK5TIDs2q95M/NfDwslY8Wh5v41vwozJJLVUksX6OOXQKjhLBUZMU2L51BFENHMfQDJGGhHrsqu4aILVINZJp1EP/HrwcFVr+kVIZXAGzsElCMA1aIJ70AJtQIACL+AVvHnP3rv34X0uWkteMXMKluB9/QLY+pno</latexit>
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="KlerSIE7hDfSKgTmyCIa0LlehBE=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/8Vpr1erWTbAIrspMN7oUBHFZwV6gHUqSybShuQxJRihDX8C9W30Fd+Kj+AY+hullYVsPBA7nJPx/PpIJbl0Yfgdb2zu7e/ulg/Jh5ej4pHpaaVudG8paVAttugRbJrhiLcedYN3MMCyJYB0yvpv1nWdmLNfqyU0yFks8VDzlFDsf9fpEFvfTQZE1poNqLayHc6FNEy1NDZZqDqo//UTTXDLlqMDW9qIwc3GBjeNUsGm5n1uWYTrGQ9bzVmHJbFzMV56iS58kKNXGH+XQPP37osDS2okk/qbEbmTXu1n4b0ekj4kWyep8l97EBVdZ7piii/FpLpDTaEYFJdww6sTEG0wN9z9AdIQNps6zK3s00TqITdNu1KOwHj2GUIJzuIAriOAabuEBmtACChpe4Q3eg5fgI/hcQNwKljTPYEXB1y89fJiH</latexit>
sha1_base64="KzAiCOfDugIlgSQF5DBkzJxwcbc=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJdONLguCuKxgH9AOJclk2tA8hiQjlKE/4N6t/oI7cetf+Ad+hmk7C9t64MLhnHu59x6SCm4dQt/BxubW9s5uaa+8f3B4dFw5OW1bnRnKWlQLbboEWya4Yi3HnWDd1DAsiWAdMr6d+Z0nZizX6tFNUhZJPFQ84RQ7L/X6ROZ300Ge1qeDShXV0BxwnYQFqYICzUHlpx9rmkmmHBXY2l6IUhfl2DhOBZuW+5llKaZjPGQ9TxWWzEb5/OQpvPRKDBNtfCkH5+rfiRxLayeS+E6J3ciuejPxX49ILxMt4uX9LrmJcq7SzDFFF+uTTECn4SwVGHPDqBMTTzA13H8A6QgbTJ3PruyjCVeDWCftei1EtfABVRuoCKkEzsEFuAIhuAYNcA+aoAUo0OAFvIK34Dl4Dz6Cz0XrRlDMnIElBF+/17qZ5A==</latexit>

Fp3
<latexit sha1_base64="6f4RmSwftwiMRf7i0qV6gzWl1oM=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMq6LIgiMsK9gHtUJJMpg3NY0gyQhnmB9y71V9wJ279C//AzzBtZ2FbD1w4nHMv996DE86M9f1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aRqWa0BZRXOkuRoZyJmnLMstpN9EUCcxpB49vp37niWrDlHy0k4SGAg0lixlB1km9PhbZXT7Ikst8UK35dX8GuEqCgtRAgeag+tOPFEkFlZZwZEwv8BMbZkhbRjjNK/3U0ASRMRrSnqMSCWrCbHZyDs+cEsFYaVfSwpn6dyJDwpiJwK5TIDsyy95U/NfDwslY8Whxv41vwozJJLVUkvn6OOXQKjhNBUZMU2L5xBFENHMfQDJCGhHrsqu4aILlIFZJ+6Ie+PXg4arW8IuQyuAEnIJzEIBr0AD3oAlagAAFXsArePOevXfvw/uct5a8YuYYLMD7+gXalZnp</latexit>
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ovkhK4X6NicBZan8ZPN9SnFAHFw=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbdaq1a3boJFcFVmdKFLQRCXFWwrtENJMpk2NJchyQhl6Au4d6uv4E58FN/AxzC9LGzrgcDhnIT/z0cywa0Lw++gtLG5tb1T3q3sVfcPDmtH1bbVuaGsRbXQ5olgywRXrOW4E+wpMwxLIliHjG6nfeeZGcu1enTjjMUSDxRPOcXOR90ekcXdpF9kl5N+rR42wpnQuokWpg4LNfu1n16iaS6ZclRga7tRmLm4wMZxKtik0sstyzAd4QHrequwZDYuZitP0JlPEpRq449yaJb+fVFgae1YEn9TYje0q900/Lcj0sdEi2R5vkuv44KrLHdM0fn4NBfIaTSlghJuGHVi7A2mhvsfIDrEBlPn2VU8mmgVxLppXzSisBE9hFCGEziFc4jgCm7gHprQAgoaXuEN3oOX4CP4nEMsBQuax7Ck4OsXPwyYiA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="mETkgmUCffO+Cm9aeYd1oge3ddg=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Khld6LIgiMsKthXaoSSZTBuax5BkhDL0B9y71V9wJ279C//AzzBtZ2FbD1w4nHMv995DUsGtQ+g7KK2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21ZmhrEW10OaRYMsEV6zluBPsMTUMSyJYh4xupn7niRnLtXpw45RFEg8UTzjFzkvdHpH57aSfp5eTfrWG6mgGuErCgtRAgWa/+tOLNc0kU44KbG03RKmLcmwcp4JNKr3MshTTER6wrqcKS2ajfHbyBJ55JYaJNr6UgzP170SOpbVjSXynxG5ol72p+K9HpJeJFvHifpdcRzlXaeaYovP1SSag03CaCoy5YdSJsSeYGu4/gHSIDabOZ1fx0YTLQayS9kU9RPXwHtUaqAipDE7AKTgHIbgCDXAHmqAFKNDgBbyCt+A5eA8+gs95aykoZo7BAoKvX9lVmeU=</latexit>

Fp2
<latexit sha1_base64="Cui4tGaYWa1mLCO1Al2f6Hk4MaE=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNF0GVBEJcV7APaoSSZTBuax5BkhDLMD7h3q7/gTtz6F/6Bn2HazsK2HrhwOOde7r0HJ5wZ6/vfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90jEo1oW2iuNI9jAzlTNK2ZZbTXqIpEpjTLp7czvzuE9WGKflopwkNBRpJFjOCrJP6Ayyyu3yYJY18WK35dX8OuE6CgtRAgdaw+jOIFEkFlZZwZEw/8BMbZkhbRjjNK4PU0ASRCRrRvqMSCWrCbH5yDi+cEsFYaVfSwrn6dyJDwpipwK5TIDs2q95M/NfDwslY8Wh5v41vwozJJLVUksX6OOXQKjhLBUZMU2L51BFENHMfQDJGGhHrsqu4aILVINZJp1EP/HrwcFVr+kVIZXAGzsElCMA1aIJ70AJtQIACL+AVvHnP3rv34X0uWkteMXMKluB9/QLY+pno</latexit>
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="KlerSIE7hDfSKgTmyCIa0LlehBE=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/8Vpr1erWTbAIrspMN7oUBHFZwV6gHUqSybShuQxJRihDX8C9W30Fd+Kj+AY+hullYVsPBA7nJPx/PpIJbl0Yfgdb2zu7e/ulg/Jh5ej4pHpaaVudG8paVAttugRbJrhiLcedYN3MMCyJYB0yvpv1nWdmLNfqyU0yFks8VDzlFDsf9fpEFvfTQZE1poNqLayHc6FNEy1NDZZqDqo//UTTXDLlqMDW9qIwc3GBjeNUsGm5n1uWYTrGQ9bzVmHJbFzMV56iS58kKNXGH+XQPP37osDS2okk/qbEbmTXu1n4b0ekj4kWyep8l97EBVdZ7piii/FpLpDTaEYFJdww6sTEG0wN9z9AdIQNps6zK3s00TqITdNu1KOwHj2GUIJzuIAriOAabuEBmtACChpe4Q3eg5fgI/hcQNwKljTPYEXB1y89fJiH</latexit>
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A payload module requires electricity to operate observation instruments, but power
generator and batteries should not be mounted on a payload module because the electrical subsystem generate micro vibration and heat. Therefore, it is favorable to locate
the subsystem in a disturbance source. To transfer electricity from a disturbance source
to a payload module, required technology is electricity transfer method. Although to
use cables is the general method to transfer electricity to observation instruments from
an electricity generator mounted on a disturbance source, but disturbances can propagate through the cables. Therefore, Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) technology is more
effective method for this case. WPT has been researched for formation flying and it
would help to solve this problem of electricity for observation instruments[32].
In addition to electricity issue, it should be considered how to decide relative position
and attitude between a payload module and disturbance source. After launching a
space telescope having the proposed micro vibration isolator, the relative states should
be certain position and attitude when type-II superconductors on the payload module
are cooled below the critical temperature. To achieve this requirement, launch lock
systems are very important. Conventional launch locks use bolts or wires to hold a
payload and a mother spacecrafts against vibrations from a rocket while launching. At
certain time, the launch lock systems cut the bolts or wires to release the payload on an
orbit. If those conventional launch lock systems are employed for the proposed system,
the systems give possibly impact to a payload module and disturbance source. As a
result, the relative states decided by FC for the proposed micro vibration isolator can be
deviated [33]. To release payload module from a disturbance source without the impact
is one of issues to operate the proposed isolator properly because disturbing the relative
states causes to change the performance of vibration response. To solve this problem,
some methods have been researched, which are using Shape Memory Alloy (SMA)[34],
clamp bands such as Marman clamp for nano satellites [35, 36], and polymagnets system
by orbital ATK[37]. Those new launch lock systems enables to separate two modules
with low impact compared with conventional systems.
As mentioned in this section, mainly those technologies, which are wireless power transfer
and separation systems on orbits, are very important to operate a perfect contactless
micro vibration isolator at least.
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1.5

The Flux Pinning Effect

1.5.1

The characteristics of superconductors

The flux pinning effect is a phenomenon caused by specific characteristics that cooled
type-II superconductors have. State of superconductors is changed beyond the critical temperature, which is cryogenic temperature, from normal conducting state to superconducting state. Perfect conductivity and perfect diamagnetism are the specific
characteristics of superconductors in superconducting state. Perfect conductivity allows
internal current to flow without resistance in cooled superconductors. Superconducting
coils are using this characteristics to generate strong magnetic field. Perfect diamagnetism, which is also called Meissner effect, works to screen out external magnetic field.
Even if external magnetic field is applied inside of superconductors in normal conducting
state, all of magnetic field is expelled by the Meissner effect when the states becomes
the superconducting state. If external magnetic field is applied to superconductors in
superconducting state, eddy current, which is also called screening current, is induced
to screen out the external magnetic field by the Meissner effect. Therefore, the Meissner effect causes repulsive force working between a cooled type-II superconductor and
a magnetized material such as a Permanent Magnet (PM) and Electro-Magnetic Coil
(EMC).

Figure 1.5: The flux pinning effect
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1.5.2

The phenomenon

There are two types of superconductors which are type-I and type-II superconductors.
The difference between type-I and type-II is whether the superconductor has impurities and cracks inside or not. Impurities and cracks do not expel external magnetic
flux by the Meissner effect because those are not superconducting materials. Therefore,
external magnetic flux is trapped into those non-superconducting materials when a superconductor undergoes transition into the superconducting state. This phenomenon
is called the flux pinning effect, which occurs between a cooled type-II superconductor
and external magnetic field by magnetized materials such as PM and EMC. Owing to
the flux pining effect, flux pinning force works as retentive force between a cooled typeII superconductor and PM. The relative position and attitude is maintained passively
by the flux pinning force even if disturbances work between them as Fig.1.5. When a
type-II superconductor is cooled below critical temperature, intruding magnetic flux is
quantized as flux quantum φ0 = h/2e = 2.067 × 10−15 Wb, where h [Js] is the plank
constant, and e [C] is the elementary charge. Eddy current flows around the flux quantum by electromagnetic induction, and therefore Lorentz force Fl macroscopically works
as follows:
Fl = q(v × B),

(1.3)

where, q is a charged particle moving with a velocity v, and B is magnetic flux. Although
intruding flux quantum moves in a cooled type-II superconductor by the Lorentz force,
impurities and cracks restrain the motion of the fluxes. Therefore, the constraint force
Fp , which is the flux pinning force, is expressed as follows:
Fp = −Fl .

(1.4)

It is noted that the flux pinning force does not restrain motion that external magnetic
field, which is applied to a type-II superconductor by a PM, is not changed with time
because the flux pinning force is macroscopically explained as a force competing with the
Lorentz force. As mentioned above, the Lorentz force works between applied magnetic
field and eddy currents. However, according to Ampere’s law and Maxwell’s equation,
eddy currents do not flow if external magnetic field is not changed with time. If relative
motion must be constrained with 6 Degree Of Freedom (DOF) for applications using
the flux pinning effect, this effect should be taken into account. In addition, It is well
known that the flux pinning force works as nonlinear spring damping force. Although
the damping force does not strongly work[38], this is one of advantages for vibration
suppression systems.
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1.5.3

Two cooling processes for the flux pinning effect

It should be noted that temperature of type-II superconductors should be below the
critical temperature while sustaining the flux pinning effect because of the perfect conductivity. Otherwise, internal resistance increases and the flux pinning force vanishes.
Considering that a Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide (YBaCuO) type-II superconductor
is used, the critical temperature is 93K.
There are two cooling methods, which are Field Cooling (FC) and Zero Field Cooling
(ZFC), for type-II superconductors. The difference between the cooling methods is
whether a type-II superconductor is cooled below critical temperature with external
magnetic field or not. FC is a method to cool down under the condition that external
magnetic field penetrates a type-II superconductor. It is also possible that external
magnetic field forcibly intrudes into a cooled type-II superconductor. This method is
called the ZFC. The pinning forces by FC and ZFC have different characteristics. In
general, the flux pinning force by the FC is stronger than the flux pinning force by the
ZFC, and therefore it is assumed that the FC is employed as a cooling method for the
proposed micro vibration isolator.

1.5.4

Prospects of the contactless micro vibration isolator based on
conventional researches of superconducting levitation

Various researches using the specific characteristics of the flux pinning effect have been
studied so far. As mentioned above, relative motion between a PM and SC can change
freely in the direction which applied magnetic field does not change. Assuming a cylindrical PM is levitated above a SC, the characteristic allows the PM to rotate around
axial axis freely while maintaining other direction of five Degrees of Freedom (DoF)
motion. Therefore, this characteristic has been researched for magnetic bearings, and
flywheel systems for efficient energy storage[39–41]. Tsuda et al. proposed a seismic isolation system using the characteristic of the flux pinning effect[42]. This seismic isolation
system consists of three layers[43]. Type-II superconductors, permanent magnets, and
copper plates are placed on each layers to isolate the earthquake[44–46]. The proposed
seismic isolation system was tested by an experimental device and the results indicated
the feasibility and performance. A transportation system using the flux pinning force by
Zero Field Cooling (ZFC) has been also considered for high speed transportation[47, 48].
As one of the transportation systems, StarTram [49, 50] has been researched to send
cargos to space with low cost.
In general, if a SC is cooled with the ZFC, repulsive force by Meissner effect works
predominantly between the SC and magnetized materials. This repulsive force is very
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important force for ground systems to support the weight of levitated things, which
are trains and buildings. To achieve required frequency response, spring and damping
elements should be designed properly. Although lower spring elements allow to suppress
vibrations at lower frequencies, performance of vibration isolation using the flux pinning
effect for ground systems is generally restricted because of the gravity of the Earth. In
addition, temperature of type-II superconductors should be kept below critical temperature on the ground, which is few tens of kelvins while keeping the flux pinning effect.
If the flux pinning effect is applied to space systems, however, it is expected that the
problems can be eased. In particular, future space observation missions are planning
to conduct in an environment where disturbances are small such as orbits around L2
point with respect to Sun-Earth system. By operating a vibration isolator using the
flux pinning effect in such environment, the frequency response is not restricted by the
gravity as ground systems. Moreover, temperature in space is suitable to keep cooling type-II superconductors. If a cryocooler and solar shield on space telescopes can
cool type-II superconductors of the proposed micro vibration isolator, it can create an
suitable environment, which temperature is stable and cryogenic.
Based on information mentioned above, therefore, it is expected that the proposed micro
vibration isolator using the flux pinning effect can support ideally space observation
missions in space.

1.6

Outline of Chapters in This Ph.D Thesis

Purpose of this Ph.D. thesis is to investigate the possibility and performance of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolation method using the pinning/magnetic force.
This Ph.D thesis consists of nine chapters. In the second chapter, conventional vibration isolation methods and formation flying technologies for space systems are introduced. Because those conventional vibration isolation methods have some problems for
future space observations, those are also mentioned in the section. In addition, main
idea of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator is based on formation flying
technologies. The technologies are important for the proposed system, and therefore the
researches of formation flying technologies also are introduced. Conventional numerical
models are introduced in the third chapter. To estimate electromagnetic forces working
on the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator, which are the flux pinning force
and Lorentz force for eddy current damper, simplified numerical models are introduced.
Those introduced numerical models in the section are used in this Ph.D thesis. The
forth chapter shows results of measurement experiments of the forces by the flux pinning effect. Although simplified numerical model is used for the flux pinning force, there
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are model errors between the numerical results and the true pinning force. Therefore,
the pinning force working between a SC and PM is measured by a measurement device
to evaluate numerical model for the flux pinning force. Measurement results of the repulsive force by the Meissner effect is also introduced in the same chapter. A control
system to stabilize attitude of a payload module using electromagnetic coils is also a
part of the proposed micro vibration isolator. To design the control system, numerical
model for repulsive force working between an electro-magnetic coil and SC is also evaluated using measurement results. Vibration experiment is mentioned in the fifth chapter.
Vibration response of the pinning force working between a PM and SC is measured by
an experimental device. Numerically designed frequency response is compared with the
experimental data. The proposed micro vibration isolator connects electromagnetically
between a payload module and disturbance source of a space telescope. To understand
relative motion between two modules, equation of relative motion are derived to construct a dynamics simulation in the sixth chapter. Because characteristics of the flux
pinning force depends on many factors, it is expected that the characteristics is deviated
in space. Therefore the stability of pointing direction depending on deviation of the pinning force is investigated using the dynamics simulation. A control system to stabilize
pointing direction is proposed in the seventh chapter. Performance of the proposed passive vibration isolator is degraded due to deviation of the pinning force, and therefore
an active control system is important to achieve higher pointing accuracy. Based on
the numerical model of the repulsive force by the Meissner effect, a control system is
designed. Numerical simulation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed control system. A simplified design approach for the proposed contactless micro
vibration isolator is introduced in the eighth chapter. Limitation of the proposed micro
vibration isolator is investigated and discussed. Moreover, total weight of the proposed
micro vibration isolator depends mainly on required frequency response, the number of
sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs, and initial relative distance between a payload module and
disturbance source. This characteristics of the total weight is also introduced to indicate
a design solution of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator. The pinning force
and torque working between a payload module and disturbance source are changed by
the number of the sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs. The characteristics of the pinning force
and torque are also discussed in the section. This Ph.D thesis is concluded in the ninth
chapter.
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2
Conventional Vibration Isolator
and Formation Flying
technologies in Space
Development
Conventional researches, which are related to the proposed micro vibration isolator,
are introduced in this chapter. Aim of this chapter is to indicate current status of
conventional disturbance isolators and formation flying technologies.

2.1

Vibration Isolation Techniques for Spacecrafts

Solutions for vibration problems have been researched for space missions to improve performance of space telescopes. The vibration suppression systems can be mainly divided
into two methods, which are passive and active isolation. Both isolation methods have
advantages and disadvantages, and therefore hybrid systems and semi-active systems
are often used for space missions. Although passive isolations do not require power to
suppress vibration and are reliable, the performance of vibration suppression is highly
related to materials of the system, and the spring and damping coefficients. Therefore,
it is generally difficult to cut off vibration at low frequency using passive vibration isolators. In contrast, active vibration isolators enable to cut off vibrations at low frequency.
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However, the system is relatively complex, costly, and lower reliable than passive vibration isolators because there is a possibility to occur malfunction of control systems.
The conventional passive and active vibration isolators are introduced in the following
sections.

2.1.1

Passive vibration isolators

The jitter of reaction wheels is one of causes to generate vibrations. In general, this
vibration is high frequency, so passive vibration isolators have been utilized for this
problem[51, 52]. Hubble space telescope employs a passive isolation method, which
consists of few fluid-damped spring isolators [53]. The isolators are attached to the
reaction wheels to suppress locally vibrations by the jitter. As an alternative platform,
a local vibration isolator using flexible beams has also researched for the jitter[54]. This
platform consists of four beams, which shape is designed to suppress vibration passively
while holding a disturbance source in space, and the experimental device demonstrated
the performance.
In addition to vibrations by reaction wheels, compressors of cryogenic cooling systems
also generate vibration. Particularly, the cooling systems are very important to improve
the performance of sensors and detectors for X-ray, Infrared rays, and Gamma rays
observation, and therefore the vibration should be handled. For Astro-H, a X-ray space
telescope, SoftRide isolators were designed under strict constraints[55, 56]. The isolator
consists of flexure springs with viscoelastic materials. Even though the design is simple,
it could assist resolution of images taken by Astro-H.
Stewart Gough Platform (SGP), which utilizes a hexapod configuration, is also useful
for the passive vibration isolation. This SGP consists of six movable rods and this configuration allows to move with 6 Degree Of Freedom (6DOF). Marneffe[57] proposed
a vibration isolator using the SGP configuration for space missions. Each legs in the
proposed isolator are jointed to voice coils, which connected to RL circuit. This configuration produces linear viscous force to suppress vibrations passively.

2.1.2

Active vibration isolators

In addition to passive vibration isolators, active vibration isolators also have been used
for space observation missions. As mentioned above, it is difficult to cut off vibrations at
low frequency using passive vibration isolators although it is low cost and less complexity.
In contrast, active vibration isolation methods enable to cut off broadband vibration,
although the configurations are relatively complex.
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The SGP is compatible with active/semi-active vibration methods in addition to the
passive isolation. By controlling those rods to suppress the vibrations, the SGP also
works as an active vibration isolator. Therefore, control systems and configuration of
rods in SGP are research subjects for space applications. In fact, SGP system using piezo-electric sensors and piezo actuators demonstrated the performance in real
spacecraft[58, 59]. McInroy et al.[9] developed a general vibration control approach for
different configuration of the rods in SGP. This control approach allows us to configure
any configuration of the rods. Moreover, McInroy et al. mentioned that the performance
of the configuration depends on accuracy of sensors and modeling. Honeywell developed
an active/passive actuator, D-strut, for multi-axis isolation systems such as SGP[60–62]
and the performance has been improved so far[63]. In fact, D-strut was employed to
suppress vibration by reaction wheels in Hubble Space Telescope(HST). As a control
method for SGP, skyhook damper has been studied for active suspension systems[64].
Although force feedback or acceleration feedback can be applied to Skyhook damper
system, force feedback provides stability to flexible systems such as space applications
rather than acceleration feedback [8]. The Sky damper was applied to SGP consisted
of voice coils and the performance was tested by a zero G experiment on parabolic
flight[7]. In addition, semi-active vibration isolator using SGP, which the rods consist
of a piezoelectric material and switch controlled passive circuit, was also proposed[65].
The system enables to suppress the local vibration passively with no external energy. As
mentioned above, SGP system is an effective vibration isolator and many works using
the system have been conducted for space missions.
In addition to SGP, Tip Tilt Mirror (TTM) is also a practical method for high resolution
images. By attaching TTM to a secondary mirror of a space telescope, it steers the tilt
of the secondary mirror to cancel the vibration at high frequency. Many control methods
using TTM have also been researched for space observation systems so far[66–68]. In
fact, Solar-B, which is launched in 2006 by JAXA to observe the sun, utilized a piezodriven TTM to suppress errors of the pointing direction[10, 12, 69]. To achieve required
pointing stability, feed forward control and accelerometers were applied to compensate
signal loses that the feedback control has[11].

2.1.3

Vibration isolators for future space observation missions

Although aforementioned vibration isolation methods were practical and effective, new
vibration suppression approaches are required to meet very strict requirements in future
space observation missions. The required angular resolution has been stricter to get
images of planets and galaxies existing in deep space beyond the scope of conventional
space telescopes. To achieve the strict requirement, vibration suppression technologies
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have been researched and developed for future space telescopes such as SPICA and
JWST. It is planned that passive and active vibration isolation systems are mounted on
SPICA to mitigate disturbances from a cryogenic cooling system and reaction wheels
[70]. The vibration isolation system of the SPICA consists of a truss assembly as passive
vibration isolation and TTM as active vibration isolator. However, heat can propagate
through the mechanical isolator such as the truss assembly from a disturbance source to
observation equipments, which temperature should be at cryogenic to keep high sensitivity of sensors and detectors. To suppress vibration and heat propagation at same time,
a truss assembly has been researched for SPICA. The truss system consists of six rods
made of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP), which is low thermal conductivity,
and placed between the payload module and disturbance source. To minimize the heat
and vibration propagation at same time, a truss separation system is employed and is a
key technologies to restrict path of the disturbance propagation for observation sensors.
Although the truss assembly should withstand the launch load from a rocket, it will
be no longer necessary to be substantial when SPICA attains mission orbits. Then, the
truss separation mechanism detaches the payload module and disturbance source[71, 72].
After the separation is implemented, the modules are connected by only low thermal
conductivity truss assembly.
As SPICA, JWST employs specific disturbance isolation systems, which are passive and
active disturbance isolator in order to acquire high resolution images[73]. A passive
vibration and heat isolator have been researched for the JWST. The isolator consists
of four isolator struts for vibration suppression and a thermal isolation tower. Tubular beam, which are made of graphite and epoxy, and titanium V-flexure are used for
the isolator strut. Although the idea of the isolator struts is mainly to attenuate the
vibration, a problem is the temperature[74]. In order to cool detectors and sensors at
cryogenic temperature, damping of the isolator struts do not work sufficiently because
constituent materials are frozen. To solve this problem, the temperature of the isolation struts is controlled by local heaters with thermostats owing to prevent the frozen.
Those four isolation struts are equipped to support the thermal isolation tower, which
suppresses heat propagation, and the primary mirror is attached at the end of the tower.
This passive disturbance isolator achieves -40 dB/decade in reaction wheel speed range
in cryogenic temperature.
As mentioned above, structural damping does not work in cryogenic temperature. In
the environment, electromagnetic vibration isolator is advantageous. As an electromagnetic vibration isolation, eddy current damping is effective to complement damping
element. This damping method utilizes characteristics of eddy current, which flows on
metal plates when applied external magnetic field from magnetized material is changed
with time. Then, magnetic damping force works between the magnetized material and
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metal plate by Lorentz force law. Camelo et al. [75] proposed to use the eddy current
damping to prevent vibrations on mirror segments of a huge primary mirror such as
JWST. The damping force by eddy current works passively, and therefore actuators and
control systems are unnecessary. As an alternative electromagnetic vibration isolator,
Nelson proposed Disturbance Free Payload (DFP)[14]. The concept of the DFP is close
proximity formation flying and does not connect a disturbance source and payload module mechanically. DFP maintains relative states between the modules using voice coil
actuators without transmission of the vibration from the disturbance source[16]. The
relative motion is observed by contactless sensors and the sensor data is used for external
actuators, which are thrusters and reaction wheels, on the disturbance source. Those
external actuators are controlled to not apply any force to the payload module. The
performance was examined experimentally in two dimension motion using an experimental device[76, 77] and experimental results indicated the performance of the DFP.
To stabilize direction of laser communication systems for deep space missions, the DFP
has been also researched[78].

2.2
2.2.1

Formation Flying Technologies for Observing Systems
Concept of Formation Flying Between Multiple Spacecrafts

Likely the DFP, contactless systems have benefits in space observation missions. In
general, observation instruments that can bring to space at one time are limited by
rocket performance, which are rocket engine, size of faring, and propulsive efficiency.
However, resolution of observed images is highly related to size of the aperture and
also focal length. The relation between angular resolution ∆θ and focal length Ba is
expressed as:
∆θ = 1.22

λ
Ba

(2.1)

where, λ is the wavelength of light. Moreover, the focal length is also important for
observing light which is hard to bend. For instance, observing hard X-rays requires
long focal length such as Astro-H and XMM-Newton because it is difficult to bend and
condense the light unlike infrared rays and visible light. In this respect, formation flying
is a breakthrough technology. The concept of formation flying is cooperation of multiple
spacecrafts to conduct missions. Cooperation of multiple spacecrafts has many advantages for space observation missions. For instance, if two spacecrafts, which are a mirror
spacecraft and detector spacecraft, conduct formation flying in space for X-ray observation missions such as Astro-H, the focal length is not limited. In fact, ESA was planned
X-ray Evolving Universe Spectroscopy (XEUS) using two spacecrafts, which are a Mirror
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Figure 2.1: Darwin’s fleet (Left) and Terrestrial Planet Finder Interferometer (Right)
(Courtesy of NASA and ESA for photos of X-ray Evolving Universe Spectroscopy and
Terrestrial Planet Finder Interferometer respectively)

SpaceCraft (MSC) and a Detector SpaceCraft (DSC). In the mission, the focal length
between MSC and DSC was planned to be controlled to be few tens of meter[79–81]. In
formation flying technology, systems to control precisely relative states between multiple spacecrafts are research subjects. To maintain formation such as XEUS, thrusters
has been considered as an easy method to control relative states. In fact, DLR/European Aeronautic Deffence and Space Company (EADS) Astrium Satellites succeeded
to observe the Earth using two spacecrafts with thrusters as the actuators, which are
TanDEM-X (TDX) and TerraSAR-X (TSX)[82–86]. TDX and TSX cooperate with each
other for Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and the formation can be changed with two
operation modes, which are called monostatic and bistatic mode. Thruster was employed
for this SAR mission to keep and change the formation.
As another advantage, spacecrafts can act as interferometer to observe targets in deep
space using formation flying technology. Interferometer technology enables to improve
the resolution of observed images by cooperating multiple mirrors. In fact, The Atacama
Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) observatory, which consists of 66 radio telescopes,
uses interferometer technology to observe millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths and
has powerful performance[87]. However, space observatories on the ground can not
observe wavelengths in specific range because of the atmosphere. Therefore, it has been
considered to utilize the formation flying for interferometer in space to observe lights
in out of the range of ground observatories for high resolution images. However, it is
required to keep and maintain relative position and attitude precisely between multiple
spacecrafts in formation for interferometer. At this point, thruster is not the suitable
actuator for the formation flying because the plume by thrusters causes optical pollution
and would destroy the formation by the impingement. In addition, the mission term
is limited by the amount of fuel if thrusters are employed to control relative states
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between multiple spacecrafts. In stead of thrusters, there are the following methods
using electro-magnetic interaction.

Electromagnetic interaction
Actuator : Electro-magnetic coil or/and Superconducting coil.
Distance : ∼ Few tens of meters between superconducting coils.
∼ Few tens of centimeters between electro-magnetic coils.
Remarks : Active control system to maintain/control relative motion.
A cryogenic system is required to prevent quench of superconducting coils.
Electrostatic interaction
Actuator : Ion guns and Electron guns.
Distance : ∼ Debye length, which depends on plasma environment.
(few meters ∼ few hundreds of meters).
Remarks : Active control system to maintain/control relative motion.
Does not work on low altitude orbits because of the Debye shielding.
The flux pinning effect
Actuator : None.
Distance : ∼ Few tens of centimeters.
Remarks : Passive phenomenon.
Type-II superconductors and magnetized materials are required.
A cryogenic system is required to cool the type-II superconductors.

In the following sections, research of formation flying using electromagnetic interaction, electrostatic interaction, and the flux pinning effect are introduced as conventional
methods.

2.2.2

Electro-Magnetic Formation Flying (EMFF)

The Electro-Magnetic Formation Flying (EMFF) technology has been researched to
control relative states precisely between multiple spacecrafts. MIT and University of
Maryland constructed testbed for EMFF, SPHERE and RINGS, to demonstrate the
feasibility of EMFF[88]. The testbed consists of a superconducting coil, RINGS, and a
bus unit, SPHERE. The SPHERE mainly undertakes Guidance, Navigation and Control
(GNC) to estimate motion of other SPHEREs[89, 90] and the performance was evaluated
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on International Space Station (ISS)[91]. A control approach for EMFF is also tested
on the ground in two dimensional motion using reaction wheels and superconducting
coils as actuators to control relative motion[92]. As an important technology to realize
multiple spacecrafts formation flying, Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) system was also
designed and tested on ISS[93, 94]. Assuming two RINGSs, which are primary RINGS
and secondary RINGS, the WPT system transfers power using electromagnetic induction
that induces current on a metal plate, which is aluminum, in primary RINGS by applying
external electromagnetic field produced by secondary RINGS. Generally, operation of
EMFF on low orbits around the Earth is undesirable because magnetic field of the
Earth affects on spacecrafts in formation. For this operation, nonlinear adaptive control
method was investigated to maintain and reconfigure the formation[95]. In fact, EMFF
technology was planned to employ for Terrestrial Planet Finder Interferometer (TPF-I)
mission by NASA[96–98] as seen in Fig.2.1 (Right).
Thus, EMFF is an effective formation flying technology and is expected to break through
limitations of space observation missions, which conventional space applications have.

2.2.3

Formation flying using Electro-static Interaction

Likely EMFF, it has been considered to use electro-static interaction to perform formation flying between multiple spacecrafts[99–101]. When space missions are conducted in
space, spacecrafts are charged up by plasma environment in general. If spacecrafts emit
charged particles, which are mainly ions and electrons, the potential of spacecrafts can
be changed. Then, electrostatic force interacted between charged spacecrafts is changed.
The idea of the formation flying technology using electrostatic interaction is to use this
characteristics. Spacecrafts in formation have ion and electron guns to control the potential of themselves[102, 103]. If this formation flying system is operated on orbits
around planets, which have magnetic field such as the Earth, the electro-static interaction works as Lorentz force, which depends on magnetic field of planets and orbital
velocity. In general, this Lorentz force becomes stronger on lower orbits. To control
spacecrafts in formation considering in Lorentz force, various researches have been conducted for formation keeping[104–106] and reconfiguration[107, 108].

2.2.4

Formation flying using the flux pining effect

Formation flying and close proximity maneuver using the flux pinning effect also have
been researched. One of concepts of the formation flying using the flux pinning effect
is reconfigurable mirrors[109–111]. Flux Pinning Interface (FPI), which was developed
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by Cornell university, allows to reconfigure formation. The relative distance and attitude between mirror spacecrafts are maintained passively using the flux pinning force
with proper configuration of type-II superconductors and permanent magnets. This
FPI allows the formation to reconfigure using momentum, which can be generated by
disturbances and momentum wheels, on spacecrafts. This feasibility of the reconfiguration method was demonstrated on an air table[112–115]. In addition to reconfigure
operation, FPI also enables to conduct rendezvous docking with other spacecrafts. In
rendezvous docking operation, one of problems is collision between spacecrafts. When
a spacecraft docks with another spacecraft, the physical contact possibly destroys the
spacecrafts and the formation. An advantage of FPI is that spacecrafts can perform rendezvous and docking without mechanical touch. Assuming two spacecrafts to perform
rendezvous docking using FPI, a spacecraft has permanent magnets and electromagnetic
coils, and another has type-II superconductors. As mentioned in Sec. 1.5.1, the pinning
force can be generated by two methods, Field Cooling (FC) and Zero Field Cooling
(ZFC). Before docking phase using FPI, type-II superconductors are cooled by ZFC,
which is the method to cool type-II superconductors without external magnetic field,
and captures the external magnetic field generated by permanent magnets on another
spacecrafts [112, 116–119]. At this moment, if relative velocity between two spacecrafts
over a reference value, repulsive force by Meissner effect works to avoid the collision accident passively. Once external magnetic flux is captured by type-II superconductors, the
pinning force constrains relative motion at a pinning position. The pinning position can
be changed by controlling magnetic field produced by electromagnetic coils. Mechanical
contact can be safely conducted by changing the pinning position gradually using FPI.
In fact, this docking system has been considered to use for a martian sample return
mission in Mars2020.
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3
Conventional Models of the
Electromagnetic Interactions:
The Flux Pinning Effect and
Eddy Current Damping
The proposed micro vibration isolator utilizes the flux pinning force and damping force
by eddy current to achieve passive vibration isolation. To utilize the flux pinning effect,
critical parameters are very important. In this chapter, the flux pinning effect is introduced with numerical model in consideration of those critical parameters. Moreover,
frozen image model is introduced as numerical calculation of the flux pinning force.
To calculate damping force by eddy current damper, Lorentz force law is employed.
Therefore, the model is also introduced in this chapter.

3.1

Microscopic Physics of The Flux Pinning Effect

As mentioned above, there are two types of superconductors, which are type-I and
type-II. The flux pinning effect occurs between an applied magnetic field and type-II
superconductors. To understand the physics, critical parameters are very important,
which are critical temperature, critical magnetic field, and critical current density. Behavior of the flux pinning effect is decided by those critical parameters. Especially, the
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critical magnetic fields are important for the control system to stabilize pointing direction of the proposed micro vibration isolator. Therefore, the microscopic physics of the
flux pinning effect is introduced to understand the critical magnetic fields in this section.

3.1.1

Perfect diamagnetism : London theory

London theory explains the phenomenon of the perfect diamagnetism occurring on typeI superconductors. To understand the effect of the perfect diamagnetism, London theory
is introduced.
According to the London theory, external magnetic flux Bin can intrude into a cooled
type-I superconductor with infinitesimal length called London penetration length λL . In
the London theory, two equations are introduced as follows:
m∗ ∂js
ns e∗2 ∂t ,

(3.1)

m∗
js + B = 0,
ns e∗2

(3.2)

E=
and
∇×

where E is the electric field, js is the superconducting current density, e∗ is the charge of
the superconducting electron, m∗ is the mass, and ns is the density. Those Eq.(3.1) and
Eq.(3.2) are called London equations. Using those London equations, the phenomenon
of the perfect diamagnetism can be expressed by the electrodynamics.
Maxwell’s equation is introduced to understand behavior of external magnetic flux as
∇ × B = µ0 j.

(3.3)

Substituting Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2) into Eq.(3.3), the equation of magnetic flux is derived
as follows:
µ0 ns e∗2
B
m∗
1
= 2 B,
λL

∇2 B =

(3.4)

where λL is London penetration depth as
s

λL =

m∗
µ0 ns e∗2 .

(3.5)

Considering the external magnetic field is constant with respect to surface of a cooled
type-I superconductor, the above equation can be solved with respect to z = z0 as
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follows:
Bin (z) = µ0 Hext0 e

− λz

L

,

(3.6)

where µ0 is the permeability of vacuum, Hext0 = Hext (z = z0 ) is magnetic flux at the
surface of the type-I superconductor. According to Eq.(3.6), the external magnetic flux
inside of type-I superconductors decays with the London penetration depth λL , which
is an infinitesimal value generally. In other words, it is explained that the external
magnetic field can not penetrate the cooled type-I superconductor. This phenomenon is
called the perfect diamagnetism.

3.1.2

Penetration depth and coherence length : Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory

External magnetic flux is divided by flux quantum φ0 = h/e∗ ∼ 2.068 × 10−15 Wb in
the mixed state, where h is plank constant, and e is the elementary charge. This flux
quantum is trapped in type-II superconductors in the superconducting state. Around
the trapped flux quantum in the mixed state, there is a region of the normal conducting
state. Considering that the region is normal-conducting core around the flux quantum,
the radius is characterized by the coherence length ζ as Fig.3.1. Moreover, magnetic
flied intrudes into the type-II superconductor from the flux quantum. The intrusion
length is called penetration length λ.

Magnetic flux

Flux quantum

Normal
conducting core

Coherence length
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

⇠

Penetration depth
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Type-II superconductor

Figure 3.1: Coherence length and penetration length in a type-II superconductor
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3.1.3

Critical magnetic fields: Ginzburg-Landau (G-L) theory

Critical magnetic fields decide behavior of the flux pinning effect. Type-I superconductors have a critical magnetic field Hc . If an external magnetic field Hext is lower than
the critical magnetic field Hc , the cooled type-I superconductor repels the external magnetic field. In other words, the external magnetic field can not intrude into the type-I
superconductor. Because eddy current is induced by the external magnetic field Hc , the
type-I superconductor is magnetized as MI = −Hext . As a result, repulsive force works
between the type-I superconductor and the external magnetic field while Hext < Hc
which is the Meissner state. Once the external magnetic field equals or overcomes the
critical magnetic field Hc , however, the magnetization vanishes as MI = 0.
In contrast to type-I superconductors, type-II superconductors have two critical magnetic fields, which are called lower and upper critical magnetic fields Hc1 and Hc2 respectively. If an external magnetic field is weaker than the lower critical magnetic field as
Hext < Hc1 , the external magnetic field experiences repulsive force by the Meissner effect
as with the type-I superconductor. Once the external magnetic field overcomes the lower
critical magnetic field, the Meissner states changes another states in Hc1 < Hext < Hc2
which is called the mixed state. In this mixed state, the external magnetic field intrudes into the type-II superconductor partially. The upper and lower critical magnetic
fields can be expressed numerically, assuming specific conditions[120]. The lower critical
magnetic field is expressed as
Hc1 =

φ0
lnκ,
4πµ0 λ2

(3.7)

where κ = λ/ζ is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter. Moreover, the upper critical magnetic field is expressed as
Hc2 =

φ0
2πµ0 ζ 2 .

(3.8)

The Ginzburg-Landau parameter is an important factor to classify superconductors. If
√
κ < 1/ 2, the superconductor is classified into type-I superconductors. Moreover, the
√
√
mixed state can be realized when κ > 1/ 2. Therefore, if κ > 1/ 2, the superconductor is called type-II superconductor. As mentioned above, the external magnetic flux
is quantized and divided by the flux quantum in the mixed state. This mixed state
causes the flux pinning effect. As with the type-I superconductor, the flux pinning effect
vanishes if the external magnetic field overcomes the upper critical magnetic field Hc2 .
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3.2

Numerical Model of the Flux Pinning Force : Frozen
image mode

Precise numerical analysis for the flux pinning force has been performed by Finite Element Methods (FEM), which uses representatively A-φ method and T-method. However, FEM takes high computational cost and is not favorable to design the proposed
micro vibration isolator with parametric study. Parametric study is effective approach
rather than FEM to design and understand characteristics of the proposed micro vibration isolator using multiple type-II superconductors and permanent magnets. Therefore,
simplified model, frozen image model, is employed to evaluate the characteristics of the
flux pinning force in this Ph.D thesis.
In the frozen image model, a type-II superconductor (SC) is dealt as ideal material and
sufficiently huge compared with a magnetized material, which is Permanent Magnet
(PM) in this chapter[121]. In other words, it is assumed that all of external magnetic
flux is trapped ideally in a SC. The frozen image model estimates the quasi-static flux
pinning force generated by Field Cooling (FC) process. Although the flux pinning force
works as spring damping force as mentioned in Sec.1.5.1, it is well known that the
damping force is weak. Therefore, the flux pinning force is approximated by spring force
to simply design a magnetic spring damping system for the proposed isolator.
This model uses two mirror images, frozen image and mobile image, as Fig.3.2. Those
images are defined in a SC when FC is implemented. Relative position vector at the
moment when FC is implemented is defined as rf c . The mirror images have magnetic
dipole moments, which are decided by the following expression as:
µf = 2(µf c · â)â − µf c ,

(3.9)

µm = µpm − 2(µpm · â)â,

(3.10)

where µm is a magnetic dipole moment of the mobile image, µf is the vector of the
frozen image, µpm is a PM’s dipole, and â is an unit vector defined as â = [0, 0, 1]t on
the surface of the SC. As seen in Eq.(3.9), the dipole of the frozen image µf is decided
at the moment when FC is implemented. This vector does not change even if the PM’s
dipole µpm is changed. In contrast, the mobile image is given a character to be changed
by states of the PM. The dipole of the mobile image µm is changed by the PM’s dipole
µpm , which is time dependent as seen in Eq.(3.10). At the FC moment, the mobile
image is also defined at same position with the frozen image as seen in Fig.3.2. It is
noted that absolute values of those dipoles equal as |µpm | = |µf | = |µm | if µpm does
not change. To express relative position vectors between the PM and those images, a
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sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="XJ4A7lc7HraLTLmE6Hjf/+LZIPw=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxGIX/8Vpr1erWTbAIrsqMG10KblxWsBdoh5JkMm1oLkOSEcowL+Derb6CO/FRfAMfw/SysK0HAodzEv4/H8kEty4Mv4Ot7Z3dvf3KQfWwdnR8Uj+tdazODWVtqoU2PYItE1yxtuNOsF5mGJZEsC6Z3M/67jMzlmv15KYZiyUeKZ5yip2P+gMiC1MOi5SWw3ojbIZzoU0TLU0DlmoN6z+DRNNcMuWowNb2ozBzcYGN41SwsjrILcswneAR63ursGQ2LuYrl+jSJwlKtfFHOTRP/74osLR2Kom/KbEb2/VuFv7bEeljokWyOt+lt3HBVZY7puhifJoL5DSaUUEJN4w6MfUGU8P9DxAdY4Op8+yqHk20DmLTdK6bUdiMHkOowDlcwBVEcAN38AAtaAMFDa/wBu/BS/ARfC4gbgVLmmewouDrF7/+mNo=</latexit>
sha1_base64="nZucKoD5KcBXyzrHDhYTyojmR40=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsy4qcuCG5cV7APaoSSZTBuaTIYkI5ShP+Derf6CO3HrX/gHfoZpOwvbeuDC4Zx7ufcekgpurO9/e6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrWMSrTlLWpEkr3CDZM8IS1LbeC9VLNsCSCdcnkbu53n5g2XCWPdpqyUOJRwmNOsXVSf0BkrmfDPKazYbXm1/0F0CYJClKDAq1h9WcQKZpJllgqsDH9wE9tmGNtORVsVhlkhqWYTvCI9R1NsGQmzBcnz9CVUyIUK+0qsWih/p3IsTRmKonrlNiOzbo3F//1iHQyUSJa3W/j2zDnSZpZltDl+jgTyCo0TwVFXDNqxdQRTDV3HyA6xhpT67KruGiC9SA2SeemHvj14MGvNRtFSGW4gEu4hgAa0IR7aEEbKCh4gVd48569d+/D+1y2lrxi5hxW4H39Al/3mj4=</latexit>

â

x

rf
<latexit sha1_base64="hm6gBwzcywKaFspN9sLJ47d5mO8=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMiVHcFNy4rOLbYDiXJZNrQPIYkI5ShH+Derf6CK3Hrb/gHfoZpOwvbeuDC4Zx7ufcenHJmrO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0YFSmCQ2J4kp3MDKUM0lDyyynnVRTJDCnbTy6mfrtJ6oNU/LejlMaCTSQLGEEWSc99rDIdT9PJpN+tebX/RngKgkKUgMFWv3qTy9WJBNUWsKRMd3AT22UI20Z4XRS6WWGpoiM0IB2HZVIUBPls4sn8MwpMUyUdiUtnKl/J3IkjBkL7DoFskOz7E3Ffz0snIwVjxf32+QqyplMM0slma9PMg6tgtNQYMw0JZaPHUFEM/cBJEOkEbEuuoqLJlgOYpWEF/XrenB3WWs2iozK4AScgnMQgAZoglvQAiEgQIIX8ArevGfv3fvwPuetJa+YOQYL8L5+AftRmak=</latexit>
sha1_base64="eZBx98Sa86cD14oTW3hezjSxR48=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbc6Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qEkmUwbmsuQZIQy1Adw6yu4El/IN/AxTC8Laz0QOJyT8P/5SCG4dVH0FdS2tnd29+r74UEjPDw6bjaerC4NZQnVQpsewZYJrljiuBOsVxiGJRGsSyZ38777zIzlWj26acFSiUeK55xi56POsNmK2tFCaNPEK9OClYbN70GmaSmZclRga/txVLi0wsZxKtgsHJSWFZhO8Ij1vVVYMptWizVn6NwnGcq18Uc5tEh/v6iwtHYqib8psRvbv908/Lcj0sdEi2x9vsuv04qronRM0eX4vBTIaTQngTJuGHVi6g2mhvsfIDrGBlPneYWeTPyXw6ZJLts37fghgjqcwhlcQAxXcAv30IEEKGTwCm/BS/AefCwB1oIVyRNYU/D5A0u9kqc=</latexit>
sha1_base64="wXtpEvSOXP9PtPygxzOGrWm9Jps=">AAAB+3icbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3Kg7wY3LCo4ttkNJMpk2NMkMSUYowzyAe7f6Cq7EZ/ENfAzTn4VtPRA4nJNwbz6SCW6s7397lY3Nre2d6m5tr75/cNg4qj+aNNeUhTQVqe4SbJjgioWWW8G6mWZYEsE6ZHw77TvPTBueqgc7yVgk8VDxhFNsXfTUJ7LQgyIpy0Gj6bf8mdC6CRamCQu1B42ffpzSXDJlqcDG9AI/s1GBteVUsLLWzw3LMB3jIes5q7BkJipmG5fozCUxSlLtjrJolv59UWBpzEQSd1NiOzKr3TT8tyPSxSQV8fJ8m1xFBVdZbpmi8/FJLpBN0RQKirlm1IqJM5hq7n6A6AhrTK1DV3NoglUQ6ya8aF23gnsfqnACp3AOAVzCDdxBG0KgoOAV3uDde/E+vM85w4q3gHkMS/K+fgFglJhD</latexit>
sha1_base64="mkN5c8VIJ/dcmTHoWSXEHECrJ6Q=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0btQvYWEZwTTBZwszsbDJkHsvMrBCW/QB7W/0FK7H1N/wDP8NJsoVJPHDhcM693HsPTjkz1ve/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6MCrThIZEcaW7GBnKmaShZZbTbqopEpjTDh7fTP3OE9WGKXlvJymNBBpKljCCrJMe+1jkepAnRTGoN/ymPwNcJUFJGqBEe1D/6ceKZIJKSzgyphf4qY1ypC0jnBa1fmZoisgYDWnPUYkENVE+u7iAZ06JYaK0K2nhTP07kSNhzERg1ymQHZllbyr+62HhZKx4vLjfJldRzmSaWSrJfH2ScWgVnIYCY6YpsXziCCKauQ8gGSGNiHXR1Vw0wXIQqyS8aF43gzu/0bosM6qCE3AKzkEALkEL3II2CAEBEryAV/DmPXvv3of3OW+teOXMMViA9/UL+hGZpQ==</latexit>

rm
<latexit sha1_base64="9pdMVJwArTyaCfii4g3x68EXaew=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMiVHcFNy4rOLbYDiXJZNrQPIYkI5ShH+Derf6CK3Hrb/gHfoZpOwvbeuDC4Zx7ufcenHJmrO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0YFSmCQ2J4kp3MDKUM0lDyyynnVRTJDCnbTy6mfrtJ6oNU/LejlMaCTSQLGEEWSc99rDIdT8Xk0m/WvPr/gxwlQQFqYECrX71pxcrkgkqLeHImG7gpzbKkbaMcDqp9DJDU0RGaEC7jkokqIny2cUTeOaUGCZKu5IWztS/EzkSxowFdp0C2aFZ9qbivx4WTsaKx4v7bXIV5UymmaWSzNcnGYdWwWkoMGaaEsvHjiCimfsAkiHSiFgXXcVFEywHsUrCi/p1Pbi7rDUbRUZlcAJOwTkIQAM0wS1ogRAQIMELeAVv3rP37n14n/PWklfMHIMFeF+/Bp2ZsA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="eZBx98Sa86cD14oTW3hezjSxR48=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbc6Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qEkmUwbmsuQZIQy1Adw6yu4El/IN/AxTC8Laz0QOJyT8P/5SCG4dVH0FdS2tnd29+r74UEjPDw6bjaerC4NZQnVQpsewZYJrljiuBOsVxiGJRGsSyZ38777zIzlWj26acFSiUeK55xi56POsNmK2tFCaNPEK9OClYbN70GmaSmZclRga/txVLi0wsZxKtgsHJSWFZhO8Ij1vVVYMptWizVn6NwnGcq18Uc5tEh/v6iwtHYqib8psRvbv908/Lcj0sdEi2x9vsuv04qronRM0eX4vBTIaTQngTJuGHVi6g2mhvsfIDrGBlPneYWeTPyXw6ZJLts37fghgjqcwhlcQAxXcAv30IEEKGTwCm/BS/AefCwB1oIVyRNYU/D5A0u9kqc=</latexit>
sha1_base64="cxvWjgMwHlxpqOKPI4RXU3vPQzw=">AAAB+3icbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3Kg7wY3LCo4ttkNJMpk2NMkMSUYowzyAe7f6Cq7EZ/ENfAzTn4VtPRA4nJNwbz6SCW6s7397lY3Nre2d6m5tr75/cNg4qj+aNNeUhTQVqe4SbJjgioWWW8G6mWZYEsE6ZHw77TvPTBueqgc7yVgk8VDxhFNsXfTUJ7LQg0KW5aDR9Fv+TGjdBAvThIXag8ZPP05pLpmyVGBjeoGf2ajA2nIqWFnr54ZlmI7xkPWcVVgyExWzjUt05pIYJal2R1k0S/++KLA0ZiKJuymxHZnVbhr+2xHpYpKKeHm+Ta6igqsst0zR+fgkF8imaAoFxVwzasXEGUw1dz9AdIQ1ptahqzk0wSqIdRNetK5bwb0PVTiBUziHAC7hBu6gDSFQUPAKb/DuvXgf3uecYcVbwDyGJXlfv2uEmEo=</latexit>
sha1_base64="nue3u3XDaei7cBmASqo2VM2E6zo=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0btQvYWEZwTTBZwszsbDJkHsvMrBCW/QB7W/0FK7H1N/wDP8NJsoVJPHDhcM693HsPTjkz1ve/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6MCrThIZEcaW7GBnKmaShZZbTbqopEpjTDh7fTP3OE9WGKXlvJymNBBpKljCCrJMe+1jkepCLohjUG37TnwGukqAkDVCiPaj/9GNFMkGlJRwZ0wv81EY50pYRTotaPzM0RWSMhrTnqESCmiifXVzAM6fEMFHalbRwpv6dyJEwZiKw6xTIjsyyNxX/9bBwMlY8Xtxvk6soZzLNLJVkvj7JOLQKTkOBMdOUWD5xBBHN3AeQjJBGxLroai6aYDmIVRJeNK+bwZ3faF2WGVXBCTgF5yAAl6AFbkEbhIAACV7AK3jznr1378P7nLdWvHLmGCzA+/oFBV2ZrA==</latexit>

Frozen image µf
<latexit sha1_base64="ChupvyckaefU0iKjnejFPIJP0yE=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuiy4cVnBPqAzlCSTaUPzGJKMUIb5Avdu9RfciVu/wj/wM0zbWdjWAxcO59zLvffglDNjff/b29jc2t7ZrexV9w8Oj45rJ6ddozJNaIcornQfI0M5k7RjmeW0n2qKBOa0hyd3M7/3RLVhSj7aaUojgUaSJYwg66QwxCIPRVYM86QY1up+w58DrpOgJHVQoj2s/YSxIpm
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="TZiyqMBa1+3mdDaZgvwSkKIquIA=">AAAB/nicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbdaq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOygr2AU0qSybShuQxJRijDPIF7t/oK7sQ38Q18DNPLwrYeCBzOSfj/fCQT3Low/A4qW9s7u3vV/dpB/fDouHFS71qdG8o6VAtt+gRbJrhiHcedYP3MMCyJYD0yuZv1vWdmLNfq0U0zNpB4pHjKKXY+imMii1jm5bBIy2GjGbbCudCmiZamCUu1h42fONE0l0w5KrC1T1GYuUGBjeNUsLIW55ZlmE7wiD15q7BkdlDMdy7RhU8SlGrjj3Jonv59UWBp7VQSf1NiN7br3Sz8tyPSx0SLZHW+S28GBVdZ7piii/FpLpDTaIYFJdww6sTUG0wN9z9AdIwNps7Dq3k00TqITdO9akVhK3oIoQpncA6XEME13MI9tKEDFDJ4hTd4D16Cj+BzAbESLGmewoqCr1+Mt5lM</latexit>
sha1_base64="IUbjDpqvAh2ynPL4FBIquks5pUs=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd00WgZsLCOYB2SXMDM7mwyZxzIzK4Rlv8DeVn/BTmz9Cv/Az3CSbGESD1w4nHMv996DU86M9f1vr7K1vbO7V92vHRweHZ/UT896RmWa0C5RXOkBRoZyJmnXMsvpINUUCcxpH0/v5n7/iWrDlHy0s5RGAo0lSxhB1klhiEUeiqwY5Ukxqjf8pr8A3CRBSRqgRGdU/wljRTJBpSUcGTMM/NRGOdKWEU6LWpgZmiIyRWM6dFQiQU2UL24u4JVTYpgo7UpauFD/TuRIGDMT2HUKZCdm3ZuL/3pYOBkrHq/ut8ltlDOZZpZKslyfZBxaBeexwJhpSiyfOYKIZu4DSCZII2JdeDUXTbAexCbptZqB3wwe/Ea7VYZUBRfgElyDANyANrgHHdAFBKTgBbyCN+/Ze/c+vM9la8UrZ87BCryvXy/ymqw=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ChupvyckaefU0iKjnejFPIJP0yE=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuiy4cVnBPqAzlCSTaUPzGJKMUIb5Avdu9RfciVu/wj/wM0zbWdjWAxcO59zLvffglDNjff/b29jc2t7ZrexV9w8Oj45rJ6ddozJNaIcornQfI0M5k7RjmeW0n2qKBOa0hyd3M7/3RLVhSj7aaUojgUaSJYwg66QwxCIPRVYM86QY1up+w58DrpOgJHVQoj2s/YSxIpmg0hKOjBkEfmqjHGnLCKdFNcwMTRGZoBEdOCqRoCbK5zcX8NIpMUyUdiUtnKt/J3IkjJkK7DoFsmOz6s3Efz0snIwVj5f32+Q2yplMM0slWaxPMg6tgrNYYMw0JZZPHUFEM/cBJGOkEbEuvKqLJlgNYp10m43AbwQP1/VWswypAs7BBbgCAbgBLXAP2qADCEjBC3gFb96z9+59eJ+L1g2vnDkDS/C+fgExMpqw</latexit>

µm
<latexit sha1_base64="H0GXgkuwwqv+Q3PRDKxwMWW7s4Q=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuiy4cVnBPqAzlCSTaUPzGJKMUIb5Avdu9RfciVu/wj/wM0zbWdjWAxcO59zLvffglDNjff/b29jc2t7ZrexV9w8Oj45rJ6ddozJNaIcornQfI0M5k7RjmeW0n2qKBOa0hyd3M7/3RLVhSj7aaUojgUaSJYwg66QwxCIPRVYMc1EMa3W/4c8B10lQkjoo0R7WfsJYkUxQaQlHxgwCP7VRjrRlhNOiGmaGpohM0IgOHJVIUBPl85sLeOmUGCZKu5IWztW/EzkSxkwFdp0C2bFZ9Wbivx4WTsaKx8v7bXIb5UymmaWSLNYnGYdWwVksMGaaEsunjiCimfsAkjHSiFgXXtVFE6wGsU66zUbgN4KH63qrWYZUAefgAlyBANyAFrgHbdABBKTgBbyCN+/Ze/c+vM9F64ZXzpyBJXhfvzxvmrc=</latexit>
sha1_base64="xHqcGRB15BJL72tkKBPj/sgGH5g=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdq9a1m2ARXJUZN7oU3LisYC9gS8lkMm1oLkNyRihDfQC3voI78YF8Ax/D9LKwrT8Efv4/4Zx8SS6Fwyj6Dio7u3v7B9XD8KgWHp+c1msdZwrLeJsZaWwvoY5LoXkbBUreyy2nKpG8m0zu5333hVsnjH7Cac4Hio60yASj6KPWsN6ImtFCZNvEK9OAlYb1n35qWKG4Riapc89xlOOgpBYFk3wW9gvHc8omdMSfvdVUcTcoF2vOyKVPUpIZ649Gskj/viipcm6qEn9TURy7zW4e/tslyseJken6fMxuB6XQeYFcs+X4rJAEDZmTIKmwnKGcekOZFf4HhI2ppQw9r9CTiTc5bJvOdTOOmvFjBFU4hwu4ghhu4A4eoAVtYJDCG7wHr8FH8LkkWAlWKM9gTcHXL+KLktI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="xVPPOjy5pxZHoCCF6fqWflPu9w0=">AAAB/nicbZDLSgMxGIX/qbdaq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOygr2AU0qSybShuQxJRijDPIF7t/oK7sQ38Q18DNPLwrYeCBzOSfj/fCQT3Low/A4qW9s7u3vV/dpB/fDouHFS71qdG8o6VAtt+gRbJrhiHcedYP3MMCyJYD0yuZv1vWdmLNfq0U0zNpB4pHjKKXY+imMii1jm5bCQ5bDRDFvhXGjTREvThKXaw8ZPnGiaS6YcFdjapyjM3KDAxnEqWFmLc8syTCd4xJ68VVgyOyjmO5fowicJSrXxRzk0T/++KLC0diqJvymxG9v1bhb+2xHpY6JFsjrfpTeDgqssd0zRxfg0F8hpNMOCEm4YdWLqDaaG+x8gOsYGU+fh1TyaaB3EpuletaKwFT2EUIUzOIdLiOAabuEe2tABChm8whu8By/BR/C5gFgJljRPYUXB1y+Xp5lT</latexit>
sha1_base64="mV7HIjJWoToj1Ox65VpJcCUTKHc=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd00WgZsLCOYB2SXMDM7mwyZxzIzK4Rlv8DeVn/BTmz9Cv/Az3CSbGESD1w4nHMv996DU86M9f1vr7K1vbO7V92vHRweHZ/UT896RmWa0C5RXOkBRoZyJmnXMsvpINUUCcxpH0/v5n7/iWrDlHy0s5RGAo0lSxhB1klhiEUeiqwY5aIY1Rt+018AbpKgJA1QojOq/4SxIpmg0hKOjBkGfmqjHGnLCKdFLcwMTRGZojEdOiqRoCbKFzcX8MopMUyUdiUtXKh/J3IkjJkJ7DoFshOz7s3Ffz0snIwVj1f32+Q2yplMM0slWa5PMg6tgvNYYMw0JZbPHEFEM/cBJBOkEbEuvJqLJlgPYpP0Ws3AbwYPfqPdKkOqggtwCa5BAG5AG9yDDugCAlLwAl7Bm/fsvXsf3ueyteKVM+dgBd7XLzsvmrM=</latexit>

Mobile image
Figure 3.2: Frozen mage mode

point is defined on surface of the SC. Then, the position vector of the PM at the FC
moment is defined as rf c , which is from the point on surface of the SC to the PM as
seen in Fig. 3.2. In addition, the position vector of the PM, which is moved from FC
position, is defined as r. The relative position vectors between those images in the SC
and the PM are expressed as following:
rf = r − rf c + 2(rf c · â)â,

(3.11)

rm = 2(r · â)â,

(3.12)

where, rf and rm are position vectors of the PM with respect to the frozen and mobile
images respectively. The position of frozen image rf is not changed by the PM motion
as with the dipole vector µf . If the PM moves from the FC position, the mobile image
chases the PM. It can be explained that the frozen image and mobile image take roles of
attractive and repulsive forces of the flux pinning effect respectively in this frozen image
model.
In frozen image model, the flux pinning force and torque are calculated by summing up
magnetic forces and torques between those images and the PM. The flux pinning force
and torque do not work between a levitated PM and a cooled FC at initial position.
Once relative states between the PM and SC are changed, the flux pinning force and
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torque work retentively. A magnetic field H by a magnetic dipole µ is written as
1
H=
4πr3



3(µ · r)
−µ +
r
r2



(3.13)
,

where r is a position vector from the magnetic dipole µ and r = |r|. Magnetic force
on a magnetic dipole µb by a magnetic field Ha , which is generated by a dipole µa , is
expressed as
Fab = µ0 ∇(Ha · µb )

(3.14)

= µ0 ∇Ha · µb ,
where µ0 is permeability 4π × 10−15 Hm−1 and ∇ is spatial gradient, which is expressed
as follows:
∂Hx
 ∂x
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x
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 ∂y
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(3.15)

∂Hz 

∂z

.

The Eq.(3.14) is rewritten using Eq.(3.15) as follows [122] :
Fa,b (r, µa , µb ) =

3µ0
[(r̂ × µa ) × µb + (r̂ × µb ) × µa
4πr4
− 2r̂(µa · µb ) + 5r̂ {(r̂ × µa ) · (r̂ × µb )}]

(3.16)

where, r̂ is unit vector and is expressed as r̂ = r/|r|. Moreover, magnetic torque working
on the magnetic dipole µb by the magnetic field Ha is
Ta,b (r, µa , µb ) = µb × µ0 Ha
µ0
3(µa · r)
−µa +
r
3
4πr
r2


µ0
= µb ×
{−µ
+
3(µ
·
r̂)r̂}
a
a
4πr3
.




= µb ×



(3.17)

Finally, the flux pinning force Fp and torque Tp are calculated as summation of the magnetic forces and torques between two images and the PM using Eq.(3.16) and Eq.(3.17):
Fp = Fm + Ff

(3.18)

= Fm,p (rm , µm , µpm ) + Ff,p (rf , µf , µpm ),
Tp = Tm + Tf

(3.19)

= Tm,p (rm , µm , µpm ) + Tf,p (rf , µf , µpm ).
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The proposed micro vibration isolator utilizes the flux pinning force as a spring element,
assuming the damping element is small. To design the frequency response of the proposed isolator, to understand parameters related to the spring coefficient is important.
The spring coefficient kp can be solved as derivative of the flux pinning force with respect
to relative position vector r as follows:
dFp
= kp .
dr

(3.20)

Considering the relative motion is changed along only vertical axis which is z axis in
Fig. 3.2, the spring coefficient of the flux pinning force can be expressed as
kpz =

6µ0 µ2pm,z
π



2
1
−
(2zi + 2z̄)5 (2zi + z̄)5



,

(3.21)

where zi is a FC position between the point on surface of a SC and PM, z̄ is deviation
from FC position zi , and µpm,z is a vertical component of a PM’s dipole vector. The micro
vibration isolator aims to suppress micro vibration, and therefore the spring coefficient at
a saddle point is derived using the above expression by substituting z̄ = 0. To substitute
z̄ for zero in Eq.(3.21), the spring coefficient at a saddle point is expressed as
kpz (z̄ = 0) =

3µ0 µ2z
16πzi5 .

(3.22)

According to Eq.(3.22), the spring coefficient at a saddle point kpz (z̄ = 0) is related to
the dipole µpm,z and initial position between a SC and PM zi . Moreover, the spring coefficient is inversely proportional to the fifth power of relative initial distance. Therefore,
this initial relative distance can be one of factors to change the spring coefficient. To
design a spring coefficient working between a payload module and disturbance source,
the initial relative distance and dipole moment should be designed properly.
The spring coefficient of the flux pinning force is changed by the initial relative distance
and dipole moment of a PM. Because the dipole µz of a PM is changed by temperature,
it should be estimated by a ground test to achieve designed frequency response on
orbits. Moreover, a system to decide initial relative distance precisely is very important.
Fig.3.3 shows a relation between gaps from a true position and error of the spring
coefficient. If the gap from a true position is completely zero, the error of the spring
coefficient is zero. However, bigger gaps cause higher errors. For instance, if the initial
relative distance is disturbed in ±5mm, the spring coefficient is changed in the range
of ±10%. Therefore, the initial relative position should be decided precisely to prevent
the error of the spring coefficient. Otherwise, designed frequency response is changed.
In other words, the performance of the proposed micro vibration isolator is degraded.
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Figure 3.3: Displacement from initial position and error of the spring coefficient

Furthermore, disturbed spring coefficients cause to degrade pointing accuracy of an
observation direction as mentioned in Sec. 1.4.1. Those effect is discussed in Chap.6.

3.3

Eddy Current Damping Theory

To design frequency response of the proposed micro vibration isolator properly, Eddy
Current Dampers (ECDs), which are conducting materials, are employed to complement
damping coefficients, which the flux pinning force can not achieve. The ECD utilizes
eddy current flowing on metal materials due to Ohm’s law when an external magnetic
field by magnetized materials is applied. As the result, Lorentz force works between
the magnetic field and eddy current flowing on the ECD. Lorentz force depends on the
relative velocity between the ECD and magnetized material, and therefore it behaves
damping force. An advantage of the eddy current damping is to produce damping force
without mechanical contact. Moreover, considering relative motion between an ECD
and magnetized material generating a constant magnetic field, the damping force works
passively, which indicates that control systems, energy, and actuators are unnecessary.
To understand the performance and establish design approaches of an ECD, many researches have been conducted so far.
ECDs have been employed and researched for systems of vehicles, which are mainly
breaking [123] and suspension systems [124]. Vibration control strategies using ECDs is
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also a part of the research fields. Sodano et al. indicated the performance of damping
cantilever motion having an ECD from the aspect of numerical and experimental studies.
And the result of numerical calculation showed the validity[125]. Moreover, an active
non-contact damping system using an electromagnet and ECD was also studied by Sodano et al.[126]. ECDs are also useful applications to stabilize and navigate precisely
a object using magnetic levitation. A numerical calculation approach was investigated
and the validity was evaluated by an experimental device for the magnetic levitation
system[127–129]. In addition, there are also researches to complement damping force of
the flux pinning force. As mentioned in Sec.1.5.1, damping force of the flux pinning effect
is one of problems for vibration isolation systems. To solve this problem, Teshima[38]
proposed to apply an ECD to levitation system using the flux pinning effect. The work
indicated that damping performance of a ring shaped ECD can be higher than a plate
shaped ECD.
Moreover, ECDs have been considered one of effective ways to suppress and damp motion
of a object in space. Cryogenic turbomachinery has been used to pump fuel and oxidizer
to main engine of the space shuttles. A rotor shaft in the turbomachinery rotates
with high speed and misalignment of rotating axis of the turbomachinery caused to
generate lateral vibration. To suppress this vibration, a damper assembly, which consists
of Permanent Magnets (PMs) and ECDs, has been investigated by NASA [130]. In
addition, a detumbling system using ECD was proposed to solve the problem of large
space debris[131–133]. To deorbit large space debris, it is dangerous that a spacecraft
approaches to rotating space debris and mechanically touches to detumble the rotational
motion. Although many methods to detumble large space debris have been researched,
to use ECDs is one of useful methods for the purpose.

3.3.1

Damping Model of Eddy Current on a Metal Plate

In this section, a damping force model by Eddy Current Damper (ECD) is introduced.
Here, it is assumed that shape of a conducting material is circle plate and a magnetized
material is a Permanent Magnet (PM) as Fig.3.4. In this model, the PM is approximated
as a magnetic dipole vector. When an external magnetic field applied to a conducting
plate, eddy current density j is induced on the plate. The induced eddy current can be
expressed by Ohm’s law as
∂A
j = σE = σ (v × H) −
∂t




(3.23)
,

where σ is conductivity of the conducting plate, E is an electric field, v is a relative
velocity between the conducting plate and PM, H is a magnetic field generated by the
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Permanent magnet
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Figure 3.4: Eddy current generated by a permanent magnet

PM, and A is a magnetic potential. The Lorentz force works between the PM and
conducting plate, which induces the current density j. The induced current density is
governed by Ampere’s law and can be expressed in cylindrical coordinate (r, θ, z) as
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Hr

.

This eddy current causes damping force due to Lorentz force law. The Lorentz force per
unit volume of the ECD fl is derived as follows:








j H − jz Hθ 
 θ z


fl = j × H =  jz Hr − jr Hz 
jr Hθ − jθ Hr

(3.25)

.

As seen in Ampere’s law Eq.(3.25), it can be said that the magnetic field Hz and Hr do
not have a θ component. Therefore, the eddy current jθ only flows on the conducting
plate by the external magnetic field H. As the result, the Lorentz force density in
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Eq.(3.25) can be rewritten using Eq.(3.23) as
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Finally, the Lorentz force working between the PM and ECD is given as
Fl =

Z
V

fl dV,

(3.27)

where V is a volume of the ECD, and dV = rdθdrdz. The Lorentz force working between
the ECD and PM is expressed as follows:
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.

By calculating Eq.(3.28), damping force by an ECD can be estimated. Considering that
the Lorentz force works as damping force, the force should be expressed as Fl = cv,
where c is a diagonal matrix as c = diag(cr , cθ , cz ). Hence, the damping coefficient by
an ECD can be derived as
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(3.29)

,

where hc and rc are a height and radius of the ECD. If the damping coefficient c is
written with cartesian coordinate (x, y, z), the transverse damping coefficient can be
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Table 3.1: Parameters of conducting materials
Pure metals
Gold
Silver
Copper
Aluminum

Conductivity
(at 293.15 K) ×107 [S/m]
4.0984
6.1728
5.8005
3.5386

cr = cx = cy .

3.3.2

Damping Force by Alternately Changed Magnetic Field

One of important phenomena of eddy current damping is skin effect. This skin effect
occurs when an alternately changed magnetic field is applied to a conducting material.
The external magnetic field is attenuated in the conducting material if it is changing
at high frequency. When applied external magnetic field changing at high frequency is
applied to an ECD, the eddy current is decreased exponentially in the conducting plate
by the skin effect as follows[124]:
Ji = Js e−d/δ ,

(3.30)

where Ji is internal current in the conducting material, Js is current flowing on surface
of the conducting material , d is the depth, and δ is the skin depth where the external magnetic field can penetrate. As seen in Eq.(3.30), the internal eddy current is
exponentially decreased with the skin depth δ. The skin depth is expressed as follows:
s

δ=

1
πνµ0 σ ,

(3.31)

where ν is the frequency of the alternately changed magnetic field, µ0 is permeability
of vacuum, and σ is the conductivity of the ECD. As seen in Eq.(3.31), the skin effect
depends on the conductivity of metal materials and the frequency of the applied magnetic
field.

Fig.3.5 shows relation between the skin depth of pure metals and frequency of

the AC magnetic field. Electrical conductivities of those metals, which are used for the
result, are shown in Tab.3.1. The skin depth gets longer if a metal plate with lower
conductivity is used for eddy current damping. From the result, the AC magnetic field
with higher frequencies can not penetrate into a conducting material deeper. Therefore,
if it is expected that the applied AC magnetic field is changed with respect to a metal
plate, damping force is decreased by the effect. Although higher conductivities of metals
produce higher damping force, the skin depth gets shorter.
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Skin depth [m]

Aluminum
Gold
Silver
Copper

10-1

10-2
10-2
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100
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Frequency [Hz]
Figure 3.5: Skin depth of pure metals depending on the frequency of the AC magnetic
field

The damping force and coefficient between a PM and ECD can be expressed as Eq.(3.28)
and (3.29). If thickness of a metal plate is much shorter than the skin depth or relative
motion between an ECD and PM changes with low frequency, the damping force can be
sufficiently estimated by those expressions. Otherwise, the skin effect have to be taken
into account for those expressions. As mentioned in Eq.(3.30), the magnetic field in a
conducting material is attenuated exponentially. Assuming the applied magnetic field
is decreased with the depth, the damping coefficient can be expressed in consideration
of the skin effect as follows:
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Chapter

4
Modeling the Flux
Pinning/Miessner Effect for
Proposed Micro Vibration
Isolator with Measured Data
The purpose of this chapter is to validate conventional pinning force model, frozen
image model, and construct a simplified model for repulsive force by the Meissner effect.
Experiment devices measure forces, which are the pinning force and repulsive force
by the Meissner effect. Knowledge of errors between calculated and measured flux
pinning forces is important to use frozen image model to design frequency response of
the proposed micro vibration isolator. In addition, a constructed model for repulsive
force by Meissner effect in this chapter is utilized to design control system mentioned in
Chap.6.

4.1

Estimating a magnetic moment of a magnetized material

To compare the flux pinning force model with measurement data, a magnetic moment
of a magnetized material should be determined. The least-squares method is applied to
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solve the magnetic moment. It is assumed that the magnetic moment vector is along
axial direction, which is defined as z axis in this section, of a magnetized material to
simplify the problem. Then, if the magnetic field along z axis is only considered to
specify the magnetic moment of a magnetized material, Eq.(3.13) can be simplified as
follows:
Hz =

µz
2πz 3 .

(4.1)

where, µz is a dipole moment vector along z axis. Eq.(4.1) is rewritten as the following
expression by letting 1/z be Z :
Hz =

µz 3
Z
2π .

(4.2)

The sum of squares to be minimized D is represented using the above equation Eq.(4.2)
as follows:
D=

n
X

(2πHzi − µz Zi3 )2 = 0,

(4.3)

i=0

where n is the number of the measured data. To determine the magnetic moment µz to
minimize the parameter D, the partial derivation of D should be solved as:
n
X
∂D
= −2 (2πHzi − µz Zi3 )Zi3 = 0.
∂µz
i=0

(4.4)

Finally, the magnetic moment is derived from Eq.(4.4) as
µz =

2π

Pn
Hzi Zi3
Pi=0
n
6
i=0 Zi

(4.5)
.

Figure 4.1: Lake shore high cost performance gauss meter 421 type
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Using Eq.(4.5), the magnetic moment of a magnetized material can be determined by
measured magnetic field Hzi at point zi .

4.2

Pinning Force Measurement and Evaluation of Conventional/Reconstructed Models

4.2.1

Determination of magnetic moment of a Permanent Magnet

To determine a magnetic moment of a cylindrical Permanent Magnet (PM) used in
this experiment, the magnetic field is measured by Lake shore high cost performance
Table 4.1: Measured magnetic fields of the PM

Position [mm]
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
300

Environmental
magnetic field [mT]
0.0536
0.0549
0.0565
0.0574
0.0586
0.0597
0.0606
0.0610
0.0616

1.6

PM field
+ EM field [mT]
1.675
0.8027
0.4587
0.3004
0.2141
0.1657
0.1368
0.1172
0.0961
Experiment
Least-squares method

1.4

Magnetic field [mT]

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Distance [m]

Figure 4.2: Comparison of the measured data and calculated magnetic field of the
estimated magnetic moment
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Table 4.2: Size of the permanent magnet and type-II superconductor

Radius [mm]
Height [mm]

Permanent magnet
(Neodymium)
10.0
15.0

Type-II superconductor
(YBaCuO)
12.5
12.0

gauss meter 421 type (Fig.4.1). A probe of the gauss meter measures magnetic field
generated by the PM along z axis at every 25 mm points from initial position in 300
mm. After measuring the magnetic field, the magnetic moment is solved using Eq.(4.5)
derived in Sec.4.1. The radius and height of the neodymium PM are 10 mm and 15
mm respectively. The measured magnetic field is shown in Tab.4.1. Substituting the
measured data in Eq.(4.5), the magnetic moment µpm,z is given by 3.49 Am2 . From the
value, the magnetization µ̄pm,z is solved as 7.41 × 105 A/m.
Fig.4.2 shows comparison of the measured magnetic field and calculated magnetic field
using the estimated magnetic moment. As seen in the result, it can be said that the
Eq.(4.5) can estimate the magnetic moment sufficiently. To evaluate the numerical model
for the flux pinning force, this value is used as the magnetization of the neodymium
magnet used in the force measurement experiment.

4.2.2

Pinning Force Measurement Device

The flux pinning force is measured by a measurement device to evaluate model error
of the frozen image model. In this measurement, a neodymium magnet and a YBCO

Type-II superconductor

VF (t)

LPF
Permanent magnet

VF (t)
VL (t)

Figure 4.3: Illustration of pinning force measurement experiment device
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Force sensor

Laser range finder
Aluminum plate

Permanent magnet

[a]Linear actuator configuration

Polycarbonate tank

Type-II superconductor

[b]A type-II superconductor fixed in a polycarbonate tank

Figure 4.4: Configuration of the pinning force measurement device

type-II SuperConductor (SC) are used to yield the flux pinning effect. The size of the
PM and SC are shown in Tab.4.2. The flux pinning force measurement device is shown
in Fig.4.3. The PM is attached to a linear actuator, THK linear motor series CCR as
Fig.4.4[a]. The SC is fixed in a tank of polycarbonate as Fig.4.4[b]. After the PM is set
at an appropriate position, the SC is cooled below the critical temperature using liquid
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Force sensor
Type-II superconductor

Permanent magnet

[a] Attachment for horizontal tagging

Surface irradiated by Laser range finder

[b] Horizontal tagging operation

Figure 4.5: Horizontal pinning force measurement

nitrogen. Displacement from an initial position of the PM is observed by a laser range
finder, Keyence LK-G 405 and LK-G 3000. The laser range finder emits laser beam on
an aluminum plate attached to the PM to observe the position. A force sensor is placed
between the PM and the linear actuator to measures the pinning force. The PM can
be tugged along axial (vertical) and also in-plane (horizontal) direction respectively by
changing attachment as Fig.4.5[a] and [b]. Even if the PM is tagged horizontally by
the linear actuator, the force sensor and laser range finder can measure the horizontal
pinning force and position of the PM. The position of the PM and pinning force data
are collected by dSPACE. The data are recorded as voltage VF and VL , which can be
converted to newton and meter for the pinning force and position. To remove noise from
raw data, Low Pass Filter (LPF) is applied to force sensor data as:
VF,out (k + 1) = VF,out (k) + 2π(VF,input (k + 1) − VF,out (k))f dt

(4.6)

where k is the k-th data [-], VF,out (k) [V] is filtered data of the force sensor or laser range
finder, VF,input (k) [V] is raw data, f is a cut off frequency [Hz], and dt[s] is a sampling
interval. Initial relative distances between the PM and SC are 6.0 mm, 7.0 mm, and
8.0 mm for the measurement. In addition, the PM is vertically tagged with 1.0 mm/s
and 5.0 mm/s respectively. The flux pinning force is measured five times under those
conditions.
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4.2.3

Comparison of Measured Pinning Force Data with Calculated
Results

In this section, calculated pinning force by the frozen image model is compared with
measured pinning force. A simplified model such as the frozen image model is effective
way for parametric study to design the proposed micro vibration isolator. However, the
frozen image model has assumptions to simply calculate, and therefore it is expected
that model errors exist between measured and calculated pinning force. The purpose of
this section is to evaluate the model error to use the frozen image model for a vibration
experiment in the next chapter.
Measured data of the vertical pinning force with error bars of ±1σ is shown in Fig.4.6.
Blue and red lines in Fig.4.6 represent the measured flux pinning force with tagging
velocities 1.0 and 5.0 mm/s respectively. As seen in Fig.4.6, the pinning force is changed
by initial relative distance between the PM and SC. As the relative distance is changed
from initial values, the flux pinning force works nonlinearly. Moreover, those data shows
that the flux pinning force represents a maximum value at a point. If the relative
distance between the PM and SC passes the point, the flux pinning force decreases.
Black lines in Fig.4.6 represent calculated pinning force with error bars of the initial
positions ±0.5 mm by the frozen image model. There are model errors between measured
data and calculated flux pinning force by the frozen image model. It is considered
that the assumptions of the frozen image model causes the model error. However, the
error decreases when the initial relative position gets longer. This is characteristics of
the frozen image model, which is reported by Kordyuk[121]. In addition, results in
Fig.4.6 show that damping force works between Permanent Magnet (PM) and type-II
SuperConductor (SC) as PM is tagged with a velocity. Moreover, Fig.4.7 shows measured
data with error bars of ±1σ and calculated horizontal pinning force with error bars of
initial position ±0.5 mm. The calculated horizontal pinning force by the frozen image
model have large errors. As seen in Fig.4.7, the calculated horizontal pinning force can
not be improved even if the initial relative distance is designed as long values as seen in
Fig.4.7. Because size of a type-II superconductor can not be taken into account in the
frozen image model to simplify the calculation of the flux pinning force, the horizontal
flux pinning force can not be estimated precisely. If the more precise calculation for the
horizontal flux pinning force is required, numerical compensation should be employed.
For the proposed micro vibration isolator, the important values are spring and damping
coefficients at a saddle point. Therefore, the spring and damping coefficient of the
flux pinning effect is mainly discussed using the comparison data. To solve spring and
damping coefficient at a saddle point of the flux pinning force using the measured data
of different velocities, the pinning force Fp is approximated as linear spring damping
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force. Assuming the spring and damping coefficient depend on an initial relative position
between a PM and SC as kri and cri , the force can be expressed as follows:
Fp,(ri ,vt ) = −kri (r − ri ) − cri vt

(4.7)

= −kri ∆r − cri vt ,
where ri is the initial position, vt is a tagging velocity, and r is the relative position.
Then, the damping coefficient can be solved using Eq.(4.7) and the measured data as
follows:
cri =

Fp,(ri ,vt5 ) − Fp,(ri ,vt1 )
(vt5 − vt1 )
,

(4.8)

where vt5 and vt1 represent tagging velocities 5.0mm/s and 1.0mm/s respectively. The
spring coefficient of the flux pinning force can be solved using Eq.(4.7) and Eq.(4.8) as
−Fp,(ri ,vt ) − cri vt
∆r
−Fp,(ri ,vt ) (vt5 − vt1 ) − (Fp,(ri ,vt5 ) − Fp,(ri ,vt1 ) )vt
=
∆r(vt5 − vt1 )
−4Fp,(ri ,vt ) − (Fp,(ri ,vt5 ) − Fp,(ri ,vt1 ) )vt
=
4∆r
.

kri =
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[a] Initial distance: 6.0mm, Pulling velocity 1.0mm/s (red line), 5.0mm/s (blue line), and frozen image model (black line)

[b] Initial distance: 7.0mm, Pulling velocity 1.0mm/s (red line), 5.0mm/s (blue line), and frozen image model (black line)

[c] Initial distance: 8.0mm, Pulling velocity 1.0mm/s (red line), 5.0mm/s (blue line), and frozen image model (black line)

Figure 4.6: Vertical pinning force data by the experimental device and calculated
force by frozen image model
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[a] Initial distance: 6.0mm, Pulling velocity 1.0mm/s (red line), 5.0mm/s (blue line), and frozen image model (black line)
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[b] Initial distance: 7.0mm, Pulling velocity 1.0mm/s (red line), 5.0mm/s (blue line), and frozen image model (black line)
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[c] Initial distance: 8.0mm, Pulling velocity 1.0mm/s (red line), 5.0mm/s (blue line), and frozen image model (black line)

Figure 4.7: Horizontal pinning force data by the experimental device vs. calculated
force by frozen image model
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Table 4.3: Spring and damping element of the measured and calculated pinning force

Initial distance
×10−3 [m]
6.0
7.0
8.0
Initial distance
×10−3 [m]
6.0
7.0
8.0

Vertical force
Measurement data
Spring coefficient Damping coefficient
kM [N/m]
[Ns/m]
836
9.25
728
8.75
600
7.70
Horizontal force
Measurement data
Spring coefficient Damping coefficient
kM [N/m]
[Ns/m]
476
372
237
-

Calculated data
Spring coefficient
kC [N/m]
1407
1009
739
Calculated data
Spring coefficient
kC [N/m]
1009
707
507

Errork %
41
28
19
Errork
53
47
53

Spring and damping coefficients of the measured data and frozen image model are shown
in Tab.4.3. In comparison with the spring coefficients calculated by the frozen image
model, the coefficients of measured data are smaller than calculated coefficients as seen
in Tab.4.3. Errors between the spring coefficients are also shown in Tab.4.3. When
relative initial distance is 6.0 mm, the error between the spring coefficients represents 43
%. Moreover, the error decreases when the relative initial distance gets longer because
the frozen image model is used. Although the minimum error is 19%, this value is still
large. Unlike vertical spring coefficients, errors between horizontal spring coefficients
are not improved even if the relative initial distance gets longer as with the vertical flux
pinning force. The errors between horizontal spring coefficients are approximately 50 %.
If the frozen image model is employed to estimate and design frequency response of the
proposed micro vibration isolator, those model errors should be evaluated. According
to comparison between measured and calculated results shown above, the errors of 43
% and 53% should be taken into account to design vertical and horizontal frequency
response respectively.
To understand the effect of errors on frequency response of the proposed micro vibration
isolator, natural frequency is introduced here. Considering a linear mass-spring-damper
system, the spring coefficient k is related to natural frequency ωn of the system as follows:
s

ωn =

k
,
M

(4.10)
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Table 4.4: Natural frequency of vertical motion

Initial distance
×10−3 [m]
Errorω [%]
Vertical motion
6.0
23
7.0
15
8.0
10
Horizontal motion
6.0
31
7.0
27
8.0
32
where M is the mass. Errors of the natural frequency Errorω can be expressed using
calculated and measured spring coefficient as:


Errorω =

ωnC − ωnM
ωnC
s

=

1−

kM
kC



× 100
(4.11)

!

× 100,

where ωnC is the natural frequency using the calculated spring coefficients by the
frozen image model kC , and the natural frequency using the spring coefficients of the
measured data kM is ωnM . As seen in Tab.4.4 , the maximum errors between the
natural frequencies Errorω of the horizontal and vertical motion are 23 % and 32 %
respectively. Although the large error between true and calculated values is a problem,
it is considered that the errors of 23 % and 32 % are acceptable if the frozen image
model is used as a simplified performance design approach before testing and developing
the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator. If a parametric study using the frozen
image model is employed to design the proposed micro vibration isolator, those errors
should be considered.
Although it is well known that damping force of the flux pinning effect is weak, the
damping coefficient is also observed from the measurement data. The damping force
gets weaker with longer initial relative distance between the SC and PM as seen in
Tab.4.3. To suppress resonance effect occurring between massive objects such as space
telescopes, which mass is more than 600 kg, required damping coefficients are more than
one thousand Ns/m. Therefore, the damping coefficient of the flux pinning effect can
be ignored for the proposed micro vibration isolator although the damping force works.
To simplify design method, this damping force of the flux pinning effect is not counted
in this Ph.D thesis.
In the results of the measurement, model errors of the frozen image model was clarified.
Although frequency response of the proposed micro vibration isolator is designed using
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the frozen image model in this Ph.D thesis, those errors should be taken into account.
Frequency response designed by the frozen image model is evaluated by results pf a
vibration experiment in Chap.5.

4.3

Measurement and Modeling Repulsive Force by The
Meissner Effect

4.3.1

Repulsive force model by the Meissner effect

As mentioned in Sec.1.4.1, pointing direction of a payload module is disturbed if relative
initial distance between the payload module and disturbance source is deviated from a
designed value because of fluctuation of the pinning force. Although this effect on
stabilization of the pointing direction is discussed in Chap.6, a control system for the
purpose is important to improve the resolution of images. The control system utilizes
the repulsive force by the Meissner effect, which occurs between type-II superconductors

Force sensor
Magnetic coil

Probe of the Gauss meter

Figure 4.8: Configuration for measuring magnetic field of a magnetic coil
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Table 4.5: Measured magnetic field of the magnetic coil

Position [mm]
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
75
100
125
150
175
200
225

Environmental
magnetic field [mT]
0.6 A
0.0125
0.0080
0.0064
0.0076
0.0046
0.0056
0.0073
0.7 A
0.0127
0.0079
0.0067
0.0070
0.0049
0.0050
0.0072
0.8 A
0.0131
0.0075
0.0073
0.0065
0.0053
0.0048
0.0088

Magnetic field of the coil
+ EM field [mT]
1.2413
0.6232
0.3522
0.2215
0.1433
0.1031
0.0781
1.4462
0.7255
0.4104
0.2568
0.1667
0.1192
0.0899
1.6506
0.8277
0.4682
0.2920
0.1900
0.1353
0.1021

and magnetic coils. To design the control system, the repulsive force by the Meissner
effect should be numerically modeled. For this purpose, this section aims to construct a
numerical model of the repulsive force. Moreover, the numerical model is evaluated by
measured data of the repulsive force.
To model the repulsive force, a numerical model based on the frozen image model is
proposed. The frozen image model calculates the flux pinning force using two mirror
images, which are frozen and mobile images. In the model, it can be surmised that
the frozen image takes on a role of retentive force and the mobile image imitates the
repulsive force by the Meissner effect. Therefore, it is assumed that the Meissner force
can be calculated using only the mobile image in the frozen image model. According
to the frozen image model, the Meissner force working between a magnetized material,
which is a magnetic coil in this section, and mobile image can be modeled as follows:
Fm =

3µ0
[(r̂m × µm ) × µc + (r̂m × µc ) × µm − 2r̂m (µm · µc )
4
4πrm
+ 5r̂m {(r̂m × µm ) · (r̂m × µc )}],
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Table 4.6: Relation between magnetic dipole of magnetic coil and flowing current

Flowing current [A]
0.6
0.7
0.8

Magnetic dipole moment
of the coil [Am2 ]
2.743
3.195
3.646

where rm is a position vector from the mobile image to the magnetic coil, r̂m is an
unit vector of the position vector and is expressed as r̂m = rm /|rm |, and µc is a dipole
moment of the magnetic coil. It is noted that the dipole moment of the mobile image
µm and the position vector rm are expressed as follows:
µm = µc − 2(µc · â)â,

(4.13)

rm = 2(r · â)â,

(4.14)

where r is a position vector from a point on surface of a SC to the magnetic coil, and â
is defined as â = [0, 0, 1]t . The Meissner force model is evaluated by measurement data
in the following sections.

4.3.2

Determination of a Dipole Moment of a Magnetic Coil

To measure the Meissner force, a magnetic coil and type-II superconductor are used.
Firstly, a dipole moment of the magnetic coil is specified using the gauss meter as
Fig.4.8 and the derived expression in Sec.4.1. In this measurement, the magnetic coil is
attached to an aluminum stand, and relative distance between surface of the magnetic
coil and the probe of the gauss meter is changed from 75 to 225 mm. Current flowing
in the magnetic coil is controlled to be 0.6 A, 0.7 A, and 0.8 A by Constant Current
mode (CC mode) of PAS40-18 KIKUSUI. The radius and height of the magnetic coil are
35 mm respectively. Measured magnetic field is shown in Tab.4.5. The dipole moment
of the magnetic coil can be solved by substituting the measured data into Eq.(4.5).
Solved magnetic dipole moments are given in Tab.4.6 with different flowing currents.
This magnetic dipole moments are used to calculate the Meissner force using Eq.(4.12)
in comparison with measured data in the next section.

4.3.3

Comparison of the calculated repulsive force and measured data

To measure the repulsive force by the Meissner effect, the magnetic coil is fixed on the
aluminum stand via a force sensor (See Fig.4.9). A stabilized power supply controls
current flowing in the magnetic coil with CC mode. As with the flux pinning force
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Type-II superconductor
Magnetic coil
Force sensor

Figure 4.9: Measurement of repulsive force by Meissner effect between a magnetic
coil and a type-II superconductor

measurement, the SC is fixed in the liquid nitrogen tank. Flowing current and the
relative distance between the SC and magnetic coil are changed from 0.6A to 0.8A
and from 6mm to 7mm respectively. Magnetic moments of the magnetic coil derived as
Tab.4.6 are substituted in Eq.(4.12) to calculate the repulsive force. The force calculated
by Eq.(4.12) is compared with measured data to validate the proposed numerical model
of the Meissner force.
The measured and calculated repulsive forces are shown in Fig.4.10. Measured data
with error bars of 1σ is compared with calculated data, which is plotted with error bars
of initial position ±0.5 mm. If the initial relative distance is 6.0 mm in Fig.4.10[a], the
measured data is in the range of error bar of the calculated data. Therefore, it can be
expected that the proposed Meissner force model can estimate the repulsive force. As
seen in Fig.4.10[b], however, there are error between the measured and calculated data.
From those results, it is considered that the error between the measured and calculated
data gets larger if weak magnetic field is applied to the type-II superconductor. Then, the
model calculates the repulsive force as weaker force than the measured data. However,
the Meissner force model is useful to calculate the repulsive force simply. Therefore, a
control system to stabilize attitude of a payload module is designed using the Meissner
force model in Chap.6 of this Ph.D thesis.
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[a] Repulsive force by Meissner effect with initial distance 6.0 mm

[b] Repulsive force by Meissner effect with initial distance 7.0 mm

Figure 4.10: Comparison Meissner force model with measured force data
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5
Frequency Response of The
Contactless Micro
Vibration Isolator:Theoretical
and Experimental Aspect
The purposed of this chapter is to evaluate experimentally frequency characteristics of
the flux pinning force for the proposed vibration isolator. In the first section, a numerical
design method of frequency response of the proposed system is introduced. In the second
section, an experiment device configured to evaluate the vibration characteristics is
introduced. Frequency response is estimated by an approach based on the frozen image
model, and the approach is evaluated by the vibration experiment.

5.1
5.1.1

Frequency Characteristics Design Approach
Basic design method of passive vibration isolation systems

The flux pinning effect and Lorentz force, which works as damping force on a metal
plate, are used to suppress micro vibrations generated by a disturbance source of a
space telescope. Frequency characteristics of the proposed isolator are designed using
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type-II SuperConductors (SCs), Permanent Magnets (PMs), and Eddy Current Dampers
(ECDs). Although the flux pinning force works as nonlinear spring damping force, the
force is approximated as linear spring force as discussed in Sec.4.2. Therefore, the
proposed micro vibration isolator utilizes the flux pinning force for a spring element
and damping force by ECD for a damping element. Using the proposed micro vibration
isolator, frequency response required by space observation missions is designed by PM,
SC, and ECD. Before designing frequency response of the proposed micro vibration
isolator, vibration suppression characteristics of a passive vibration isolator is introduced
in this section.
Vibration suppression characteristics of a passive vibration isolator is decided by natural
frequency ωn and damping ratio ζn as follows:
s

ωn =

k
,
M

(5.1)

c
,
ζn = √
2 Mk

(5.2)

where k is a spring coefficient, c is a damping coefficient, and M is mass of a system.
To suppress vibration passively to achieve a mission requirement, the natural frequency
and damping ratio must be designed properly. To understand natural frequency and
damping ratio for a passive vibration isolator, an excitation system is introduced. In

M1
Mission part

z
Type-II superconductor
c

k

Eddy current damper
Permanent magnet

z̄
M2

[a] Mass spring damping system

Bus part

[b] Proposed micro vibration isolator

Figure 5.1: Mass spring damping system and configuration of proposed micro vibration isolator
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this excitation system, two masses, which are an object 1 and object 2, are connected
by spring and damper as Fig.5.2. Only if one dimensional motion is considered, the
equation of motion is expressed as
˙ + k(z − z̄) = 0,
M z̈ + c(ż − z̄)

(5.3)

where z is displacement of the object 1, which mass is M1 , z̄ is displacement of the
object 2, which mass is M2 , in Fig.5.2[a]. M12 is reduced mass expressed as follows:
M12 =

M1 M2
M1 + M2 .

(5.4)

The expression (5.3) can be rewritten using the Laplace transform as:
M12 s2 Z(s) + cs(Z(s) − Z̄(s)) + k(Z(s) − Z̄(s)) = 0.

(5.5)

Then, the transfer function between displacement output and displacement input is
expressed as:
H(s) =

cs + k
Z(s)
=
M12 s2 + cs + k .
Z̄(s)

(5.6)

Eq.(5.6) can be rewritten using the natural frequency in Eq.(5.1) and damping ratio in
Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2) as
H(s) =

2ωn ζs + ωn2
s2 + 2ωn ζs + ωn2 .

(5.7)

It is noted that the transfer function between force output and force input can be also
expressed as Eq.(5.6). This transfer function is used to understand performance of the
proposed passive vibration isolator in the next section.

5.1.2

Frequency characteristics design for the proposed micro vibration isolator

Frequency characteristics are changed by natural frequency ωn and damping ratio ζn as
Fig.5.2. Lower natural frequency allows passive vibration isolators to suppress broadband vibrations as Fig.5.2[a]. Because the natural frequency ωn is a function of a spring
coefficient k and mass of objects M , lower spring coefficients and heavier masses are
required to achieve lower natural frequency. For broadband vibration isolation, therefore, the spring coefficient of the flux pinning force is important for the proposed micro
vibration isolator. The spring coefficient is decided by gradient of force working between
a payload module and disturbance source. Therefore, the flux pinning force gets weaker
to achieve lower spring coefficients. Because relative states between two modules should
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Figure 5.2: Frequency characteristics depending on natural frequency and damping
ratio

be maintained by the flux pinning force while external disturbances affects on the spacecraft, the minimum natural frequency is limited. Moreover, agility of attitude control
is limited by the flux pinning force to compete the centrifugal force. This limitations of
the proposed micro vibration isolator by external disturbances are discussed in Chap.8.
As seen in Fig.5.2[b], damping ratio is related to resonance effect. Damping ratio ζn
is a function of a damping coefficient c, spring coefficient k, and mass of objects M .
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Overview of The Vibration Experiment
If damping ratio is low, resonance effect occurs at a cut-off frequency, which possibly
causes to disintegrate a space telescope having the proposed micro vibration isolator.
However, performance of passive vibration isolators with high damping ratio is degraded
because cut-off frequency moves to high frequency band as seen in Fig.5.2[b]. Hence, the
damping coefficient must be adjusted in consideration of resonance effect and location
of cut-off frequency to suppress broadband micro vibrations.
Referring the results of the frequency characteristics of the mass-spring-damping system
in Fig.5.2, the following design approach is taken in this Ph.D thesis for the proposed
micro vibration isolator. At first, the low spring coefficient of the flux pinning force is
designed in consideration of external disturbances. After that, the damping ratio by
ECDs is designed to suppress resonance effect, considering the spring coefficient and
system mass. In this Ph.D thesis, spring and damping coefficients are designed numerically using the frozen image model and eddy current theory. As mentioned in Chap5,
however, the frozen model has errors between calculated and measured pinning force.
Therefore, it is expected that natural frequency designed using the frozen image model
is deviated from true value. As a first step to estimate performance of the proposed
micro vibration isolator, vibration characteristics of the flux pinning force are estimated
by an approach based on the frozen image model in this section. The numerically estimated frequency characteristics is evaluated by the experimental results. An overview
and results of the vibration experiment are shown and discussed in the next sections.

5.2
5.2.1

Overview of The Vibration Experiment
Vibration experimental device configuration

In this section, configuration of a vibration experimental device is introduced. Purposes
of this vibration experiment are following:
1. Confirmation of frequency response of the flux pinning effect in free space.
2. Comparison of numerically estimated frequency response with experiment data.
The vibration experiment device mainly consists of a modal shaker, a liquid nitrogen
tank, two laser range finders, a type-II superconductor, and four permanent magnets as
seen in Fig.5.3. The liquid nitrogen tank, which the type-II superconductor is placed,
is attached to a modal shaker, m060 and MA1 series by IMV cooperation, as seen in
Fig.5.4. This modal shaker inputs sinusoidal vibrations along axial direction after the
type-II superconductor is cooled below the critical temperature with the Field Cooling
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(FC) method. Displacement of the liquid nitrogen tank and a box having four permanent
magnets are observed by two laser range finders, Keyence LK-G 405 and LK-G 3000.
The box of permanent magnets is suspended by two strings from an aluminum beam.
This configuration of experiment system provides ideally free space motion along with
horizontal and axial directions, which are y and z axes.
Because natural frequency depends on mass of the box, different frequency response can
be measured by changing the mass. For this purpose, detachable aluminum rods are
used as seen in Fig.5.5. The mass can be changed from 1.210 kg to 0.124 kg by detaching
the four aluminum rods.

5.2.2

Requirements to provide free space motion on the vibration experiment

In this vibration experiment, motion of the permanent box follows the basic pendulum
system. Natural frequency of the basic pendulum ωpn can be expressed as follows:
r

ωpn =

g
L,

(5.8)

Suspended on strings

Type-II superconductor

Modal shaker
Permanent magnets

x
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of a modal vibration experiment
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Modal shaker

Figure 5.4: Modal vibration experiment configuration

where g = 9.8 m/s2 is the gravitational constant, and L is length between CoG of the
box and the edge of strings connected to the aluminum beam, which is approximately
1.3 m. Then, the natural frequency of the experimental system can be solved as 2.75
Hz.
Because the permanent box is suspended by strings, gravity force should also be cared
for free space motion because it works to pull back to an equilibrium point on the
permanent magnets as seen in Fig.5.6. This gravitational force should be much less than
the pinning force working between the permanent magnets and type-II superconductor.
The gravitational force is expressed as follows:
Fg ≈ M gsin(θ),

(5.9)

where M is the mass of the box, θ is an angle between an equilibrium position and
position after moved. The angle can be expressed as
θ = tan−1



z2
L



(5.10)
,

where z2 is displacement of the permanent magnets along z direction from equilibrium
position. In this vibration experiment, amplitude of inputted and outputted vibrations
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Figure 5.5: Four permanent magnets attached on a box

is adjusted to be less than ±0.3 mm. The laser range finders use ±0.3 mm as the
measuring range. If the motion of the permanent magnets exceeds the range of ±0.3
mm, the measurement is performed over again. By performing the vibration experiment
under the condition, the maximum angle can be solved as 1.32 × 10−2 deg. Then, the
gravity assist can be calculated as 2.73 × 10−3 N. Although this gravity assist is very
weak, the flux pinning force should be much bigger than the force for free space motion
in this vibration experiment.

5.2.3

Equation of motion of the pendulum system

The experiment system along with axial direction can be illustrated by Fig.5.6. The
motion of equation is expressed as follows:
Mpn (L2 θ̈ + gLsinθ) = −kL(z2 − z1 )cosθ,

(5.11)

where Mpn is mass of the permanent magnets, and z1 = Az sin(ωt) is displacement
of the liquid nitrogen tank. Transfer function between displacement of input z1 and
displacement of output z2 of the pendulum system is derived using the equation of
motion in Eq.(5.11). Assuming the angle θ is infinitesimal, linearized equation of motion
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Eq.(5.11) can be derived as follows:
Mpn (L2 θ̈ + gLθ) = −kL(z2 − z1 ).

(5.12)

By the assumption that the angle is infinitesimal, relation between the angle of the
pendulum θ and displacement of output z2 can be written as z2 = Lsinθ ≈ Lθ. Then
Eq.(5.12) can be rewritten as follows:
Mpn (Lz¨2 + gLz2 ) = −kL(z2 − z1 )

(5.13)

Applying the Laplace transform to Eq.(5.13), the motion of equation is mapped into
frequency domain as:
g
k
s +
Z2 (s) = −
(Z2 (s) − Z1 (s)).
L
Mpn
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sha1_base64="b4ZONDqNunYCW0YX7Fqj/wBp5bU=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE181lq11aWbYBFcSJlxo8uCGxcuWrAPaIeSyWTa0DyGJCOU0i9wq5/g17gTNy78FzPTWdjWC4HDeXBvTphwZqznfcOt7Z3dvf3SQfmwcnR8Uq2ddo1KNaEdorjS/RAbypmkHcssp/1EUyxCTnvh9D7Te89UG6bkk50lNBB4LFnMCLaOaj+OqnWv4eWDNoFfgDoopjWqwcowUiQVVFrCsTED30tsMMfaMsLpojxMDU0wmeIxHTgosaAmmOeXLtClYyIUK+2etChn/ybmWBgzE6FzCmwnZl3LyH+1UDg6VDxaYTOfNrFxWrZzmOeIXr3RxnfBnMkktVSS5YlxypFVKCsMRUxTYvnMAUw0c79EZII1JtbVWnb9+ettbYLuTcN3uO3Vm9dFkyVwDi7AFfDBLWiCB9ACHUAABS/gFbzBd/gBP+HX0roFi8wZWBn48wslAKMe</latexit>

L
Type-II superconduc or

Permanen magne

Az s n(!t)

M g sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="UuCJBP1QjWfg8nB9vzi3C6CnmW0=">AAACOXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61VW8WVm2ARKkiZEUGXBTduhAr2AZ1SMmmmDU0yQ3JHKEM/xq1+gl/i0p249QfMtF3Y1guBw3lwb04QC27AdT+c3Mbm1vZOfrewV9w/OCyVj1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfgu09vPTBseqSeYxKwnyVDxkFMCluqXTh6GPk59LbHhalr1YcSAXPRLFbfmzgavA28BKmgxjX7ZKfqDiCaSKaCCGNP13Bh6KdHAqWDTgp8YFhM6JkPWtVARyUwvnd0/xeeWGeAw0vYpwDP2byIl0piJDKxTEhiZVS0j/9UCaekgEoMlNvNpExqrZTv9WY7q5RshvO2lXMUJMEXnJ4aJwBDhrEY84JpREBMLCNXc/hLTEdGEgi27YPvzVttaB62rmmfx43WlfrloMo9O0RmqIg/doDq6Rw3URBSl6AW9ojfn3fl0vpzvuTXnLDLHaGmcn1+Jb6tf</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="oZiRc84Ak5owF26HbV1Gs4BkMXU=">AAACLnicbVBNSwMxFHzrt7VqK3jyEixCvZRdL3oUvHgRKlgtdEvJptk2NMkuyVuhLP0xXvUn+Es8ehN/hdm1B9s6EBhm3uNNJkqlsOj7H97a+sbm1vbObmWvun9wWKtXH22SGcY7LJGJ6UbUcik076BAybup4VRFkj9Fk5vCf3rmxopEP+A05X1FR1rEglF00qB2fDcKSR4aRazQs2aIY470fFBr+C2/BFklwZw0YI72oO5Vw2HCMsU1Mkmt7QV+iv2cGhRM8lklzCxPKZvQEe85qqnitp+X+WfkzClDEifGPY2kVP9u5FRZO1WRm1QUx3bZK8R/vUg5OUrkcEEt5oyNrfOKm2G5x8xiRoyv+rnQaYZcs9+IcSYJJqSokQyF4Qzl1BHKjHC/JGxMDWXoyq64/oLltlbJ40UrcPzehx04gVNoQgCXcA230IYOMMjhBV7hzXv3Pr2v36bXvHnlR7AA7/sHMmep0Q==</latexit>
sha1_base64="DbSKktLbKSUdVec/cO8yHPFW4Cg=">AAACOXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61VW8WVm2ARKkiZcaPLghs3QgX7gE4pmTTThiaZIbkjlKEf41Y/wS9x6U7c+gNmpl3Y6oXA4Ty4NyeIBTfguu9OYWNza3unuFvaK+8fHFaqRx0TJZqyNo1EpHsBMUxwxdrAQbBerBmRgWDdYHqb6d0npg2P1CPMYjaQZKx4yCkBSw0rJ/djH6e+lthwNa/7MGFALoaVmttw88F/gbcENbSc1rDqlP1RRBPJFFBBjOl7bgyDlGjgVLB5yU8MiwmdkjHrW6iIZGaQ5vfP8bllRjiMtH0KcM7+TqREGjOTgXVKAhOzrmXkv1ogLR1EYrTCZj5tQmO1bKef56hevRHCm0HKVZwAU3RxYpgIDBHOasQjrhkFMbOAUM3tLzGdEE0o2LJLtj9vva2/oHPV8Cx+cGvNy2WTRXSKzlAdeegaNdEdaqE2oihFz+gFvTpvzofz6XwtrAVnmTlGK+N8/wCIL6tb</latexit>

k

Mg
<latexit sha1_base64="iCK3Q50txwvsTkHEm1nGtgTN8po=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFE3qq9aqrS7dBIvgQsqMCLosuHEjVLEPaIeSyWTa0GQyJBmhDP0Dt/oJfo07ceHGbzEznYVtvRA4nAf35vgxZ9o4zjcsbWxube+Udyt71f2Dw1r9qKtlogjtEMml6vtYU84i2jHMcNqPFcXC57TnT28zvfdMlWYyejKzmHoCjyMWMoKNpR7vx6Naw2k6+aB14BagAYppj+qwOgwkSQSNDOFY64HrxMZLsTKMcDqvDBNNY0ymeEwHFkZYUO2l+alzdGaZAIVS2RcZlLN/EykWWs+Eb50Cm4le1TLyX80XlvYlD5bYzKd0qK2W7RzmOaKWbzThjZeyKE4MjcjixDDhyEiUNYYCpigxfGYBJorZXyIywQoTY3ut2P7c1bbWQfey6Vr8cNVoXRRNlsEJOAXnwAXXoAXuQBt0AAEheAGv4A2+ww/4Cb8W1hIsMsdgaeDPLwFTo5Q=</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="//gcTgFMiOjDvUTy1Pktr4sWxO8=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFL3js9aqrVs3wSK4KjNudCm4cSNUsQ9oh5LJZNrQPIYkI5Shf+BWP8GvcScu/Bsz0y5s64HA4Zx7uScnSjkz1vd/vK3tnd29/cpB9bB2dHxSb9S6RmWa0A5RXOl+hA3lTNKOZZbTfqopFhGnvWh6V/i9F6oNU/LZzlIaCjyWLGEEWyc9PYxH9abf8kugTRIsSROWaI8aXm0YK5IJKi3h2JhB4Kc2zLG2jHA6rw4zQ1NMpnhMB45KLKgJ8zLqHF04JUaJ0u5Ji0r170aOhTEzEblJge3ErHuF+K8XCSdHiscrajGnTWKcV9wclntEr2a0yU2YM5lmlkqyiJhkHFmFisZQzDQlls8cwUQz90tEJlhjYl2vVddfsN7WJuletQLHH32owBmcwyUEcA23cA9t6ACBBF7hDd69D+/T+1o0veUtKz+FFXjfv/wvohs=</latexit>
sha1_base64="hwcpZh6Qe7Qyad1QL5xQxXBBdac=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFE181lq11aWbYBFcSJlxo8uCGzdCFfuAdiiZNNOG5jEkGaEM/QO3+gl+jTtx4cZvMTOdhW29EDicB/fmhDFnxnreN9zY3Nre2S3tlfcrB4dH1dpxx6hEE9omiivdC7GhnEnatsxy2os1xSLktBtObzO9+0y1YUo+2VlMA4HHkkWMYOuox/vxsFr3Gl4+aB34BaiDYlrDGqwMRookgkpLODam73uxDVKsLSOczsuDxNAYkyke076DEgtqgjQ/dY7OHTNCkdLuSYty9m8ixcKYmQidU2A7MataRv6rhcLRoeKjJTbzaRMZp2U7B3mO6OUbbXQTpEzGiaWSLE6MEo6sQlljaMQ0JZbPHMBEM/dLRCZYY2Jdr2XXn7/a1jroXDV8hx+8evOyaLIETsEZuAA+uAZNcAdaoA0IiMALeAVv8B1+wE/4tbBuwCJzApYG/vwCABOjkA==</latexit>

z1

z2

<latexit sha1_base64="BcWWkYnIISq3YKGswEnmRjRZNF8=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE3qq9aqrS7dBIvgQsqMCLosuHHZgn1AO5RMJtOGJpMhyQh16Be41U/wa9yJGxf+i5npLGzrhcDhPLg3x48508ZxvmFpa3tnd6+8XzmoHh4d1+onPS0TRWiXSC7VwMeachbRrmGG00GsKBY+p31/dp/p/SeqNJPRo5nH1BN4ErGQEWws1Xke1xpO08kHbQK3AA1QTHtch9VRIEkiaGQIx1oPXSc2XoqVYYTTRWWUaBpjMsMTOrQwwoJqL80vXaALywQolMq+yKCc/ZtIsdB6LnzrFNhM9bqWkf9qvrC0L3mwwmY+pUNttWznKM8RtXqjCe+8lEVxYmhElieGCUdGoqwwFDBFieFzCzBRzP4SkSlWmBhba8X25663tQl6103X4s5No3VVNFkGZ+AcXAIX3IIWeABt0AUEUPACXsEbf
<latexit
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="sPEi+Pq8cYjwAic3+I21LW6yfpQ=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFL3js9aqrVs3wSK4KjNudCm4cdmCfUA7lEwm04bmMSQZoQ79Arf6CX6NO3Hj35iZdmFbDwQO59zLPTlRypmxvv/j7ezu7R8cVo6qx7WT07N6o9YzKtOEdoniSg8ibChnknYts5wOUk2xiDjtR7OHwu8/U22Ykk92ntJQ4IlkCSPYOqnzMq43/ZZfAm2TYEWasEJ73PBqo1iRTFBpCcfGDAM/tWGOtWWE00V1lBmaYjLDEzp0VGJBTZiXSRfoyikxSpR2T1pUqn83ciyMmYvITQpsp2bTK8R/vUg4OVI8XlOLOW0S47zi5qjcI3o9o03uwpzJNLNUkmXEJOPIKlQUhmKmKbF87ggmmrlfIjLFGhPraq26/oLNtrZJ76YVON7xoQIXcAnXEMAt3MMjtKELBCi8whu8ex/ep/e1bHrHW1V+Dmvwvn8BdDuh2A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="/U1TtiidBfhpMLDjfEi+REqnxJs=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE181lq11aWbYBFcSJlxo8uCG5ct2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSEWrpF7jVT/Br3IkbF/6LmeksbOuFwOE8uDcnTDgz1vO+4db2zu7efumgfFg5Oj6p1k67RqWa0A5RXOl+iA3lTNKOZZbTfqIpFiGnvXB6n+m9J6oNU/LRzhIaCDyWLGYEW0e1n0fVutfw8kGbwC9AHRTTGtVgZRgpkgoqLeHYmIHvJTaYY20Z4XRRHqaGJphM8ZgOHJRYUBPM80sX6NIxEYqVdk9alLN/E3MsjJmJ0DkFthOzrmXkv1ooHB0qHq2wmU+b2Dgt2znMc0Sv3mjju2DOZJJaKsnyxDjlyCqUFYYipimxfOYAJpq5XyIywRoT62otu/789bY2Qfem4Tvc9urN66LJEjgHF+AK+OAWNMEDaIEOIICCF/AK3uA7/ICf8Gtp3YJF5gysDPz5BXVSo0w=</latexit>
sha1_base64="BcWWkYnIISq3YKGswEnmRjRZNF8=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE3qq9aqrS7dBIvgQsqMCLosuHHZgn1AO5RMJtOGJpMhyQh16Be41U/wa9yJGxf+i5npLGzrhcDhPLg3x48508ZxvmFpa3tnd6+8XzmoHh4d1+onPS0TRWiXSC7VwMeachbRrmGG00GsKBY+p31/dp/p/SeqNJPRo5nH1BN4ErGQEWws1Xke1xpO08kHbQK3AA1QTHtch9VRIEkiaGQIx1oPXSc2XoqVYYTTRWWUaBpjMsMTOrQwwoJqL80vXaALywQolMq+yKCc/ZtIsdB6LnzrFNhM9bqWkf9qvrC0L3mwwmY+pUNttWznKM8RtXqjCe+8lEVxYmhElieGCUdGoqwwFDBFieFzCzBRzP4SkSlWmBhba8X25663tQl6103X4s5No3VVNFkGZ+AcXAIX3IIWeABt0AUEUPACXsEbfIcf8BN+La0lWGROwcrAn192kqNQ</latexit>

z

x
<latexit sha1_base64="i6bambqLDPwnX5Cup3bKNBotpwI=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV61VW126CRbBhZQZEXRZcOOyBfuAdiiZTKYNzWNIMmIZ+gVu9RP8GnfixoX/YmY6C9t6IXA4D+7NCWJGtXHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxxUD4+Oa/WTnpaJwqSLJZNqECBNGBWka6hhZBArgnjASD+Y3Wd6/4koTaV4NPOY+BxNBI0oRsZSnedxreE23XzgJvAK0ADFtMd1pzoKJU44EQYzpPXQc2Pjp0gZihlZVEaJJjHCMzQhQwsF4kT7aX7pAl5YJoSRVPYJA3P2byJFXOs5D6yTIzPV61pG/qsF3NKBZOEKm/mUjrTVsp2jPIfV6o0muvNTKuLEEIGXJ0YJg0bCrDAYUkWwYXMLEFbU/hLiKVIIG1trxfbnrbe1CXrXTc/izk2jdVU0WQZn4BxcAg/cghZ4AG3QBRgQ8AJewZvz7nw4n87X0lpyiswpWBnn5xdzFKNO</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="DlzIDYPeH9pufJeaFkxPy2Nc8HI=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFL3js9aqrVs3wSK4KjNudCm4cdmCfUA7lEwm04bmMSQZsQz9Arf6CX6NO3Hj35iZdmFbDwQO59zLPTlRypmxvv/j7ezu7R8cVo6qx7WT07N6o9YzKtOEdoniSg8ibChnknYts5wOUk2xiDjtR7OHwu8/U22Ykk92ntJQ4IlkCSPYOqnzMq43/ZZfAm2TYEWasEJ73PBqo1iRTFBpCcfGDAM/tWGOtWWE00V1lBmaYjLDEzp0VGJBTZiXSRfoyikxSpR2T1pUqn83ciyMmYvITQpsp2bTK8R/vUg4OVI8XlOLOW0S47zi5qjcI3o9o03uwpzJNLNUkmXEJOPIKlQUhmKmKbF87ggmmrlfIjLFGhPraq26/oLNtrZJ76YVON7xoQIXcAnXEMAt3MMjtKELBCi8whu8ex/ep/e1bHrHW1V+Dmvwvn8BcNOh1g==</latexit>
sha1_base64="iLHuCcwNr69RAstek0rPaVBKMJ0=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE181lq11aWbYBFcSJlxo8uCG5ct2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSEUvpF7jVT/Br3IkbF/6LmeksbOuFwOE8uDcnTDgz1vO+4db2zu7efumgfFg5Oj6p1k67RqWa0A5RXOl+iA3lTNKOZZbTfqIpFiGnvXB6n+m9J6oNU/LRzhIaCDyWLGYEW0e1n0fVutfw8kGbwC9AHRTTGtVgZRgpkgoqLeHYmIHvJTaYY20Z4XRRHqaGJphM8ZgOHJRYUBPM80sX6NIxEYqVdk9alLN/E3MsjJmJ0DkFthOzrmXkv1ooHB0qHq2wmU+b2Dgt2znMc0Sv3mjju2DOZJJaKsnyxDjlyCqUFYYipimxfOYAJpq5XyIywRoT62otu/789bY2Qfem4Tvc9urN66LJEjgHF+AK+OAWNMEDaIEOIICCF/AK3uA7/ICf8Gtp3YJF5gysDPz5BXHUo0o=</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="RsDZjDKs6GzpMjTOPMha55YXs5k=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ3xWWvVVpdugkVwISURQZcFNy5bsA9oQ5lMJu3QeYSZiRBCv8CtfoJf407cuPBfnKRZ2NYLA4fz4N45QcyoNq77Dbe2d3b39isH1cPa0fFJvXHa1zJRmPSwZFINA6QJo4L0DDWMDGNFEA8YGQTzh1wfPBOlqRRPJo2Jz9FU0IhiZCzVTSf1pttyi3E2gVeCJiinM2nA2jiUOOFEGMyQ1iPPjY2fIWUoZmRRHSeaxAjP0ZSMLBSIE+1nxaUL59IyoRNJZZ8wTsH+TWSIa53ywDo5MjO9ruXkv1rALR1IFq6wuU/pSFst3zkuclit3miiez+jIk4MEXh5YpQwx0gnL8wJqSLYsNQChBW1v3TwDCmEja21avvz1tvaBP2blmdx97bZvi6brIBzcAGugAfuQBs8gg7oAQwIeAGv4A2+ww/4Cb+W1i1YZs7AysCfX3TTo08=</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="QZ8LA5PYsVlDX7D93Chy5AxxDds=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbd26CRbBVZlxo0vBjcsW7APaoWTSTBuax5BkhGHoF7jVT/Br3Ikb/8bMtAvbeiBwOOde7smJEs6M9f0fr7K3f3B4VD2undRPz84bzXrfqFQT2iOKKz2MsKGcSdqzzHI6TDTFIuJ0EC0eC3/wQrVhSj7bLKGhwDPJYkawdVI3mzRaftsvgXZJsCYtWKMzaXr18VSRVFBpCcfGjAI/sWGOtWWE02VtnBqaYLLAMzpyVGJBTZiXSZfo2ilTFCvtnrSoVP9u5FgYk4nITQps52bbK8R/vUg4OVJ8uqEWc9rExnnFzXG5R/RmRhvfhzmTSWqpJKuIccqRVagoDE2ZpsTyzBFMNHO/RGSONSbW1Vpz/QXbbe2S/m07cLzrQxUu4QpuIIA7eIAn6EAPCFB4hTd49z68T+9r1XTFW1d+ARvwvn8Bcoeh1w==</latexit>
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By defining natural frequency of the spring system as ωs =

q

k/Mpn , the equation can

be rewritten as:




2
s2 + ωpn
Z2 (s) = −ωs2 (Z2 (s) − Z1 (s)),

(5.15)

and




2
s2 + ωpn
+ ωs2 Z2 (s) = ωs2 Z1 (s).

(5.16)

Transfer function of the pendulum system between displacement of input and displacement of output can be
H(s) =

ωs2
Z2 (s)
= 2
2 + ω2)
Z1 (s)
s + (ωpn
s .

(5.17)

The denominator of the transfer function can be expressed as combination of natural
frequency of a spring system and a pendulum system finally.
Using the above equation, a bode diagram of the vibration experiment system can be
drawn. In next section, the flux pinning force working between a PM and SC is solved
using an approach based on the frozen image model to estimate the spring coefficient.
The numerically estimated bode diagram is compared with measured data to evaluate
the approach based on the frozen image model.

5.3

Numerical analysis for estimation of characteristics of
the flux pinning force

5.3.1

Estimation of spring coefficient of the flux pinning force

As seen in Fig.5.5, the box suspended on strings has four PMs. The magnetic moment
of a PM can be solved using Eq.(4.5). Magnetic field by the one of PMs is measured
as shown in Tab.5.1. Using measured magnetic fields in Tab.5.1, the magnetic moment
can be solved as µpm,z = 0.6784 Am2 and magnetization µpm,z
¯ = 8.6382 × 105 A/m. In
the vibration experiment, initial relative distance is fixed as 6.5 mm. To decide initial
relative distance in the vibration experiment, an aluminum plate, which thickness is 6.5
Table 5.1: Measured magnetic field of one of PMs

Position [mm]
75
100
125
150
68

Environmental
magnetic field [mT]
0.0164
0.0180
0.0105
0.0091

PM field
+ EM field [mT]
0.3365
0.1589
0.0880
0.0301

Numerical analysis for estimation of characteristics of the flux pinning force
mm, is inserted before Field Cooling (FC). Therefore, it can be considered that errors of
initial relative distance occur while the cooling process. Considering the possibility, an
error of initial relative distance ±0.5 mm is taken into account in this numerical analysis.
To estimate the spring coefficient between four PMs and SC, the frozen image model is
employed as Fig.5.7. Based on the numerical model, the flux pinning force with the error
of initial relative distance ±0.5 mm can be calculated as seen in Fig.5.8. From the result,
the spring coefficients with 6.0 mm, 6.5 mm, and 7.0 mm are calculated as 680 N/m,
586 N/m, and 508 N/m respectively. In addition, the frozen image model has model
errors. According to the comparison of calculated spring coefficient and measured data
in Sec.4.2.3, the frozen image model overestimates the spring coefficient. Moreover,
the maximum error between calculated and measured results of the spring coefficient
is 41 % in Sec.4.2. Referring the maximum error of the spring coefficient in the flux
pinning force measuremet, the spring coefficient is estimated as Tab.5.2. In the Table,
the calculated value mean the spring coefficient calculated by the frozen image model. In
this section, the spring coefficient is estimated as gradient of the flux pinning force shown
in Fig.5.8. Considering the error of 41 %, the spring coefficients, which are estimated
to work between the four PMs and SC, can be calculated as the estimated value in
Tab.5.2. Referring the error of 41 % given by the force measurement experiment, the
spring coefficient working between the four PMs and SC can be estimated in the range
of 305 ∼ 408 N/m. In other word, the spring coefficient can be estimated as 356.5 ± 51.5
Permanent magnets
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Figure 5.7: Numerical model of the vibration experiment
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Table 5.2: Spring coefficient of four PMs

Position [mm]
6.0
6.5
7.0

Calculated
680
586
508

Spring coefficient [N/m]
value The error [%] Estimated value
41
408.0
34.5
386.9
28
365.8

N/m, considering the error of initial relative distance ±0.5 mm and the error of the
spring coefficient 41 %. Although damping force also works between the SC and four
PMs as observed in Sec.4.2, it is assumed that the damping force can be ignored in this
section.

5.4

Bode diagram of experimental and numerical results

The spring coefficient presented in the above section is used to estimate numerically
frequency response of the experiment system. Various frequencies, which are from 1
to 40 Hz, are input into the experiment system three times each. In addition, mass of
the PM box is changed to confirm characteristics of frequency response depending on
the mass. Vibration is input after SC is cooled by the field cooling method with initial
relative distance 6.5 mm.
Fig.5.9 shows comparison of numerically estimated frequency response with measured
data. Red dots plotted in Fig.5.9 are the measured data by the experiment device, and
the blue lines are the fitting lines. Moreover, the numerically estimated spring coefficient
with the error 356.5 ± 51.5 N/m is shown as black lines, which solid and dot lines insist
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Figure 5.8: The flux pinning force working between the SC and four PMs
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Bode diagram of experimental and numerical results
Table 5.3: Natural frequencies of numerically estimated frequency response and fitting
plots with measured data

Target mass [kg]
1.21
0.124

Natural frequency [Hz]
Measured Numerically estimated (Median)
3.83
2.73
11.1
8.53

Errorω [%]
-40
-30

the median and error. The spring coefficients of the fitting lines are 600 and 700 N/m
for the experiment data with 0.124 and 1.21 kg respectively.
As seen in Fig.5.9, the flux pinning force is effective to suppress micro vibrations for
space systems. However, there are difference between the measured and numerically
estimated frequency responses. From those results in Fig.5.9, natural frequencies of the
fitting plot and numerically estimated frequency response are given as Tab.5.3. According to Tab.5.3, the errors are calculated as -30 and -40 % for the different mass by
Eq.(4.11). It is noted that -30 and -40 % are the errors of numerically estimated values
with respect to natural frequencies using measured data. In the presented approach in
Sec.5.3.1, the spring coefficient was estimated in consideration of errors of initial relative
distance and the model error of the frozen image model, which the maximum value is
41 %, because it was clarified that the spring coefficient is overestimated by the frozen
image model in Sec.5.3.1. However, Fig.5.9 insists that the spring coefficient is underestimated by the numerical estimation presented in Sec.5.3.1. Although this phenomenon
should be more investigated to understand the flux pinning effect for the proposed micro
vibration isolator, it is a future work for this Ph.D thesis. In addition, If the presented
approach to estimate frequency response of the flux pinning force is used, the errors
should be considered. Even if the simplified numerical approach is employed to estimate
the frequency response of the proposed micro vibration isolator, it is expected that the
model can moderately estimate the performance.
From those results, vibration characteristics of the flux pinning effect were shown. It
was clarified that the flux pinning effect sufficiently works for the proposed vibration
isolation system. Even if the flux pinning force is approximated as linear spring force,
the vibration response can be estimated by the simplified numerical approach presented
in Sec.5.3.1, although the error should be taken into account.
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[a] Mass of the permanent magnet is 1.21 kg
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[b] Mass of the permanent magnet is 0.124 kg
Figure 5.9: Comparison of calculated frequency response with measured data
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5.5

A Vibration Response Estimation Approach for The
Proposed Micro Vibration Isolator

Although to estimate frequency response of the proposed vibration isolation system is
very important before developing it for space missions, it is not easy to perform a such
experiment to understand the frequency response using real size of the proposed system
in general. However, to understand the performance of vibration isolation is required to
decide if the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator is effective method for space
missions or not. Therefore, to perform an evaluation using small size of the proposed
system is recommended at the fist step to decide the effectiveness for a space mission as
shown in Chap.4 and 5.
To perform the evaluation, three approaches to design frequency response of the contactless micro vibration isolator are proposed in this section. The approaches are following:
- Approach from a vibration experiment
- Approach from a force measurement experiment
- Approach to use the errors presented in this Ph.D thesis
The first approach is to perform a vibration experiment as shown in Sec.5.2. Although
this approach is very simple to evaluate the frequency response of the proposed system,
it takes time to construct the vibration experiment device. Moreover, it is difficult to
evaluate the flux pinning force using data of a vibration experiment. If amplitude of the
flux pinning force should be also understood for decision if the proposed micro vibration
isolator is an effective method for a space mission, the data can not be acquired by a vibration experiment. The second approach is to perform a force measurement experiment.
Spring coefficients of the flux pinning force can be estimated moderately by performing
a force measurement experiment. Employing the frozen image model, the frequency response can be evaluated simply, although the model errors should be taken into account.
This approach evaluates the flux pinning force and the frequency response at same time.
In addition, it is expected that to construct a force measurement device is easier than a
vibration experiment device. The third approach is to use errors presented in this Ph.D
thesis and the frozen image model to estimate frequency response without performing
experiments. Because the error are changed by components of type-II superconductors
and permanent magnets, it is recommended to perform either a vibration experiment
or a force measurement experiment. However, to use the errors and the frozen image
model is one of methods to understand the proposed micro vibration isolator for the
decision if the performance of the proposed system meets mission requirements or not.
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Those approaches are methods to assist to understand the performance of the proposed
micro vibration isolator. If this proposed micro vibration isolator is suitable for space
missions, more precise analyses using Finite Element Method (FEM) and experiments
under simulated space environment should be conducted as the next step.
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Chapter

6
Dynamics between Two Objects
Connected by Pinning Force and
Eddy Current Damping Force
In this chapter, the flux pinning force and torque working between multiple type-II
superconductors and permanent magnets are expressed using the frozen image model.
The second section shows dynamics model between a payload module and disturbance
source. Assuming those two modules are connected by linear spring damping systems,
equations of rotational and translation motion with 6 degree of freedom are derived.
It is expected that spring coefficients of the flux pinning force are deviated by many
factors such as initial relative distance, temperature, and axial misalignment. This
causes to deviate pointing direction of a payload module of a space telescope. This
effect is also investigated using the dynamics model in this chapter.

6.1

Force and torque models for multiple type-II
superconductors - permanent magnets configuration
: Frozen image model based approach

The proposed micro vibration isolator consists of multiple type-II SuperConductors
(SCs) and Permanent Magnets (PMs), which are cylindrical shape. Those PMs and
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SCs are placed at the vertexes of a regular N-sided polygon on a payload module and
disturbance source such as Fig.6.1. The axial directions of PMs and SCs are arranged
coaxially. In this Ph.D. thesis, the maximum number of sets of PMs and SCs is six.
Considering the configuration, the flux pinning force working between each modules is
modeled using the frozen image model in this section to understand characteristics of
the pinning force and torque depending on the number of PMs and SCs, which is shown
in Sec.8.7.1.
To model the flux pinning force and torque working between two modules, a cartesian
coordinate on a payload module is defined as standard coordinate. Here, the origin of
the coordinate is located at center of surface on a payload module as seen in Fig.6.2. It is
noted that the standard coordinate is defined on a payload module because the module
has type-II superconductors. rf ci is a position vector from the origin to each PMs at
initial position, where i is the number of PMs. Defining N = max(i), the number of
PMs is expressed as i ∈ {1, ..., N }. Moreover, ri is a position vector from the origin to
each PMsi at a certain time. The position vector ri can be expressed as follows:
−1
ri = rf c,i + rg,P D + (I − R321
(θP D ))rc,P,i ,

(6.1)

where rg,P D is a relative position vector from the CoG of a payload module to the CoG
of a disturbance source, θP D is relative attitude of disturbance source with respect to
a payload module, rc,P,i is a position vector of a PM with respect to the CoG of the
disturbance source, and I = diag[1, 1, 1]. The position vector of PMs with respect to
CoG of the disturbance source rc,P,i is expressed as follows:
rc,P,i = rc,o,D + rp,i

(6.2)

where, rc,o,D is a vector from CoG of the disturbance source to center of the surface
where multiple PMs are placed, and rP M,i is a vector from center of the surface to
each PMs. Note that rc,o,D and rP M,i are vectors fixed at body coordinate B D of the
disturbance source. According to the frozen image model, frozen and mobile images are
defined in SCs after the Field Cooling (FC). It is assumed the mobile and frozen images
j and k generated by PMs i, and therefore i = j = k. In other words, a PM i generates
a mobile image j and frozen image k in a SC respectively. Defining position vectors
from the origin of coordinate on a payload module to mobile images as rj , the relative
position vector from a mobile image j to PM i is expressed as:
rmj ,pi = 2(ri · â)â + (ri − rj ).
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(6.3)

Force and torque models for multiple type-II
superconductors - permanent magnets configuration
: Frozen image model based approach
As with the relative position vector between a mobile image j and PM i, the relative
position vector from a frozen image k to a PM i is
rfk ,pi = ri − rf ck + 2(rf ck · â)â.

(6.4)

When the relative attitude between two modules is changed, magnetic moment vectors
of PMs is changed with respect to the coordinate on the payload module. The magnetic
moment of a PM is given by
µpm = R321 (θP D )µpm(t=0) .

(6.5)

Note that µf c = µpm(t=0) . Magnetic moment vectors of frozen and mobile images can be
calculated by substituting Eq.(6.5) into Eq.(3.9) and Eq.(3.10). According to the frozen
image model, the flux pinning force and torque can be calculated by summation of magnetic forces working between mirror images and PMs as Eq.(3.18) and Eq.(3.19). The
Position of SC/PM

1

y
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flux pinning force working between two modules is expressed in the following expression:
Fp =

N
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<latexit sha1_base64="rXg5/EshmNK6mup34LMg38V7aqI=">AAACL3icbVBNS8MwGE79nHPqpkcvwSF4GKMVQY8DPXic4D5gLSNN0y0sSWuSCqP0d3jVn+CvES/i1X9h2vXgNl8IPDwfvG8eP2ZUadv+tDY2t7Z3dit71f3aweFRvXHcV1EiMenhiEVy6CNFGBWkp6lmZBhLgrjPyMCf3eb64JlIRSPxqOcx8TiaCBpSjLShPNfnqczG6aTVvcvG9abdtouB68ApQROU0x03rJobRDjhRGjMkFIjx461lyKpKWYkq7qJIjHCMzQhIwMF4kR5aXF1Bs8NE8AwkuYJDQv2byJFXKk5942TIz1Vq1pO/qv53NB+xIIlNvdJFSqj5TvdIofl8o06vPFSKuJEE4EXJ4YJgzqCeXkwoJJgzeYGICyp+SXEUyQR1qbiqunPWW1rHfQv247BD1fNTqtssgJOwRm4AA64Bh1wD7qgBzB4Ai/gFbxZ79aH9WV9L6wbVpk5AUtj/fwCXAKoYQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="td7bL7LszI2mfWP+Am3i0I1k134=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbd26CRbBhZQZN7oUdOGygn1AO5RMJtOGJpkxyQhlmO9wq5/g14gb8VPMTLuwrQcCh3Pu5Z6cIOFMG9f9cipb2zu7e9X92kH98Oi40az3dJwqQrsk5rEaBFhTziTtGmY4HSSKYhFw2g9md4Xff6FKs1g+mXlCfYEnkkWMYGMlfxSITOXjbHLZuc/HjZbbdkugTeItSQuW6IybTn0UxiQVVBrCsdZDz02Mn2FlGOE0r41STRNMZnhCh5ZKLKj2szJ1js6tEqIoVvZJg0r170aGhdZzEdhJgc1Ur3uF+K8XCCsHMQ9X1GJO6Uhbr7g5KveIWs1oohs/YzJJDZVkETFKOTIxKspDIVOUGD63BBPF7C8RmWKFibEV12x/3npbm6R31fYsf3ShCqdwBhfgwTXcwgN0oAsEnuEV3uDd+XA+ne9F0xVnWfkJrMD5+QUkGKbd</latexit>
sha1_base64="NqjfNBfjhu+tnjuuwVSS/uDPo5w=">AAACL3icbVBNS8MwGE7n15xTNz16KQ7BwxitFz0O9OBxgvuAtYwkTbewpKlJKozS3+FVf4K/RryIV/+FadeD23wh8PB88L55UMyo0o7zaVW2tnd296r7tYP64dFxo3kyUCKRmPSxYEKOEFSE0Yj0NdWMjGJJIEeMDNH8NteHz0QqKqJHvYiJz+E0oiHFUBvK9xBPZTZJp+3eXTZptJyOU4y9CdwStEA5vUnTqnuBwAknkcYMKjV2nVj7KZSaYkaympcoEkM8h1MyNjCCnCg/La7O7AvDBHYopHmRtgv2byKFXKkFR8bJoZ6pdS0n/9UQNzQSLFhhc59UoTJavtMrcliu3qjDGz+lUZxoEuHliWHCbC3svDw7oJJgzRYGQCyp+aWNZ1BCrE3FNdOfu97WJhhcdVyDH5xWt102WQVn4BxcAhdcgy64Bz3QBxg8gRfwCt6sd+vD+rK+l9aKVWZOwcpYP79awqhd</latexit>

rc o D
Bus pa a n a pos on

rP M i

PM

PM
<latexit sha1_base64="0RPqUGmkcvPEq3nBxn3trm5/W8I=">AAACMHicbVBNS8MwGE79nHPqpkcvwSF4GKMVQY8DPXic4D5grSNN0y0saUqSCqP0f3jVn+Cv0ZN49VeYdj24zRcCD88H75vHjxlV2rY/rY3Nre2d3cpedb92cHhUbxz3lUgkJj0smJBDHynCaER6mmpGhrEkiPuMDPzZba4PnolUVESPeh4Tj6NJREOKkTbUk+vzVGbjFLdE6y4b15t22y4GrgOnBE1QTnfcsGpuIHDCSaQxQ0qNHDvWXoqkppiRrOomisQIz9CEjAyMECfKS4uzM3humACGQpoXaViwfxMp4krNuW+cHOmpWtVy8l/N54b2BQuW2NwnVaiMlu90ixyWyzfq8MZLaRQnmkR4cWKYMKgFzNuDAZUEazY3AGFJzS8hniKJsDYdV01/zmpb66B/2XYMfrhqdlplkxVwCs7ABXDANeiAe9AFPYCBBC/gFbxZ79aH9WV9L6wbVpk5AUtj/fwCAjSosg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="8kvYOfbKQvU2dyot86ArcjkDvc0=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbd26CRbBRSkzbnQp6MJlBfuAzlgymUwbmkyGJCOUof/hVj/Br9GV+Cdmpl3Y6oHA4Zx7uScnTDnTxnU/ncrW9s7uXnW/dlA/PDpuNOt9LTNFaI9ILtUwxJpyltCeYYbTYaooFiGng3B2W/iDZ6o0k8mjmac0EHiSsJgRbKz05IciV4txTtqyfbcYN1puxy2B/hJvRVqwQnfcdOp+JEkmaGIIx1qPPDc1QY6VYYTTRc3PNE0xmeEJHVmaYEF1kJexF+jcKhGKpbIvMahUf2/kWGg9F6GdFNhM9aZXiP96obByKHm0phZzSsfaesVNv9wjaj2jia+DnCVpZmhClhHjjCMjUdEeipiixPC5JZgoZn+JyBQrTIztuGb78zbb+kv6lx3P8gcXqnAKZ3ABHlzBDdxDF3pAQMELvMKb8+58OF/LpivOqvITWIPz/QPG7qct</latexit>
sha1_base64="eVgXmWRyt4mPRYriHJrj+bKzQ30=">AAACMHicbVBNS8MwGE7m15xTNz16KQ7BwxitFz0O9OBxgvuAtY40TbewpClJKozS/+FVf4K/Rk/i1V9h2vXgNl8IPDwfvG8eP2ZUadv+hJWt7Z3dvep+7aB+eHTcaJ4MlEgkJn0smJAjHynCaET6mmpGRrEkiPuMDP35ba4Pn4lUVESPehETj6NpREOKkTbUk+vzVGaTFLdF+y6bNFp2xy7G2gROCVqgnN6kCetuIHDCSaQxQ0qNHTvWXoqkppiRrOYmisQIz9GUjA2MECfKS4uzM+vCMIEVCmlepK2C/ZtIEVdqwX3j5EjP1LqWk/9qPje0L1iwwuY+qUJltHynW+SwXL1RhzdeSqM40STCyxPDhFlaWHl7VkAlwZotDEBYUvNLC8+QRFibjmumP2e9rU0wuOo4Bj/YrW67bLIKzsA5uAQOuAZdcA96oA8wkOAFvII3+A4/4Bf8XlorsMycgpWBP78A9Kiu</latexit>

rf c i
<latexit sha1_base64="lwcmejXa+agTZBmJKvSEDb4bCTw=">AAACLnicbVBNS8MwGE7n15xTNz16CQ7BwxitCHoc6MHjBPcBaxlpmm5hSVOSVBilf8Or/gR/jeBBvPozTLse3OYLgYfng/fN48eMKm3bn1Zla3tnd6+6XzuoHx4dN5onAyUSiUkfCybkyEeKMBqRvqaakVEsCeI+I0N/fpfrw2ciFRXRk17ExONoGtGQYqQN5bo+T2U2SUX7Pps0WnbHLgZuAqcELVBOb9K06m4gcMJJpDFDSo0dO9ZeiqSmmJGs5iaKxAjP0ZSMDYwQJ8pLi6MzeGGYAIZCmhdpWLB/EyniSi24b5wc6Zla13LyX83nhvYFC1bY3CdVqIyW73SLHJarN+rw1ktpFCeaRHh5YpgwqAXMu4MBlQRrtjAAYUnNLyGeIYmwNg3XTH/OelubYHDVcQx+vG5122WTVXAGzsElcMAN6IIH0AN9gEEMXsAreLPerQ/ry/peWitWmTkFK2P9/AK0fKgP</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="jeF1JpJYirl5MOzaVadARO4CeqQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWWvV1q2bwSK4kJK40aWgC5cV7AOaUCaTSTt0JhNmJkIJ+Q23+gl+jeBC/BUnaRe29cDA4Zx7uWdOmHKmjet+OVvbO7t7+7WD+mHj6Pik2Wr0tcwUoT0iuVTDEGvKWUJ7hhlOh6miWIScDsLZfekPXqjSTCbPZp7SQOBJwmJGsLGS74ciV8U4l1cPxbjZdjtuBbRJvCVpwxLdcctp+JEkmaCJIRxrPfLc1AQ5VoYRTou6n2maYjLDEzqyNMGC6iCvQhfowioRiqWyLzGoUv9u5FhoPRehnRTYTPW6V4r/eqGwcih5tKKWc0rH2nrlTb/aI2o1o4lvg5wlaWZoQhYR44wjI1HZHYqYosTwuSWYKGZ/icgUK0yMbbhu+/PW29ok/euOZ/mTCzU4g3O4BA9u4A4eoQs9IJDCK7zBu/PhfDrfi6a3nGXlp7AC5+cXf+qmjA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="WxE4PW78SqE2RhVWS8CEtFs6GYU=">AAACLnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rLVqq0s3g0VwUUriRpcFXbisYB/QhDKZTNqh8wgzE6GE/IZb/QS/RnAhbv0MJ2kXtvXCwOE8uHdOmDCqjet+OlvbO7t7+5WD6mHt6Pik3jjta5kqTHpYMqmGIdKEUUF6hhpGhokiiIeMDMLZXaEPnonSVIonM09IwNFE0JhiZCzl+yHPVD7OZOs+H9ebbtstB24CbwmaYDndccOp+ZHEKSfCYIa0HnluYoIMKUMxI3nVTzVJEJ6hCRlZKBAnOsjKo3N4aZkIxlLZJwws2b+JDHGt5zy0To7MVK9rBfmvFnJLh5JFK2zhUzrWVit2+mUOq9UbTXwbZFQkqSECL06MUwaNhEV3MKKKYMPmFiCsqP0lxFOkEDa24artz1tvaxP0r9uexY9us9NaNlkB5+ACXAEP3IAOeABd0AMYJOAFvII35935cL6c74V1y1lmzsDKOD+/szyoCw==</latexit>

ro,D

rc,o,D

r

â
<latexit sha1_base64="m6RZIVVQiHMocUzXdNEvMfG00MM=">AAACLnicbVBNS8MwGE79nHPqpkcvwSF4Gq0Iehx48TjBfcBaRpKmW1iSliQVRunf8Ko/wV8jeBCv/gzTrge3+ULg4fngffPghDNtXPfT2dre2d3brx3UDxtHxyfN1ulAx6kitE9iHqsRRppyJmnfMMPpKFEUCczpEM/vC334TJVmsXwyi4QGAk0lixhBxlK+j0Xmz5DJUJ5Pmm2345YDN4FXgTaopjdpOQ0/jEkqqDSEI63HnpuYIEPKMMJpXvdTTRNE5mhKxxZKJKgOsvLoHF5aJoRRrOyTBpbs30SGhNYLga1TIDPT61pB/qthYWkc83CFLXxKR9pqxU6/zBG1eqOJ7oKMySQ1VJLliVHKoYlh0R0MmaLE8IUFiChmfwnJDClEjG24bvvz1tvaBIPrjmfx402726marIFzcAGugAduQRc8gB7oAwIS8AJewZvz7nw4X8730rrlVJkzsDLOzy81+Khb</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="nsktXAexwKpqDdKAxEqk37xUhMo=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1qrtm7dDBbBVUnc6FJw47KCbYUmlMlk0g6dR5iZCCX0N9zqJ/g1ggvxV5ykXdjWAwOHc+7lnjlxxpmxvv/l1XZ29/YP6oeNo+bxyWmr3RwYlWtC+0RxpZ9jbChnkvYts5w+Z5piEXM6jGf3pT98odowJZ/sPKORwBPJUkawdVIYxqIIp9gWeLEYtzp+16+AtkmwIh1YoTdue80wUSQXVFrCsTGjwM9sVGBtGeF00QhzQzNMZnhCR45KLKiJiir0Al06JUGp0u5Jiyr170aBhTFzEbtJge3UbHql+K8XCyfHiidrajmnTWqcV94Mqz2i1zPa9DYqmMxySyVZRkxzjqxCZXcoYZoSy+eOYKKZ+yUiU6wxsa7hhusv2Gxrmwyuu4Hjjz7U4Rwu4AoCuIE7eIAe9IFABq/wBu/eh/fpfS+brnmrys9gDd7PL/2PptY=</latexit>
sha1_base64="mYkJYYWdTiDFa58QEy3J+9hylr4=">AAACLnicbVBNS8MwGE7m15xTNz16CQ7B02i96HHgxeME9wFrGWmabmFJWpJUGKV/w6v+BH+N4EG8+jNMux7c5guBh+eD980TJJxp4zifsLazu7d/UD9sHDWPT05b7bOhjlNF6IDEPFbjAGvKmaQDwwyn40RRLAJOR8HivtBHz1RpFssns0yoL/BMsogRbCzleYHIvDk2Gc7zaavjdJ1y0DZwK9AB1fSnbdj0wpikgkpDONZ64jqJ8TOsDCOc5g0v1TTBZIFndGKhxIJqPyuPztGVZUIUxco+aVDJ/k1kWGi9FIF1CmzmelMryH+1QFg6iHm4xhY+pSNttWKnV+aIWr/RRHd+xmSSGirJ6sQo5cjEqOgOhUxRYvjSAkwUs79EZI4VJsY23LD9uZttbYPhTde1+NHp9LpVk3VwAS7BNXDBLeiBB9AHA0BAAl7AK3iD7/ADfsHvlbUGq8w5WBv48ws0uKhX</latexit>

Bus part after moving
SCi

rSC i
BP

y

<latexit sha1_base64="t/xeEx+T3sN1RHzysVrk+2fPfdk=">AAACOXicbVDNSgMxGMz6
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="17g3e7cgODCkWwRpEybfdvyVgF0=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbQVXboJFcFVm3OhSdOOygn1AOy2ZTKYNzTxIMsIQ5mPc6if4JS7diV9hZlrBth4IHM654Z57vIQzqWz7w6psbe/s7lX3awf1w6PjRrPek3EqCO2SmMdi4GFJOYtoVzHF6SARFIcep31vfl/4/WcqJIujJ5Ul1A3xNGIBI1gZadI4HWs9CrGaSSLQXT7WnTxH2aTRstt2CbRJnCVpwRKdSdOqj/yYpCGNFOFYyqFjJ8rVWChGOM1ro1TSBJM5ntKhoREOqXR1mT9HF0bxURAL8yKFSvXvD41DKbPQM5Nl1HWvEP/1vNDIXsz9FbWYEzKQxit2/p6/mlEFN65mUZIqGpFFxCDlSMWoqBH5TFCieGYIJoKZKxGZYYGJMmXXTH/OelubpHfVdgx/tKEKZ3AOl+DANdzCA3SgCwQ0vMArvFnv1qf1tWi6Yi0rP4EVWN8/Yo2qfg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="TDVD6FpyOos5ayr2waYS+7orvAE=">AAACOXicbVDNSgMxGMzWv1qrtoonL8EieJCy60WPRS8eK9gfaLclm822odnNkmSFEvZhvOoj+CQevYlXX8DsdgXbOhAYZr6PzDdezKhUtv1ulTY2t7Z3yruVver+wWGtftSVPBGYdDBnXPQ9JAmjEekoqhjpx4Kg0GOk583uMr/3RISkPHpU85i4IZpENKAYKSONaycjrYchUlOJBbxNR7qdpnA+rjXspp0DrhOnIA1QoD2uW9Whz3ESkkhhhqQcOHasXI2EopiRtDJMJIkRnqEJGRgaoZBIV+f5U3huFB8GXJgXKZirfzc0CqWch56ZzKOuepn4r+eFRvY485fUbE7IQBov+/P3/OWMKrhxNY3iRJEILyIGCYOKw6xG6FNBsGJzQxAW1FwJ8RQJhJUpu2L6c1bbWifdq6Zj+IPdaF0WTZbBKTgDF8AB16AF7kEbdAAGGjyDF/BqvVkf1qf1tRgtWcXOMViC9f0Dv8SsCA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="t/xeEx+T3sN1RHzysVrk+2fPfdk=">AAACOXicbVDNSgMxGMz6W2vVVvHkJVgED1J2RdBj0YvHCvYH2m3Jptk2NMkuSVZYln0Yr/oIPolHb+LVFzC7XcG2DgSGme8j840XMqq0bb9ba+sbm1vbpZ3ybmVv/6BaO+yoIJKYtHHAAtnzkCKMCtLWVDPSCyVB3GOk683uMr/7RKSigXjUcUhcjiaC+hQjbaRR9XiYJAOO9FRhCW/TYdJKUxiPqnW7YeeAq8QpSB0UaI1qVmUwDnDEidCYIaX6jh1qN0FSU8xIWh5EioQIz9CE9A0ViBPlJnn+FJ4ZZQz9QJonNMzVvxsJ4krF3DOTedRlLxP/9TxuZC9g4wU1m5PKV8bL/vw9fzGj9m/chIow0kTgeUQ/YlAHMKsRjqkkWLPYEIQlNVdCPEUSYW3KLpv+nOW2VknnsuEY/nBVb14UTZbACTgF58AB16AJ7kELtAEGCXgGL+DVerM+rE/raz66ZhU7R2AB1vcPwQSsDA==</latexit>

rmi pi

Mission part
BP
<latexit sha1_base64="C0rdJD4cALI/oBEIYMsDLnHVfnc=">AAACOXicbVDNSgMxGMzWv1qrtoonL8EieJCyK4Iei148VrA/0G5LNs22oUl2SbJiWfZhvOoj+CQevYlXX8DsdgXbOhAYZr6PzDdeyKjStv1uFdbWNza3itulnfLu3n6letBWQSQxaeGABbLrIUUYFaSlqWakG0qCuMdIx5vepn7nkUhFA/GgZyFxORoL6lOMtJGGlaNBHPc50hOFJbxJBnEzSeDTsFKz63YGuEqcnNRAjuawapX7owBHnAiNGVKq59ihdmMkNcWMJKV+pEiI8BSNSc9QgThRbpzlT+CpUUbQD6R5QsNM/bsRI67UjHtmMou67KXiv57HjewFbLSgpnNS+cp46Z+/5y9m1P61G1MRRpoIPI/oRwzqAKY1whGVBGs2MwRhSc2VEE+QRFibskumP2e5rVXSvqg7ht9f1hrneZNFcAxOwBlwwBVogDvQBC2AQQyewQt4td6sD+vT+pqPFqx85xAswPr+Ab9FrAs=</latexit>
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Dynamics Model of 6 Degrees of Freedom Motion Between Two Modules Connected by
Multiple Spring-Damping Systems
Moreover, the flux pinning torque is expressed as:
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(6.7)
As seen in Eq.(6.7), the first term is the restoring torque given by Eq.(3.19), and the
second term is the torque caused by deviation between the CoG from points where the
pinning force works. If the proposed micro vibration isolator consists of more than
two PMs and SCs, the second term works. In other words, the second term does not
appear if the proposed micro vibration isolator consists of one PM and SC, which are
located at the center of two modules. Characteristics of the flux pinning force and torque
depending on the number of sets, which consists of PM and SC, can be calculated using
those derived expressions.

6.2

Dynamics Model of 6 Degrees of Freedom Motion Between Two Modules Connected by Multiple SpringDamping Systems

6.2.1

Equation of translational motion

To simulate relative motion between a payload module and disturbance source, equations
of translational motion is derived in this section. Assuming that a payload module and
disturbance source are rigid body, newton’s second law and Euler’s equation are applied
to express relative motion of the proposed micro vibration isolator. The flux pinning
force works as linear spring force in consideration of infinitesimal motion. In addition,
Eddy Current Damper (ECD) is also mounted on the proposed micro vibration isolator
to complement damping force. Therefore, it is assumed that the flux pinning force and
the damping force by ECD are approximated by linear spring force and linear damping
force respectively in this section. Therefore, it is considered that a payload module
and disturbance source are connected by multiple linear spring-damping systems. Micro
vibrations are generated by equipments on a disturbance source.
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According to Newton’s second law, the motion of the two modules is expressed as:

(6.8)

where MJ (J = P or D) is mass of a module, which P and D mean the payload module

and disturbance source respectively, rg J is the position vector from Center of Gravity

(CoG) of a space telescope to CoG of a module J, Fsp is the spring force, Fda is the

damping force, N is the maximum number of sets, which consist of a type-II SuperCon-

ductor (SC), a Permanent Magnet (PM), and an Eddy Current Damper (ECD), and

i ∈ {1, 2...N }. In this Ph.D thesis, it is considered that a seti consists of PM -SC -

ECD . ∆F is total force of disturbances, which is mainly considered as force generated

by equipments on the disturbance source in this section.

Points where the flux pinning force works are defined as Connection Points (CPJ ),

which is i ∈ {1, 2...N } and J = P or D, on each modules (See Fig.6.3). Considering

the flux pinning force working between the PM1 at CPD 1 and SC1 at CPP 1 as an

example, the force does not only work between CPP 1 and CPD 1 , but also CPP 1 and
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CPD,i6=1 if PMs and SCs are placed closely, which means the length Lv is designed as
short distance in Fig.6.1. The reason is the flux pinning effect occurs between CPP,1
and CPD,i6=1 as well. In this case, the additional flux pinning force working between
CPP,i and CPD,i6=i should be taken into account if it works as strong as the standard
flux pinning force between CPP,i and CPD,i . To understand relative motion between
two modules connected by the proposed micro vibration isolator without complexity,
it is assumed that the additional flux pinning force is weaker than the standard flux
pinning force in this section. Assuming that, the flux pinning force working between
CPP,i and CPD,i is defined as FP D,i . Defining position vector from the CoG of a space
telescope to CoG of the payload module and disturbance source as rP g and rDg , the
relative position vector between two modules is expressed as follows:
rP Dg = rP g − rDg .

(6.9)

Considering translational motion, the motion of the payload module can be expressed
as follows:
MP r̈P g = −N {k(rP g − rDg ) + c(ṙP g − ṙDg )}

(6.10)

= −N (krP Dg + cṙP Dg ),
where k is the spring coefficient matrix k = diag[kh , kh , kv ], which kh is the horizontal
spring coefficient and vertical spring coefficient is kv , and c is the damping coefficient
matrix c = diag[ch , ch , cv ], which ch is the horizontal damping coefficient and vertical
damping coefficient is cv . If translational motion purely occurs between the payload
module and disturbance source, the relative motion is expressed as Eq.(6.10).
Considering rotational motion of modules, equation of translational motion of Eq.(6.10)
is rewritten as follows:
MP r̈P g = −N (krP Dg + cṙP Dg ) −
= −N (krP Dg + cṙP Dg ) −

N
X
i
N
X

{k (rP,i − rD,i ) + c(ṙP,i − ṙD,i )}
(6.11)

(krP D,i − cṙP D,i ),

i

where rP,i and ṙP,i are position and velocity vectors of the connection point CPP,i on
the payload module respectively, rD,i and ṙD,i are position and velocity vectors of connection point CPD,i on the disturbance source respectively. Considering combination of
translational and rotational motion of two modules, the position vector rJ,i is expressed
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as:
rJ,i = rJg + (R321 (θJ ) − I)rc,J,i

(6.12)

= rJg + rr,J,i ,
where the first term rJg is the position vector of the CoG of a module, R321 is a (3-2-1)
rotation matrix, θJ is Euler angle set of a module θJ = [φJ , θJ , ψJ ]t , and rc,J,i is the
position vector expressed by Eq.(6.2) (see Fig.6.3). Velocity vectors of connection points
vJ,i can be expressed as time derivative of position vectors as Eq.(6.12):
ṙJ,i = ṙJg + ṙr,J,i .

(6.13)

rr,J,i in Eq.(6.13) is the diplacement vector of a connection point due to rotational motion
of a module. The vector can be rewritten using transport theorem, which is expressed
as follows:

N

dA
=
dt

Bi dA

dt

+ ω × A.

(6.14)

The displacement vector of a connection point due to rotational motion rr,J,i is expressed
using the transport theorem and position vector rc,J,i , which is from the CoG of a module
to a connection point, as vr,J,i = ω × rc,J,i . Hence, Eq.(6.13) is rewritten as follows:
ṙJ,i = vJ,i
= vJg + vr,J,i

(6.15)

= vJg + ωJ × rc,J,i
It is noted that angular velocities with respect to inertial frame and body frame can be
expressed as the following expression according to Transport theorem:
ωJ =B ωJ =N ωJ ,
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where subscriptions B and N insist body fixed frame and inertial frame respectively.
Finally, the equation of translational motion of the payload module is expressed as:
(

MP r̈P g = −k N (rP g − rDg ) +

N
X

)

(rr,P,i − rr,D,i )

i

(

− c N (vP g − vDg ) +

N
X

)

(ωP × rc,P,i − ωP × rc,D,i )

i

= −k

N
X

(rP,i − rD,i )

(6.17)

i

−c

N
X

(ṙP,i − ṙD,i )

i=1

=−

N
X

(krP D,i + cṙP D,i ).

i=1

Assuming equipments on the disturbance source inputs force as disturbance, which is
simply modeled as sinusoidal function, the equation of translational motion of the disturbance source can be expressed as follows:
N
X

MD r̈Dg =

(krP D,i + cṙP D,i ) − Fu sin(ωt),

(6.18)

i=1

where Fu [N] is amplitude of the disturbance force, and ω = 2πf [rad/sec] is angular
frequency, which f [Hz] is frequency.

6.2.2

Equation of rotational motion

Rotational motion is expressed with respect to body frame B by Euler’s equation as:
BJ d(I

J ωJ )

dt

+ ωJ × IJ ωJ = TJ ,

(6.19)

where IJ is inertia matrix of modules and TJ is input torque to modules, which are
J ∈ {P or D}. Inertia matrix is given by:


IJ =

Z

y2 + z2



 −yx
MJ 

−zx

−xy
x2 + z 2
−zy









−xz 
I
 xx,J


−yz  dmJ = −Iyx,J
x2

+

y2

−Izx,J

−Ixy,J
Iyy,J
−Izy,J



−Ixz,J 
−Iyz,J 
Izz,J




(6.20)

.

Torque working on the payload module is expressed as follows:
TP = −

N
X

{rc,P,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} .

(6.21)

i=1
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Because the disturbance source has equipments generating disturbance force, disturbance torque works on the disturbance source. Defining a position vector from CoG of
a module to the equipment rDIS , torque working on a disturbance source is expressed
as:
TD =

N
X

{rc,D,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} − rDIS × Fu sin(ωt).

(6.22)

i=1

Hence, the equation of rotational motion of the payload module and disturbance source
are expressed as:
IP

ID

BD dω

dt

D

=

BP dω

N
X

dt

P

=−

N
X

{rc,P,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} − ωP × IP ωP

(6.23)

i=1

{rc,D,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} − ωD × ID ωD − rDIS × Fu sin(ωt) (6.24)

i=1

Euler angle rate relates to angular velocity using (3-2-1) rotational sequence through:
−1
(θJ )ωJ ,
θ̇J = J321

(6.25)

−1
where J321
is (3-2-1) inverse rotation matrix:



1


sφtθ

−1
(θ) = 0
J321

cφ






cφtθ 

−sφ 

0 sφsecθ cφsecθ

(6.26)


.

The inverse matrix is expressed as:


1


J321 (θ) = 0



0
cφ



−sθ 

cθsφ

0 −sφ cθcφ

6.3




(6.27)

.

Results of dynamics simulation in consideration of deviation of the pinning force

6.3.1

Effect of deviation of the flux pinning force

The proposed contactless micro vibration isolator utilizes the flux pinning force and
damping force by Eddy Current Damper (ECD). As one of problems of the proposed
micro vibration isolator, the flux pinning force can be deviated by many factors. Because
a payload module and disturbance source are connected by the flux pinning force at
84
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Table 6.1: Specification of a space telescope for the simulation

Configuration of a space telescope
Parameters
A payload module A disturbance source
Mass [kg]
650
3000
Ixx
510.3516
6671.9
Inertia[kg · m2 ]
Iyy
510.3516
6671.9
Izz
182.8125
3375.0
Natural frequency ω0 [Hz]
1.0
Damping ratio ζ0 [-]
1.0
Amplitude disturbance force Fu [mN]
[0, 0, 3.5]t
Frequency of disturbance force ω[Hz]
30
Configuration of a proposed micro vibration isolator
The number of sets [-]
3
k1
178.3 (178.3 with error of 0%)
Spring coefficient[N/m]
k2
160.5(178.3 with error of −10%)
k3
187.25(178.3 with error of +5.0%)
Damping coefficient[Ns/m]
356.7
multiple points as Fig.6.1, the deviation of the flux pinning force affects to degrade
stability of pointing direction. The factors to deviate the flux pinning effect are mainly
caused by deviation of initial relative distance, and temperature. In this section, the
effect of the deviation of the flux pinning force is investigated using dynamics simulation.
To understand the effect on pointing direction, a space telescope and configuration
of the proposed micro vibration isolator are assumed in Tab.6.1, which inertia of two
module are diagonal matrices as I = diag[Ixx , Iyy , Izz ]. It is assumed that the proposed
micro vibration isolator consists of three PMs, SCs, and ECDs. Moreover, those spring
coefficients are deviated with errors in Tab.6.1. The flux pinning effect is approximated
by the linear spring force, and therefore the spring coefficients are deviated by the errors.
An equipment is located at the CoG of the disturbance source and inputs disturbance
source along z axis with respect to the body frame.
The results of dynamics simulation are shown in Fig.6.4. Fig.6.4[a] and [c] show simulation results of Euler angles and angular velocity of the payload module when disturbance
force is generated by the equipment in the disturbance source. Even if there are the errors of spring coefficients, the attitude of the payload module can be converged passively.
Fig.6.4[b] and [d] are enlargement of the Fig.6.4[a] and [c] in the range from 60 to 100sec
respectively. Although the pointing direction can be converged passively even if there
are errors of the spring coefficient, deviation remains as seen in Fig.6.4[b] and [d]. Attitude errors of the payload module occur around x and y axes. Although the values of
errors are not significantly large, the errors can be bigger if stronger disturbance forces
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are input to the proposed micro vibration isolator. This effect causes to degrade resolution of observed images. Initial relative distance between PMs and SCs, temperature of
SCs, and applied magnetic field should be controlled completely to suppress the deviation of the flux pinning force. Therefore it is difficult to achieve perfectly numerically
designed performance of the proposed micro vibration isolator. To stabilize the pointing
direction, a control system using magnetic coils is designed in the next chapter.

6.3.2

Passive stability depending on the number of sets constituting
the proposed micro vibration isolator

The proposed micro vibration isolator consists of multiple sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs.
Therefore, the pointing direction is deviated if the flux pinning forces working between
PMs and SCs are deviated as shown in Fig.6.4. This deviation depends on the errors of
spring coefficients of the flux pinning forces. Fig.6.4 showed the effect of the deviation of
the spring coefficients on stability of the pointing direction with three sets of PMs, SCs,
and ECDs. It is expected that increasing the number of the sets improves the stability
of the pointing direction. For the purpose, Monte Carlo simulation is conducted in
this section. In the Monte Carlo simulation, the spring coefficients of the flux pinning
force is changed randomly in the range of error of ±10%. Moreover, the number of
samples is 1000. The number of sets are also changed from three to six. The typeII superconductors and permanent magnets are placed as Fig.6.1. Deviations of Euler
angles at 100sec are plotted in histograms. This Monte Carlo simulation is conducted
under the condition of Tab.6.1.
Fig.6.5 shows the deviation angles around x and y. The number of the sets is changed
from Fig.6.5[a] to [d]. As seen in Fig.6.5, the deviations of Euler angles can be improved
slightly by increasing the number of the sets. Therefore, to increase the number of the
sets is one of methods to improve performance of the proposed passive vibration isolator.
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[c]Angular velocity of the payload module with respect to the disturbance source
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Figure 6.4: Attitude and angular velocity of the payload module with respect to the
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Figure 6.5: Angle of deviation depending on the number of sets of PMs and SCs
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Using Magnetic Coils
The proposed contactless micro vibration isolator consists of multiple Permanent Magnets (PMs), type-II SuperConductor (SCs), and Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs). Because the proposed micro vibration isolator suppresses micro vibrations passively, the
frequency response depends on spring-damping coefficients, which are the flux pinning
force and damping force by ECDs. The spring-damping coefficient depends on initial
relative distance, and therefore the performance of the passive vibration isolation can
be degraded if the initial relative distance is disturbed. For space observation missions
with high pointing accuracy, a control system using electro-magnetic coils is proposed
to stabilize pointing direction and the performance is discussed in this section.
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7.1

Dynamics of The Proposed Micro Vibration Isolator

Translational and rotational motion of the payload module and disturbance source are
derived in Chap.6. Combining those derived equations, time-varying differential equations of the payload module is expressed as:



r̈P g = −(krP D,i + cṙP D,i )/MP ,





ṙP g = vP g ,

−1

θ̇ = J321
(θP )ωP ,


 P

h
i


ω̇P = −I −1 PN {rc,P,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} − ωP × IP ωP
i=1
P

(7.1)

.

Equations of translational and rotational motion of the disturbance source is expressed
as follows:

i
hP

N

(kr
+
c
ṙ
)
−
F
sin(ωt)
/MD ,
r̈
=

u
P
D,i
P
D,i
Dg
i=1





ṙDg = vDg ,

−1

(θD )ωD ,
θ̇D = J321




i
h


ω̇D = I −1 PN rc,D,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i ) − ωD × ID ωD − rDIS × Fu sin(ωt)
i=1
D

.

(7.2)
Then, relative translational motion between the payload module and disturbance source
is expressed as follows:
r̈P Dg = r̈P g − r̈Dg
1
=−
MP D

(N
X

)

(krP D,i + cṙP D,i ) +

i=1

Fu
sin(ωt).
MD

(7.3)

where MP D is the reduced mass. It is assumed that an equipment generating disturbance
force is located perfectly at CoG of the disturbance source. Moreover, CoGs of the
payload module and disturbance source are located at the center of the modules. In
other words, rDIS = [0, 0, 0]t and inertia of those modules is diagonal matrix. Combining
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Eq.(7.1), Eq.(7.2), and Eq.(7.3), the equations of relative motion can be rearranged as:

nP
o

N

r̈P Dg = −
i=1 (krP D,i + cṙP D,i ) /MP D + Fu sin(ωt)/MD ,






ṙP Dg = vP g − vDg ,






θ̇P = J −1 (θP )ωP ,
321

P


ω̇P = −IP−1 N

i=1 {rc,P,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} ,





−1

θ̇D = J321
(θD )ωD ,





ω̇D = I −1 PN {rc,D,i × (krP D,i + cṙP D,i )} .
D

(7.4)

i=1

To design a control system, the equations in Eq.(7.4) are linearized in the next section.

7.2

Linearization of The Equations of Motion

Taylor expansion is employed to linearize Eq.(7.4). According to Taylor expansion, a
function V (x) can be linearized at a state vector x0 as:
0

V (x) = V (x0 ) + V (x − x0 ) +

1 000
1 00
V (x0 )(x − x0 )2 + V (x0 )(x − x0 )3 + · · ·, (7.5)
2!
3!

where V n means nth derivative of the function V (x) with respect to x0 . The proposed
contactless micro vibration isolator aims to suppress micro vibration. Therefore, the
equations in Eq.(7.4) are linearized with respect to initial states by the first-order Taylor
expansion. Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) state equation of relative motion between the
payload module and disturbance source is expressed as follows:
δ ṡ(t) = A(t)δs(t) + B(t)δu(t),

(7.6)

δy(t) = C(t)δs(t),
˙ P Dg , δθP , δωP , δθD , δωD ]t is a matrix of relative state vectors,
where δs(t) = [δrP Dg , δr
δu = [µc1 , µc2 , ...µcN ] is an input matrix, which µcN is a magnetic moment vector of a
˙ P Dg , δθP D , δωP D ] is an output matrix. The A matrix
coil N , and δy(t) = [δrP Dg , δr
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mainly consists of four components:












A=













AT T
























AT R

ART

ARR

(7.7)

,

where block matrices AT T and AT R have 12 × 12 matrices, and ART , and ARR are
12 × 18. These four components in the matrix A are derived in the next sections.

7.2.1

Linearization of translational motion

AT T , and AT R in the matrix A are related to translational states:


˙ 
δrP Dg





δθP







 δω 
P


 = AT T 
 + AT R 

 δθ 
δ ṙP Dg
δ ṙP Dg
 D

δrP Dg

δωD

(7.8)

.

Linearized equation of relative translational motion is expressed as follows:
δr̈P D

1
=
MP D

(

∂FP D
∂FP D
∂FP D
∂FP D
∂FP D
∂FP D
+
+
+
+
+
∂rP Dgl ∂ ṙP Dgl
∂ωP l
∂θP l
∂ωDl
∂θDl

)

(7.9)
,

where l ∈ {x, y, z}.
AT T can be determined by solving the first and second terms of Eq.(7.9). The first term
of Eq.(7.9) is
N
X
∂FP D
∂(krP D,i )
=−
∂rP Dgl
∂rP Dgl
i=1

= −K,
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where i is the number of spring-damping systems i ∈ {1, 2...N }. Moreover, the second
term of Eq.(7.9) is given by:
N
X
∂FP D
∂(cvP D,i )
=−
∂ ṙP Dgl
∂ ṙP Dgl
i=1

(7.11)

= −C.
Linearization of relative velocity vector is expressed as:
δ ṙP D =

∂vP D
∂ ṙP Dl

(7.12)

= I,
where I = diag[1, 1, 1]. Using those expressions, AT T matrix can be written as follows:






AT T = 




03×3 I3×3 

−K −C







(7.13)

.

AT R is related to rotational term of the state vector. Partial derivative with respect to
θP l can be solved as follows:
N
X
∂FP D
∂
=
(krP D,i )
∂θP l
∂θP l
i=1

(7.14)

= KRP .
Moreover,
N
X
∂FP D
∂
=
(krP D,i )
∂θDl
∂θ
Dl
i=1

(7.15)

= KRD .
Linearization of the force with respect to angular velocity ωP l can be solved as:
N
X
∂FP D
∂
=
(cvP D,i )
∂ωP l
∂ωP l
i=1

(7.16)

= CRP .
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Moreover,
N
X
∂FP D
∂
=
(cvP D,i )
∂ωDl
∂ωDl
i=1

(7.17)

= CRD .
Arranging those matrices, AT R matrix can be expressed as:


AT R = 

7.2.2



03×12
KRP

CRP

(7.18)



KRD CRD

.

Linearization of rotational motion

ART and ARR in A are related to rotational motion of modules as follows:
 ˙ 



δθP

δθP









 δω 
 δω 
δrP Dg
P

 P
 + ARR 

 = ART 

 δθ 
 δθ 
δ
ṙ
P
Dg
D
 D



δωD

δωD

(7.19)

.

Applying Taylor expansion to the equations of rotational motion of modules, the equations can be expressed as:
(

δ ω̇J =

IJ−1

∂TJ
∂TJ
∂TJ
∂TJ
∂TJ
∂TJ
+
+
+
+
+
∂rP Dgl ∂ ṙP Dgl ∂ωP l ∂θP l ∂ωDl ∂θDl

)

(7.20)
.

ART matrix is composed of the first and second terms of the Eq.(7.20). Let ART matrix
be:





ART = 


ART,P
ART,D




(7.21)

,

where ART,P and ART,D matrices are related to rotational motion of the payload module
and disturbance source respectively. The linearized first term of the payload module can
be solved as follows:
N
X
∂TP
∂
=−
(rc,P,i × krP D,i )
∂rP Dgl
∂rP Dgl
.
i=1

= KRP .
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The second term of the payload module is expressed as:
∂TP
∂
=−
(rc,P,i × cvP D,i )
∂ ṙP Dgl
∂ ṙP Dgl

(7.23)

= CRP .
Arranging those solved expressions, ART matrix is expressed as:


ART,P = 

03×6
−KRP

−CRP



(7.24)


.

In the same manner, the ART,D matrix, which is related to the disturbance source, can
be expressed as:
03×6



−KRD −CRD





ART,D = 

(7.25)

.

Equation of rotational motion with respect to angular velocity of the payload module is
linearized as follows:
∂TP
∂
=−
(rc,P,i × cṙP D,i )
∂ωP l
∂ωP l

(7.26)

= −CωP P .
Moreover,
∂TD
∂
=
(rc,D,i × cṙP D,i )
∂ωP l
∂ωP l

(7.27)

= CωDP .
Equation of rotational motion with respect to angular velocity of the disturbance source
is linearized as follows:
∂TP
∂
=−
(rc,P,i × cṙP D,i )
∂ωDl
∂ωDl

(7.28)

= −CωP D .
Moreover,
∂TD
∂
=
(rc,D,i × cṙP D,i )
∂ωDl
∂ωDl

(7.29)

= CωDD .
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Equation of rotational motion with respect to Euler angles of the payload module is
linearized as follows:
∂TP
∂
=−
(rc,P,i × kṙP D,i )
∂θP l
∂θP l

(7.30)

= −KθP P .
Moreoever,
∂
∂TD
=
(rc,D,i × kṙP D,i )
∂θP l
∂θP l

(7.31)

= KθDP .
Equation of rotational motion with respect to Euler angles of the disturbance source is
linearized as follows:
∂
∂TP
=−
(rc,P,i × kṙP D,i )
∂θDl
∂θDl

(7.32)

= −KωP D .
Moreover,
∂TD
∂
=
(rc,D,i × kṙP D,i )
∂θDl
∂θDl

(7.33)

= KθDD .
Remembering Euler angle kinematic equation introduced in Sec.6.2.2, relation between
angular velocity and Euler angle can be expressed as:
ωJ = J (θJ )θ̇J .

(7.34)

Partial derivative of the Euler angle kinematic equation with respect to Euler angles
and the Euler angle rates of modules is given by the following expression:
δωJ =

∂J (θJ )
θ̇J δθJ + J (θJ )δ θ̇J .
∂θJ,i

(7.35)

Linearized Euler angle rates is expressed as:
(

˙ J = J −1 (θJ ) δωJ − ∂J (θJ ) θ̇J δθJ
δθ
∂θJ,i

)

(7.36)
.

where,
"

∂J (θJ )
∂J (θJ ) ∂J (θJ ) ∂J (θJ )
=
,
,
∂θJ,i
∂θJ,x
∂θJ,y
∂θJ,z
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Finally, ARR matrix can be arranged as follows:










ARR = 










P)
− ∂J(θ
θ̇P
∂θP,i

J −1 (θP )

03×3

03×3

KθP P

CωP P

KθP D

CωP D

03×3

03×3

D)
− ∂J(θ
θ̇D
∂θD,i

KθDP

CωDP

KθDD

J

−1

(θD )

CωDD




















(7.38)

.

7.2.3

Linearized equation of motion between the payload module and
disturbance source

Arranging derived matrices in Sec.7.2.1 and 7.2.2, A matrix in Eq.(7.6) is expressed as:







A=







−K



03×12

03×3 I3×3
−C

KRP

CRP

KRD

∂J(θP )
∂θP,i θ̇P

J −1 (θP )

03×3

KθP P

CωP P

03×6

03×3

03×3

KθP D
∂J(θD )
− ∂θD,i θ̇D

−KRD −CRD

KθDP

CωDP

KθDD

03×6
−KRP

−CRP






03×3



KωP D 


J −1 (θD ) 


CRD

KωDD

.

(7.39)
Moreover, the output matrix is expressed as:


C=

7.3

I6×6
06×6

06×12
I6×6

− I6×6




(7.40)

.

A Controller Design Approach for High Accurate Pointing Observation

7.3.1

Design Approach of The Controller for High Pointing Accuracy

In this section, a simplified control system is designed. According to the force model by
the Meissner effect presented in Sec.4.3, the repulsive force can be expressed as a function
of magnetic moment of an Electro-Magnetic Coil (EMC). Assuming infinitesimal motion
and magnetic moment vector of an Electro-Magnetic Coil (EMC) is along the z axis, the
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force can be rewritten as follows:
Fcz =

3µ0 µ2cz
4
32πzec
,

(7.41)

where µcz is the magnetic moment of an EMC along z axis, and z is relative distance
between the EMC and SC. Moreover, torque due to the repulsive force can be written
as:
Tc = rc,P × Fc




r
F
 c,P,y cz 


= −rc,P,x Fcz 


(7.42)



0

.

To design simply a linear control system to stabilize pointing direction, two dimensional
rotational motion is considered at first. Moreover, the system equation is expressed
with torque input. Considering infinitesimal rotational motion around x axis, a state
equation with torque input can be expressed as follows:



˙ 
δθP x

δωP x



=

0

KθP P(3,3)



1
CωP P(3,3)

δθP x



δωP x



 

0

 +   δTcx ,

1

(7.43)

where KθP P(a,b) and CωP P(a,b) are components at the a-th row and b-th column in
KθP P and CωP P matrices. which are derived in Sec.7.2.2, respectively. A controller
with the torque input is designed as follows:


δθP x




δTcx = [K, KD ] 
δωP x

(7.44)

,

where K and KD are gains for δθP x and δωP x respectively. If rotational motion around
y axis should be controlled, then another controller for the axis is designed in the same
way.
Because the system equation is written with torque input to simplify the problem for
controller design, required magnetic moment of EMCs is solved using the torque. To
convert the input torque to the magnetic moment of an EMC, a distributive method
is introduced. Relation between the input forces Fcz,i generated by EMCs and input
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torque Tcx can be expressed as follows:
t
Tcx = rc,P,y
· Fcz



Fcz,1







 Fcz,2 

= [rc,P,y,1 , rc,P,y,2 , · · · , rc,P,y,N ]  . 

 .. 



Fcz,N

(7.45)

.

Torque around y axis can also be expressed in the same way as Tcy = rc,P,x · Fcz .
Combining the expressions, torque around x and y axes is expressed as:


Fcz,1







F

r
,r
, · · · , rc,P,y,N  cz,2 
T


 cx  =  c,P,y,1 c,P,y,2
 . 
rc,P,x,1 , rc,P,x,2 , · · · , rc,P,x,N  .. 
Tcy








(7.46)

Fcz,N

= rc,P,xy · Fcz .
To solve input forces in Fcz , the above equation is solved using a pseudo inverse matrix
+
rc,P,xy
as:



Tcx

+

Fcz = rc,P,xy

Tcy




(7.47)

.

Although the forces can be solved by the equation, it is noted that the input forces
work repulsively. This means that the forces can not be negative values with respect
to EMCs. Therefore, the negative forces should be properly distributed to other forces
which works positively.
To make the solution simply, two sets configuration is considered as an example as
Fig.7.1. It is assumed that inertia of the payload module can be expressed as a diagonal
matrix and absolute values of vectors from the CoG of to each SCs are same value as
|rc,p,y,1 | = |rc,p,y,2 |. Using Eq.(7.45) to solve forces working on between each SC and
EMC under the assumptions, Tcx in Fig.7.1 is distributed as Fcz1 = Tcx /2rcp1y and
Fcz2 = −Tcx /2rcp2y . In this case, Fcz2 is the negative force. EMCs can not produce the
negative force by applying the magnetic field to type-II superconductors. Considering
only repulsive force, which sign is positive, can be used to stabilize attitude of the
payload module, the forces should be rearranged as Fcz1 = Tcx /rcp1y and Fcz2 = 0. If
negative force is produced by the Eq.7.46, the absolute value of negative forces should
be distributed to positive forces. The repulsive forces Fcz1 and Fcz2 are calculated by
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A payload module
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Figure 7.1: Attitude control around y axis of the payload module

the distribution method for two sets of SCs and ECDs can be expressed as follows:

Fcz1 =




Fcz1
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F

cz1

Fcz2 =




Fcz2




if Fcz1 ≥ 0, and Fcz2 ≥ 0,
if Fcz1 < 0, and Fcz2 > 0,
+ Fcz2

Fcz1 + Fcz2




0

(7.48)

if Fcz1 > 0, and Fcz2 < 0,
if Fcz1 ≥ 0, and Fcz2 ≥ 0,
if Fcz1 < 0, and Fcz2 > 0,

(7.49)

if Fcz1 > 0, and Fcz2 < 0.

The repulsive forces Fcz1 , Fcz2 , and Fcz3 are distributed as follows:
Applying the distribution method for two-dimensional rotational motion, the repulsive
forces are distributed for three-dimensional rotational motion. As an example, three
sets of ECDs and SCs system is considered as Fig.7.2. To solve the required repulsive
force to stabilize the three dimensional attitude, the distribution method is applied to
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rotational motion on x-z and y-z planes respectively in Fig.7.2. In this case, attitude
around y axis can be controlled by Fcz2 and Fcz3 . Moreover, Fcz1 and Fcz2 + Fcz3 should
be properly controlled to stabilize attitude around x axis. To design a distribution
method for this three dimensional rotational motion, x-z and y-z planes are separately
considered. Considering x-z plane, Fcz2 and Fcz3 are distributed for input torque around
y axis as follows:
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(7.50)
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if Fcz2 < 0, and Fcz3 > 0,
if Fcz2 > 0, and Fcz3 < 0.
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Figure 7.2: Repulsive forces working on three type-II supercoductors
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Defining Fcz2 + Fcz3 = Fcz23 on y-z plane in Fig.7.2, the forces are distributed as follows
in the same manner:

(Fcz1 )y−z =
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F
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(Fcz2 )y−z =

(Fcz3 )y−z =

if Fcz1 ≥ 0, and Fcz23 ≥ 0,
if Fcz1 < 0, and Fcz23 > 0,
+ Fcz23

(7.52)
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if Fcz1 > 0, and Fcz23 < 0.

After the forces are distributed on x-z and y-z planes respectively, the forces are finally
rearranged as follows:
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(7.55)





= (Fcz2 )x−z + (Fcz2 )y−z 
(Fcz3 )x−z + (Fcz3 )y−z

.

It is noted that the distribution method for three dimensional rotational motion should
be re-designed if the definition of the coordinate is changed. To calculate the repulsive
force working on each sets of SCs-EMCs, the procedure is performed.

7.3.2

Performance of the simplified controller to stabilize the pointing
direction

The PD controller introduced in the above section is applied to the space telescopes,
which specification is in Tab. 6.1. Gains of the controller are set up as K = 8.0 × 105
and KD = 1.0 × 105 respectively. If large gains are set up for the control system, there is
the possibility to disintegrate the space telescope because only repulsive force can work
between the modules. Therefore, the gains should be designed in consideration of the
possibility to disintegrate the space telescope.
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Fig.7.3 shows attitude of the payload module with respect to the disturbance source
controlled by the PD controller. As seen in Fig.7.3, attitude of the payload module is
stabilized by the controller. Comparing deviations of attitude without the PD controller
in Fig.6.4[a] and [b], which are 1.6 × 10−8 arcsec and 8.2 × 10−9 arcsec about x and y
axes, the deviation can be decreased below 2.8×10−10 arcsec and 1.5×10−9 arcsec at 100
sec respectively. Moreover, as seen in Fig.7.4, angular velocity of the payload module
can also be sufficiently suppressed by the controller. Comparing Fig.7.4 with Fig.6.4[c]
and [d], which are 2.8 × 10−10 and 1.5 × 10−9 arcsec about x and y axes, the deviation
can be suppressed below 2.0 × 10−12 and 1.05 × 10−11 arcsec at 100 sec respectively by
the controller. Even if only repulsive force is employed, it is possible to stabilize the
pointing direction.
The system can be illustrated as Fig.7.5. The transfer function of the system G(s) can
be expressed as follows:
G(s) =

P (s)C(s)
1 + P (s)C(s) ,

(7.56)
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Figure 7.3: Controlled attitude of the payload module with respect to the disturbance
source with er = [0, −0.1, 0.05]t
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where P (s) is plant, C(s) is the controller, r is input, d is disturbance, and y is output.
Moreover, the sensitivity function S(s) is given by:
S(s) =

1
1 + P (s)C(s) .

(7.57)

Fig.7.6 and Fig7.7 show the transfer and sensitivity functions with the gains as K =
8.0 × 105 and KD = 1.0 × 105 . The cut-off frequency is located at high frequency as seen
in Fig.7.6, and therefore it is considered that noises affect the control system. Although
the reason is that the controller uses high gains, the control system can not stabilize the
pointing direction with smaller gains sufficiently as seen in Fig.7.7. However, vibrations
at high frequency can be suppressed passively by the spring-damping system. Therefore,
to use this control system to suppress only vibrations at low frequency is effective. The
combination of the active control and passive isolation systems can help the high pointing
accuracy. Although those are essential characteristics of linear control systems, the gains
should be designed in consideration of the characteristics.
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[a] Controlled angular velocity of the payload module with respect to the disturbance source
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[b]Controlled angular velocity of the payload module with respect to the disturbance source
in the time range between 40 and 100 seconds

Figure 7.4: Controlled angular velocity of the payload module with respect to the
disturbance source with er = [0, −0.1, 0.05]t
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Figure 7.5: Block diagram of the control system

In addition, the lower critical magnetic field also should be considered. Because ElectroMagnetic Coils (EMCs) apply magnetic field to type-II SuperConductors (SCs) to stabilize pointing direction. If the applied magnetic field overcomes the lower critical magnetic field, however, the magnetic field is trapped in the SCs. If the flux pinning effect
occurs by the applied magnetic field of EMCs, the force does not act repulsively, but
retentively. To calculate the lower critical magnetic field using Eq.(3.7), it is assumed
that the penetration depth and coherence length are 1500 Å and 20 Å respectively[134].
Using those parameters, the lower critical magnetic field can be estimated as 2.51 × 104
A/m. Although the type-II superconductors have own coherence length and penetration
depth, the values are used as the indicators in this section. The applied magnetic field
by the control system is simulated as Fig.7.8. As seen in the results, the applied magnetic fields are sufficiently smaller than the lower critical magnetic field. Although the
required magnetic fields depends on disturbances, it is expected that the control system
can support the pointing direction because disturbances are weak.
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Figure 7.6: Transfer function G(s) of the control system
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Bode Diagram
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Figure 7.7: Sensitivity function S(s) of the control system

Although the PD control does not consider attitude and angular velocity of the disturbance source, the performance can sufficiently assist the pointing direction using only
repulsive force. In this section, feasibility of the control system is shown and discussed
using numerical calculation results. As a future work, the PD control system should be
evaluated experimentally. Employing H∞ control theory is also effective method for this
proposed contactless micro vibration isolator.
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[c] Magnetic field by the coil 3

Figure 7.8: Applied magnetic field generated by the coils on type-II superconductors
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8
Case Studies for The System
Design
The proposed micro vibration isolator consists of multiple type-II SuperConductors
(SC), Permanent Magnets (PM), and Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs) for passive vibration isolation. The pinning force and torque working on the proposed micro vibration
isolator does not only depends on properties of PMs and SCs, but also the configuration of sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs. This chapter aims to clarify characteristics of the
proposed micro vibration isolator with several configuration patterns.

8.1

Design approach for the proposed micro vibration isolator

8.1.1

General spacecraft system design

In this section, a design approach of the proposed micro vibration isolator is introduced.
In general, there are many factors to configure spacecrafts and those factors are related
to other factors. Therefore, it is hard to design spacecrafts accurately to achieve requirements of space missions using numerical methods. As an example, a design approach
of spacecrafts is presented as Fig.8.1. Mainly, sequence of spacecraft design consists of
three phases, which are mission design phase, performance analytical phase, and test
phase. To design systems properly, those phases are connected by feedback strategy.
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-

Mission design phase
Spacecraft design
Instruments and equipment design
Space mission design
Orbital design etc…

-

Performance analytical phase
Finite Element Method (FEM)
Hardware in the loop test
Dynamics simulation etc…

Development and test of instruments
and equipment on a spacecraft
- Zero-G test
- Vacuum/Thermal test
- Disturbance test etc…
Figure 8.1: Spacecraft design approach

In the mission design phase, equipment and instruments employed for space missions are
chosen in consideration of resources. At this phase, simplified calculation and experimental results are useful to decide what system is suitable to achieve the space missions.
After the mission design phase, precise numerical calculations are performed to confirm
accurately performance of the systems employed in the mission design phase in Fig.8.1.
Those numerical model and results calculated in the performance analytical phase are
verified experimentally in test phase. If performance of an equipment could not meet
mission requirements, other candidate should be employed. Moreover, if a problem for
the space mission is found, reconstruction of numerical model, redesign, and modification
of the employed systems should be considered.
As mentioned above, it can be considered that designing systems for space missions
mainly consists of three phases. A design approach presented in this section is supposed
to use in the mission design phase for parametric study to understand characteristics
of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator. The presented design approach
utilizes the frozen image model and eddy current damper model as mentioned in Chap.3.
Although errors shown in Chap.4 should be considered if the presented design approach is
employed, the simplified numerical models are effective to confirm whether this proposed
system is suitable for a space mission or not.
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8.1.2

Overview of a design approach for the proposed micro vibration
isolator

The aim of this section is to construct a design approach, which allows us to perform
a parametric study for the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator in the mission
design phase. For this purpose, size of type-II SuperConductors (SCs), Eddy Current
Dampers (ECDs), and Permanent Magnets (PMs) are taken into account as design
parameters as shown in Fig.8.2, where R indicates radius, and h is height. Subscriptions
t, p, and e indicate parameters of SCs, PMs, and ECDs. In addition to size of those
materials, relative distances are also important design parameters, which decide electromagnetic forces working between a payload module and disturbance source. Pep is
relative distance between an ECD and a PM, and mainly relates to the damping element.
As with Pep , Psp is relative distance between a SC and PM. The spring element is decided
by the relative distance Psp . Listed eight parameters in Fig.8.2 are mainly considered
as design parameters for the proposed micro vibration isolator in this section. In this
design approach, SCs are dealt as ideal materials because the frozen image model can
not take into account of physical parameters of SCs. Generally, the pinning force is
changed by ingredients in SCs and manufacturing process. Although a merit to use the
frozen image model is to allow us to estimate the pinning characteristics easily, there
are errors as mentioned in Sec.4.2. Therefore, it should be kept in mind.
Fig.8.3 shows sequence of the design approach introduced in this section. Space telescopes are designed in the spacecraft design phase. To design the proposed micro vibration isolator, frequency response is solved in consideration of mission requirements.
After designing mass and size of space telescopes, those parameters are used in the
proposed micro vibration isolator design phase. Total mass of space telescopes is one
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Figure 8.2: Configurat on parameters of the proposed m cro v brat on so ator
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! n , ⇣n

Spring and damping
coefficient (Sec, 8.2)

Disturbance
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k, c

Proposed micro vibration isolator design phase
Spring coefficient design: k
<latexit sha1_base64="dAVAI2z7BJ8HvgKvSUdny0RiJ0I=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE181lq11aWbYBG6KjMi6LLgxmUL9gHtUDKZTBuax5BkhDL0C9zqJ/g17sSNC//FTDsL23ohcDgP7s0JE86M9bxvuLO7t39wWDoqH1dOTs+qtfOeUakmtEsUV3oQYkM5k7RrmeV0kGiKRchpP5w95Hr/mWrDlHyy84QGAk8kixnB1lGd2bha95rectA28AtQB8W0xzVYGUWKpIJKSzg2Zuh7iQ0yrC0jnC7Ko9TQBJMZntChgxILaoJseekCXTsmQrHS7kmLluzfRIaFMXMROqfAdmo2tZz8VwuFo0PFozU292kTG6flO0fLHNHrN9r4PsiYTFJLJVmdGKccWYXywlDENCWWzx3ARDP3S0SmWGNiXa1l15+/2dY26N00fYc7t/VWo2iyBC7BFWgAH9yBFngEbdAFBFDwAl7BG3yHH/ATfq2sO7DIXIC1gT+/Wy2jPQ==</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="9yAfxhllcdMRWoh4LQf6F8WL62M=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbd26CRbBVZlxo0vBjcsW7APaoWQymTY0jyHJCGXoF7jVT/Br3Ikb/8bMtAvbeiBwOOde7smJUs6M9f0fr7K3f3B4VD2undRPz84bzXrfqEwT2iOKKz2MsKGcSdqzzHI6TDXFIuJ0EM0fC3/wQrVhSj7bRUpDgaeSJYxg66TufNJo+W2/BNolwZq0YI3OpOnVx7EimaDSEo6NGQV+asMca8sIp8vaODM0xWSOp3TkqMSCmjAvky7RtVNilCjtnrSoVP9u5FgYsxCRmxTYzsy2V4j/epFwcqR4vKEWc9okxnnFzXG5R/RmRpvchzmTaWapJKuIScaRVagoDMVMU2L5whFMNHO/RGSGNSbW1Vpz/QXbbe2S/m07cLzrQxUu4QpuIIA7eIAn6EAPCFB4hTd49z68T+9r1XTFW1d+ARvwvn8BWq+hyQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="1GDE8yCNt3wbbGeXN5AufVIq2Yo=">AAACI3icbVDLTgIxFG3xhYgKunTTSExYkRk3uiRx4xISeSQwIZ1OBxr6mLQdEzLhC9zqJ/g17owbF/6LHZiFgDdpcnIeubcnTDgz1vO+YWlv/+DwqHxcOamenp3X6hd9o1JNaI8orvQwxIZyJmnPMsvpMNEUi5DTQTh/yPXBM9WGKflkFwkNBJ5KFjOCraO680mt4bW81aBd4BegAYrpTOqwOo4USQWVlnBszMj3EhtkWFtGOF1WxqmhCSZzPKUjByUW1ATZ6tIlunFMhGKl3ZMWrdi/iQwLYxYidE6B7cxsazn5rxYKR4eKRxts7tMmNk7Ld45XOaI3b7TxfZAxmaSWSrI+MU45sgrlhaGIaUosXziAiWbul4jMsMbEulorrj9/u61d0L9t+Q53vUa7WTRZBlfgGjSBD+5AGzyCDugBAih4Aa/gDb7DD/gJv9bWEiwyl2Bj4M8vWe2jOQ==</latexit>

Design parameters
-Size of a PM : Rp , hp
-Relative distance between PM and SC :Psp
<latexit sha1_base64="F7R5rPL0dwnwXoyt+Mwn6C5n5w4=">AAACLnicbVDNSgMxGEzqX61VWz16CVbBg5RdEfRY8OKxiv2B7lKyabYNzW5CkhXK0tfwqo/g0wgexKuPYXa7B9s6EDLMzEe+TCA508ZxPmFpY3Nre6e8W9mr7h8c1upHXS0SRWiHCC5UP8CachbTjmGG075UFEcBp71gepf5vWeqNBPxk5lJ6kd4HLOQEWys5D0OUzm/RJPsGtYaTtPJgdaJW5AGKNAe1mHVGwmSRDQ2hGOtB64jjZ9iZRjhdF7xEk0lJlM8pgNLYxxR7af50nN0bpURCoWyJzYoV/9OpDjSehYFNhlhM9GrXib+6wWRlQPBR0tqllM61NbL3vTyOaKWdzThrZ+yWCaGxmSxYphwZATKukMjpigxfGYJJorZXyIywQoTYxuu2P7c1bbWSfeq6Vr+cN1onRVNlsEJOAUXwAU3oAXuQRt0AAESvIBX8Abf4Qf8gt+LaAkWM8dgCfDnF08fp9A=</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="V3G+L0iKeI7gpT1Br6RDia1R9Xc=">AAACI3icbVDNSgMxGPzW31qrtl69BIvgQcquFz0KXjxWsT/QXUo2zbahSTYkWaEsfQ2v+gg+jeBBfBWz2x5s60DIMPN9ZDKx4sxY3//ytrZ3dvf2KwfVw9rR8Um9UeuaNNOEdkjKU92PsaGcSdqxzHLaV5piEXPai6f3hd97odqwVD7bmaKRwGPJEkawdVL4NMzV/ApNimtYb/otvwTaJMGSNGGJ9rDh1cJRSjJBpSUcGzMIfGWjHGvLCKfzapgZqjCZ4jEdOCqxoCbKy9BzdOGUEUpS7Y60qFT/buRYGDMTsZsU2E7MuleI/3qxcHKc8tGKWsxpkxjnFW+G5R7RqxltchvlTKrMUkkWEZOMI5uiojs0YpoSy2eOYKKZ+yUiE6wxsa7hqusvWG9rk3SvW4Hjjz5U4AzO4RICuIE7eIA2dICAgld4g3fvw/v0vhdNb3nLyk9hBd7PLx9SplU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="/k07djiCl8MNwKWofTEvbvGO9lU=">AAACLnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W2vVVo9eglXwIGXXix4LXjxWsT/QXUo2m21D87MkWaEsfQ2v+gg+jeBBvPoYZrd7sK0DIcPMfOTLhAmj2rjup7OxubW9s1vZq+7XDg6P6o3jnpapwqSLJZNqECJNGBWka6hhZJAognjISD+c3uV+/5koTaV4MrOEBByNBY0pRsZK/uMoS+ZXcJJfo3rTbbkF4DrxStIEJTqjhlPzI4lTToTBDGk99NzEBBlShmJG5lU/1SRBeIrGZGipQJzoICuWnsMLq0QwlsoeYWCh/p3IENd6xkOb5MhM9KqXi/96IbdyKFm0pOY5pWNtvfxNv5jDanlHE98GGRVJaojAixXjlEEjYd4djKgi2LCZJQgran8J8QQphI1tuGr781bbWie965Zn+YPbbJ+XTVbAKTgDl8ADN6AN7kEHdAEGCXgBr+DNeXc+nC/nexHdcMqZE7AE5+cXTd+nzA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FuSTnNdg7KztK47QcrO5HNNfrHg=">AAACKHicbVDLTgIxFG3xhYgKunTTiCauyIwx0SWJG5eYCJLAhHRKByp9TNqOCZnwD271E/wad4atX2JnmIWAN2lych65tyeMOTPW8xawtLW9s7tX3q8cVA+Pjmv1k65RiSa0QxRXuhdiQzmTtGOZ5bQXa4pFyOlzOL3P9OdXqg1T8snOYhoIPJYsYgRbR3Xbw9TE82Gt4TW9fNAm8AvQAMW0h3VYHYwUSQSVlnBsTN/3YhukWFtGOJ1XBomhMSZTPKZ9ByUW1ARpfu4cXTpmhCKl3ZMW5ezfRIqFMTMROqfAdmLWtYz8VwuFo0PFRyts5tMmMk7Ldg7yHNGrN9roLkiZjBNLJVmeGCUcWYWy1tCIaUosnzmAiWbul4hMsMbEum4rrj9/va1N0L1u+g4/3jRaF0WTZXAGzsEV8MEtaIEH0AYdQMALeAPv4AN+wi/4DRdLawkWmVOwMvDnF83YpYo=</latexit>
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="j1nEdPYZcJsQLAG46bto/Jb/eY8=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbd26CRbBVZlxo0vBjcsK9gHtUDKZTBubx5BkhDL0H9zqJ/g17qR/Y2bahW09EDiccy/35EQpZ8b6/tKr7O0fHB5Vj2sn9dOz80az3jMq04R2ieJKDyJsKGeSdi2znA5STbGIOO1Hs8fC779RbZiSL3ae0lDgiWQJI9g6qdcZ5yZdjBstv+2XQLskWJMWrNEZN736KFYkE1RawrExw8BPbZhjbRnhdFEbZYammMzwhA4dlVhQE+Zl3AW6dkqMEqXdkxaV6t+NHAtj5iJykwLbqdn2CvFfLxJOjhSPN9RiTpvEOK+4OSr3iN7MaJP7MGcyzSyVZBUxyTiyChWtoZhpSiyfO4KJZu6XiEyxxsS6bmuuv2C7rV3Su20Hjj/7UIVLuIIbCOAOHuAJOtAFAq/wDh/w6X15397PqumKt678AjbgLX8BtfmkFQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="TC/VEiK8Lgb3sZ/uQTHalwjI8PY=">AAACKHicbVDLTgIxFG3xhYgKunTTiCauyIwbXZK4cYmJPBKYkE7pQKWPSdsxIRP+wa1+gl/jzrD1S+wMsxDwJk1OziP39oQxZ8Z63hKWdnb39g/Kh5Wj6vHJaa1+1jUq0YR2iOJK90NsKGeSdiyznPZjTbEIOe2Fs4dM771SbZiSz3Ye00DgiWQRI9g6qtsepSZejGoNr+nlg7aBX4AGKKY9qsPqcKxIIqi0hGNjBr4X2yDF2jLC6aIyTAyNMZnhCR04KLGgJkjzcxfo2jFjFCntnrQoZ/8mUiyMmYvQOQW2U7OpZeS/WigcHSo+XmMznzaRcVq2c5jniF6/0Ub3QcpknFgqyerEKOHIKpS1hsZMU2L53AFMNHO/RGSKNSbWdVtx/fmbbW2D7m3Td/jJa7SuiibL4AJcghvggzvQAo+gDTqAgBfwBt7BB/yEX/AbLlfWEiwy52Bt4M8vzJilhg==</latexit>

Damping coefficient design: c
<latexit sha1_base64="NgpaPpl7AvBrbDirstQcs9mAnuk=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFE181lq11aWbYBG6KjMi6LLgxmUL9gHtUDKZTBuax5BkhDL0C9zqJ/g17sSNC//FzLQL23ohcDgP7s0JE86M9bxvuLO7t39wWDoqH1dOTs+qtfOeUakmtEsUV3oQYkM5k7RrmeV0kGiKRchpP5w95Hr/mWrDlHyy84QGAk8kixnB1lEdMq7WvaZXDNoG/grUwWra4xqsjCJFUkGlJRwbM/S9xAYZ1pYRThflUWpogskMT+jQQYkFNUFWXLpA146JUKy0e9Kigv2byLAwZi5C5xTYTs2mlpP/aqFwdKh4tMbmPm1i47R856jIEb1+o43vg4zJJLVUkuWJccqRVSgvDEVMU2L53AFMNHO/RGSKNSbW1Vp2/fmbbW2D3k3Td7hzW281Vk2WwCW4Ag3ggzvQAo+gDbqAAApewCt4g+/wA37Cr6V1B64yF2Bt4M8vTTWjNQ==</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ypiqEHHNrEh+Ipd7ZGnizr3DoVQ=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWbd26CRbBVZlxo0vBjcsW7APaoWQymTY0jyHJCGXoF7jVT/Br3Ikb/8bMtAvbeiBwOOde7smJUs6M9f0fr7K3f3B4VD2undRPz84bzXrfqEwT2iOKKz2MsKGcSdqzzHI6TDXFIuJ0EM0fC3/wQrVhSj7bRUpDgaeSJYxg66QumTRaftsvgXZJsCYtWKMzaXr1caxIJqi0hGNjRoGf2jDH2jLC6bI2zgxNMZnjKR05KrGgJszLpEt07ZQYJUq7Jy0q1b8bORbGLETkJgW2M7PtFeK/XiScHCkeb6jFnDaJcV5xc1zuEb2Z0Sb3Yc5kmlkqySpiknFkFSoKQzHTlFi+cAQTzdwvEZlhjYl1tdZcf8F2W7ukf9sOHO/6UIVLuIIbCOAOHuAJOtADAhRe4Q3evQ/v0/taNV3x1pVfwAa8719ND6HB</latexit>
sha1_base64="ZIi73+1cKkWdi2F2BfH3IGhlknc=">AAACI3icbVDLTgIxFG3xhYgKunTTSExYkRk3uiRx4xISeSQwIZ1OBxr6mLQdEzLhC9zqJ/g17owbF/6LHZiFgDdpcnIeubcnTDgz1vO+YWlv/+DwqHxcOamenp3X6hd9o1JNaI8orvQwxIZyJmnPMsvpMNEUi5DTQTh/yPXBM9WGKflkFwkNBJ5KFjOCraO6ZFJreC1vNWgX+AVogGI6kzqsjiNFUkGlJRwbM/K9xAYZ1pYRTpeVcWpogskcT+nIQYkFNUG2unSJbhwToVhp96RFK/ZvIsPCmIUInVNgOzPbWk7+q4XC0aHi0Qab+7SJjdPyneNVjujNG218H2RMJqmlkqxPjFOOrEJ5YShimhLLFw5gopn7JSIzrDGxrtaK68/fbmsX9G9bvsNdr9FuFk2WwRW4Bk3ggzvQBo+gA3qAAApewCt4g+/wA37Cr7W1BIvMJdgY+PMLS/WjMQ==</latexit>

Design parameters
-Size of a ECD : Re , he
-Relative distance between PM and ECD : Pep
<latexit sha1_base64="UDdgEzzysiQ10lkhQkfXghACDB8=">AAACLnicbVDNSgMxGEzqX61VWz16CVbBg5RdEfRY8OKxiv2B7lKyabYNTbJLkhXK0tfwqo/g0wgexKuPYXa7B9s6EDLMzEe+TBBzpo3jfMLSxubW9k55t7JX3T84rNWPujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwzn
sha1_base64="A7EU7mNuAypbMa1NUq3r/AiuZyQ=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxqrtms3g0VwVRI3uhTcuKxgH9CGMplM2qHzCDOTQgn9Abd+gl/jTtz5N07SLmzrgYHDOfdyz5w448zYIPjxageHR8cn9VP/rOGfX1w2G32jck1ojyiu9DDGhnImac8yy+kw0xSLmNNBPH8q/cGCasOUfLXLjEYCTyVLGcHWSd1Jsx10ggpon4Qb0oYNJi2vMU4UyQWVlnBszCgMMhsVWFtGOF3549zQDJM5ntKRoxILaqKiyrlCN05JUKq0e9KiSv27UWBhzFLEblJgOzO7Xin+68XCybHiyZZazmmTGueVN8fVHtHbGW36EBVMZrmlkqwjpjlHVqGyLpQwTYnlS0cw0cz9EpEZ1phYV6rv6gt3y9on/btO6PhLAHW4gmu4hRDu4RGeoQs9IJDAG7x7H96n97WuueZt+m7BFrzvX32DoGU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="+u8MZnvbLPg2NfY7VYMxGpUNsIQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9aqrVs3wSK4kDLjRpeCG5dV7AM6Q8mkmTY0jyHJCGXob7jVT/BrBBfir5iZdmFbD4QczrmXnJw45cxY3//ytrZ3dvf2KwfVw9rR8Um9UesalWlCO0RxpfsxNpQzSTuWWU77qaZYxJz24ul94fdeqDZMyWc7S2kk8FiyhBFsnRQ+DXM6v0KT4hrWm37LL4E2SbAkTViiPWx4tXCkSCaotIRjYwaBn9oox9oywum8GmaGpphM8ZgOHJVYUBPlZeg5unDKCCVKuyMtKtW/GzkWxsxE7CYFthOz7hXiv14snBwrPlpRizltEuO84s2w3CN6NaNNbqOcyTSzVJJFxCTjyCpUdIdGTFNi+cwRTDRzv0RkgjUm1jVcdf0F621tku51K3D80YcKnME5XEIAN3AHD9CGDhBI4RXe4N378D6970XTW96y8lNYgffzC/lopj8=</latexit>
sha1_base64="io9zvCrmnWgMAcUvGpQphSe2YUs=">AAACLnicbVDNSgMxGEz8rbVqq0cvwSp4kLLrRY8FLx6r2B/oLiWbzbah2WRJskJZ+hpe9RF8GsGDePUxzG73YFsHQoaZ+ciXCRLOtHGcT7ixubW9s1vZq+7XDg6P6o3jnpapIrRLJJdqEGBNORO0a5jhdJAoiuOA034wvcv9/jNVmknxZGYJ9WM8FixiBBsreY+jjM6v0CS/RvWm03IKoHXilqQJSnRGDVjzQknSmApDONZ66DqJ8TOsDCOczqteqmmCyRSP6dBSgWOq/axYeo4urBKiSCp7hEGF+nciw7HWsziwyRibiV71cvFfL4itHEgeLql5TulIWy9/0yvmiFre0US3fsZEkhoqyGLFKOXISJR3h0KmKDF8ZgkmitlfIjLBChNjG67a/tzVttZJ77rlWv7gNNvnZZMVcArOwCVwwQ1og3vQAV1AQAJewCt4g+/wA37B70V0A5YzJ2AJ8OcXJxKntg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="UDdgEzzysiQ10lkhQkfXghACDB8=">AAACLnicbVDNSgMxGEzqX61VWz16CVbBg5RdEfRY8OKxiv2B7lKyabYNTbJLkhXK0tfwqo/g0wgexKuPYXa7B9s6EDLMzEe+TBBzpo3jfMLSxubW9k55t7JX3T84rNWPujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0F07vM7z1TpVkkn8wspr7AY8lCRrCxkvc4TOn8Ek2ya1hrOE0nB1onbkEaoEB7WIdVbxSRRFBpCMdaD1wnNn6KlWGE03nFSzSNMZniMR1YKrGg2k/zpefo3CojFEbKHmlQrv6dSLHQeiYCmxTYTPSql4n/eoGwchDx0ZKa5ZQOtfWyN718jqjlHU1466dMxomhkixWDBOOTISy7tCIKUoMn1mCiWL2l4hMsMLE2IYrtj93ta110r1qupY/XDdaZ0WTZXACTsEFcMENaIF70AYdQEAMXsAreIPv8AN+we9FtASLmWOwBPjzCyhSp7o=</latexit>
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Figure 8.3: A des gn approach for the proposed m cro v brat on so ator

of important parameters to decide required spring and damping coefficients. Required
spring and damping elements decide characteristics of the electro-magnetic forces working between a payload module and disturbance source, and therefore deciding mass of
the payload module and disturbance source is an important factor. In addition, size of
space telescopes relates to perturbation forces affecting on space telescopes. The pinning
force working between the payload module and disturbance source should be sufficiently
stronger than perturbation forces. To construct spring and damping system using the
electro-magnetic forces, the eight parameters listed above are designed. After designing
the proposed micro vibration isolator using the frozen image model and eddy current
theory, the performance is compared with mission requirements. If the designed isolator
does not meet mission requirements, it should be re-designed. The contactless proposed
micro vibration isolator can be designed through this sequence.
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Frequency characteristics design in consideration of external disturbance effects

8.2

Frequency characteristics design in consideration of
external disturbance effects

8.2.1

Frequency characteristics design using natural frequency and
damping ratio

As mentioned in Sec.8.1.1, spring and damping coefficients of the proposed micro vibration isolator are decided by mission requirements. Required spring and damping
coefficients are decided by mass of space telescopes and required frequency response.
According to Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2) in Chap.5, required spring k and damping coefficient
c can be calculated as follows:
k = ωn2 M,

(8.1)

and
√
c = 2ηn M k

(8.2)

= 2M ωn ηn ,
where ωn is natural frequency, ηn is damping ratio, and M is mass of a space telescope.
In this chapter, those expressions are used to design the proposed micro vibration isolator. Generally, lower spring coefficient provides broadband vibration isolation. However,
spring coefficient is related to amplitude of the flux pinning force, which works as retentive force to maintain relative states between the payload module and disturbance
source, and therefore the coefficient should be designed in consideration of external
forces. The effect of external perturbation forces are also discussed in this chapter.

8.2.2

Error of spring coefficient due to external disturbances

As a space telescope performs space missions on orbits, external disturbances disturb relative distance between the payload module and disturbance source. Strong disturbances
cause to disturb saddle point of the flux pinning force. As a result, spring coefficient
working on the proposed micro vibration isolator is changed. In other words, the saddle
point can be changed by the external disturbances. Therefore, the flux pinning force
to maintain spring coefficient at saddle point is evaluated. To understand the effect of
disturbances, the flux pinning force with respect to deviation of the spring coefficient
are derived using the frozen image model.
Assuming that magnetic moment of a permanent magnet is consistently along axial
direction z to simply solve the problem, the flux pinning force can be expressed as
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follows:

3µ0 µ2z
Fpz (x̄ = 0) =
32π



1
16
−
(zi + z̄)4 (2zi + z̄)4



(8.3)
,

where µz is magnetic moment along z direction of a PM, and z̄ is displacement along z direction from initial relative distance between a PM and SC zi . Considering displacement
along radial direction x, the pinning force is simply expressed as follows:
Fpx (z̄ = 0) =
and

3µ0 µ2z
Fpz (z̄ = 0) =
32πzi5

3µ0 µ2z x̄(x̄2 − 16zi2 )
4π(x̄2 + 4zi2 )7/2 ,
(

16(3x̄2 zi6 − 8zi8 )
zi +
(x̄2 + 4zi2 )7/2

(8.4)

)

(8.5)
,

where x̄ is displacement along x direction. It is noted that the flux pinning force along z
axis works even if relative distance changes along only x direction. The spring coefficient
of axial direction is expressed as Eq.(3.22). Remembering the equation, it is expressed
as follows:
d
Fpz (x̄ = 0)
dz̄
3µ0 µ2z
=
16πzi5 .

kpz0 (x̄ = 0) =

(8.6)

Considering radial direction motion, the radial spring coefficient can be expressed as
follows:
d
Fpx (z̄ = 0)
dx̄
3µ0 µ2z (x4 − 27x2 zi2 + 16zi4 )
=
π(x2 + 4zi2 )9/2
,

(8.7)

d
Fpx (z̄ = 0)
dx̄
15µ0 µ2z xzi (3x2 − 16zi2 )
=
2π(x2 + 4zi2 )9/2
.

(8.8)

kpx (z̄ = 0) =

and
kpz (z̄ = 0) =

Substituting x̄ = 0 in Eq.(8.7) and Eq.(8.8), the spring coefficient at saddle point can
be expressed as
kpx0 (z̄ = 0) =

3µ0 µ2z
32πzi5 .

(8.9)

It is noted that the spring coefficient along axial direction with respect to x displacement
can be neglected in consideration of infinitesimal displacement, although the flux pinning
force works along radial and axial direction when relative distance is changed radially.
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Radial spring coefficient is expressed as half of vertical spring coefficient at saddle point
in the frozen image model, comparing Eq.(8.9) with Eq.(8.6).
To evaluate the flux pinning force, which is required to maintain the performance against
external disturbances, error of the spring coefficient with respect to displacement from
initial position ek is defined as follows:
ek =

kp
1−
kp0

!

× 100,

(8.10)

where kp is the deviated spring coefficient due to the displacement from initial position,
and kp0 is the spring coefficient at saddle point. Considering the error depending on the
displacement along axial direction, Eq.(8.10) can be expressed as follows:
ekz = 2zi5



1
16
−
(zi + z̄)5 (2zi + z̄)5



(8.11)
.

The relation between the error ek of the axial spring coefficient, initial relative distance zi ,
and displacement z̄ is shown in Fig.8.4[a]. As seen in the above equation and Fig.8.4[a],
the error of the spring coefficient along z axis can be expressed as a function of initial
relative distance and displacement. If a payload module and disturbance source are
connected by the flux pinning force with closer initial relative distance, the error of
the spring coefficient is affected easily by the displacement in comparison with father
initial relative distance. If external disturbances affect on a space telescope, initial
relative position is disturbed. As the result, saddle point is changed. This effect causes
to change the spring coefficient working on the proposed contactless micro vibration
isolator. If few percentages of error ek are permitted, it means that the displacement
from initial position is permitted. The relation between percentages of the error and the
displacement is derived using Fig.8.4[a]. Fig.8.4[b] shows the contour plot of Fig.8.4[a].
Red, green, pink, and yellow lines represent errors of 1%, 5%, 10%, and 15% of the spring
coefficient from initial position. For instance, the yellow line indicates relation between
initial relative distance and the displacement if 15% errors of the spring coefficient is
permitted under the effect of disturbances. If a payload module and disturbance source
are connected by the proposed micro vibration isolator with initial relative distance 0.3
m, 15 % error occurs at displacement 0.0065 m from the initial relative distance. As
seen in Fig.8.4[b], the relation can be expressed linearly as follows:
z̄ = azi + b.

(8.12)

The coefficients a and b are solved as Tab.8.1. Using the Eq.(8.12) and coefficients in
Tab.8.1, the required pinning force to maintain spring coefficient in the range of an error
of few percentages can be calculated. The flux pinning force along z axis is rewritten as
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Figure 8.5: Required pinning force to maintain spring coefficient in the range of error

follows, substituting Eq.(8.6) and Eq.(8.12) into Eq.(8.3):
"

1
16
kpz0 zi5
Fpz (x̄ = 0) =
4 −
2
{(1 + a)zi + b}
{(2 + a)zi + b}4

#

(8.13)
.

Using the above expression, required flux pinning force to maintain the spring coefficient
at saddle point can be calculated. A result of the required pinning force is shown in
Fig.8.5 as an example. The result indicates required flux pinning force to maintain spring
coefficients, which are 0.01 N/m and 1.0 N/m, at saddle point in the range of errors.
For instance, the flux pinning force 0.001 N is required to maintain the spring coefficient
at saddle point 1.0 N/m in the range of 1.0 % error with initial relative distance 0.8 m.
In other words, if the sparing coefficient 1.0 N/m should be maintained passively by the
pinning force in the range of 1.0 % error, external perturbations should be weaker than
0.001 N. The required flux pinning force gets stronger if the spring coefficient at saddle
point becomes larger. Moreover, if bigger errors of the spring coefficient is permitted,
the required flux pinning force can be stronger, which means a space telescope with the
proposed vibration isolator performs space observation missions in larger disturbance
environment. However, bigger errors of the spring coefficient should not be permitted
because the performance of vibration isolation is degraded. In theory, the required
Table 8.1: Coefficients depending on error of spring coefficient along z axis

Error
1.0 %
5.0 %
10 %

a [×10−3 ]
1.3
6.9
13.8

b [×10−5 ]
8.1818
7.2727
14.545
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flux pinning force should be against with external disturbances. Therefore, disturbance
models are introduced in the next section to compare with the flux pinning force.

8.3

Disturbances and control force

The flux pinning force should work to maintain the spring coefficient for the performance
of vibration isolation. The spring coefficient is an important factor to decide frequency
response of the proposed micro vibration isolator. To evaluate whether the frequency
response can be supported passively by the flux pinning force, disturbances working on
spacecrafts are introduced in this section. Gravitational effect, solar radiation, air drag,
and disturbance due to orbital difference between two modules are introduced in this
section.

8.3.1

Gravitational effect

Although the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator is available for space telescopes to perform missions on orbits around planets, it is expected that the performance
of vibration isolation is limited by gravitational effect because low spring system can not
be achievable using the flux pinning force. Gravitational force is expressed as follows:
Mp M s
r
r3
µ p Ms
= − 3 r,
r

Fg = −G

(8.14)

where G = 6.67259 × 10−11 Nm2 /kg2 is the standard gravitational constant, µp = GMp
is standard gravitational parameter of a planet, Mp is mass of a planet, Ms is mass of
a space telescope, and r is a position vector from the center of the planet to the space
telescope, which r is Euclidian distance of the position vector r. Gravitational gradient
torque Tg can be expressed as:
Tg =

3µp
{r × (IJ · r)} ,
r5

(8.15)

where IJ is inertia of the space telescope. Mass Mp and standard gravitational parameters of planets µp are shown in Tab.8.2. Those parameters are used to calculate
gravitational disturbance in the end of this section.
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Table 8.2: Mass and standard gravitational parameters of planets

Planet
Sun
Earth
Moon

8.3.2

Mass ×1026 [kg]
19891
0.059736
0.0007349

Standard gravitational
parameter ×1012 [m3 /s2 ]
132712440.018
398.6004418
4.9048695

Solar radiation pressure

In addition to gravitational gradient, radiation pressure of the Sun also should be taken
into account. This radiation pressure can be expressed simply as follows:
Fs = Ps Ae (1 + q)cos(i),

(8.16)

where Ps = 4.560 × 10−6 [N/m2 ] is the solar radiation coefficient, Ae is effective area, q
is reflection coefficient, which is changed by surface materials of effective area from 0 to
1, and i is angle of incidence. The perturbation torque by the solar radiation pressure
is expressed as follows:
Ts = L × Fs ,

(8.17)

where L is a vector from CoG of a space telescope to a point where solar radiation
pressure works. Generally, space telescopes have a solar shield to keep and cool temperature of observation instruments. There are some types of solar shield because of heat
management. Therefore, the solar radiation pressure is changed by position of a solar
shield as Fig.8.6. If a solar shield is attached on the back side as Fig.8.6[a], horizontal flux pinning force should be stronger than the solar radiation pressure. Otherwise,
vertical pinning force should work to maintain the spring coefficient between a payload
module and disturbance source as seen in Fig.8.6[b]. Those two types of solar shields
are considered to estimate the solar pressure.

8.3.3

Air drag

If a spacecraft with the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator performs space
observation missions around a planet, which has atmosphere, air pressure should be
taken into account. Air drag can be calculated using the following expression as:
1
Fa = − ρApd v 2 cd v̂
2
1
= − ρ|Ap − Ad |v 2 cd v̂,
2

(8.18)
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[a] Solar shield attached on the backside

[b] Solar shield attached on the bottom side

Figure 8.6: Location of a solar shield

where ρ is air density, Apd is effective area, Ap and Ad are effective area of the payload
module and disturbance source respectively, v is velocity, cd is drag coefficient, which
takes a value 2.0 in this chapter. If effective area of the two objects is completely same,
the same strength of air pressure works on the objects. Then, air pressure can be ignored.
Otherwise, air drag working on the payload module with respect to the disturbance
source is calculated by difference of effective area Apd = |Ap − Ad |. Moreover, it is noted
that air pressure takes the biggest value if air drag works on a solar shield because solar
shields are generally designed to cover whole space telescope to avoid getting heat from
the Sun as seen in Fig.8.6. To calculate air drag in the case, area of solar shield is
substituted into Apd in Eq.(8.18).
To calculate air pressure, the following air density model provided by NASA is employed
in this Ph.D thesis. In this model, it is assumed that altitude of orbits is higher than
25km. According to the model, air temperature T [◦ C] is expressed as follows:
T = −131.21 + 0.00299ral ,
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where ral [m] is altitude of orbits. In addition, pressure of air p [kPa] is expressed as
follows:
T + 273.1
p = 2.488
216.6


−11.388

(8.20)
.

Using the temperature T and pressure of air p, air density ρ [kg/m3 ] can be calculated
by the following expression:
ρ=

p
0.2869(T + 273.1) .

(8.21)

Density of air depending on orbits is calculated by this model. Assuming circular orbits,
velocity of a spacecraft is expressed as
s

vo =

GMp
rE ,

(8.22)

where rE is distance between center of a planet and a space telescope. The air pressure
is calculated by the model.

8.3.4

Disturbance force due to orbital difference

Considering orbital motion between two objects, the flux pinning force should work
to maintain the spring coefficient working on the proposed micro vibration isolator on
orbits as seen in Fig.8.7. Different centrifugal forces work on each modules because
the modules perform missions on different orbits. To maintain the relative distance
and the spring coefficient, the flux pinning force is sufficiently stronger than the orbital
Relative distance

Kepler orbits

Relative distance

[a] Cross-track operation

[b] Radial operation

Figure 8.7: Different orbital operation between a payload module and disturbance
source
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disturbance force. To confirm whether the flux pinning force sufficiently works even if a
spacecraft with the proposed micro vibration isolator performs space missions on orbits
around a planet, general orbital equation is introduced in this section to calculate the
disturbance force. Assuming circular orbits, orbital equation with respect to inertial
frame I is expressed as:
I

Fp
GM⊕ I
Erpdc = −
3
Mpd ,
rE

r̈pdc +

(8.23)

where rpdc = rpc − rdc is the relative distance vector from a disturbance source to a
payload module, Fp is the flux pinning force to maintain the relative states between the
payload module and disturbance source, Mpd is the reduced mass, and I E is a Jacobian
matrix expressed as follows [135]:
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Effects of external disturbances and agility of attitude control on the proposed
contactless micro vibration isolator
where rE = [rE,x , rE,y , rE,z ]t is the position vector from center of the Earth to CoG of
a space telescope. Transport theorem from inertial frame I to orbital frame O is
I

d2 r O d2 r
dr O dω
=
+ ω × (ω × r) + 2ω ×O
+
× r,
2
2
dt
dt
dt
dt

(8.25)

where orbital frame consists of z axis pointing to center of a planet, x axis in the direction
of velocity, and y axis, which is perpendicular to the z and x axes as seen in Fig.8.8.
Using the transport theorem, orbital equation with respect to orbital frame is derived
as follows:
O

r̈pdc + ωt × (ωt ×O rpdc ) + 2ωt ×O ṙpdc + ω̇t ×O rpdc +

Fp
GM⊕ O
Erpdc = −
(8.26)
3
Mpd ,
rE

where O E = diag[1, 1, −2], and O rE = [0, 0, −rE,x ]t .
To perform cross-track and radial operations as Fig.8.8, the flux pinning force should
maintain the relative states between the payload module and disturbance source. Assuming CoG of the disturbance source is located at the origin of the orbital frame, the
required forces for cross-track and radial operations can be calculated by substituting
rpdc = [0, rpdi , 0]t and rpdc = [0, 0, −rpdi ]t respectively, where rpdi is the relative distance
between the modules.

8.4

Effects of external disturbances and agility of attitude
control on the proposed contactless micro vibration
isolator

8.4.1

External disturbance forces working on space telescopes

To achieve lower spring coefficients to suppress micro vibrations in broadband, external
disturbances should be considered in designing the proposed contactless micro vibration
isolator. As shown in Sec.8.2.2, the spring coefficient at saddle point is disturbed when
external disturbances affect on a spacecraft because the disturbances cause to deviate
relative states between the payload module and disturbance source. Therefore, frequency
characteristics of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator should be designed
in consideration of external disturbances.
Although the disturbances are always changing with time, those are considered as DC
component to make problems simplified in this section. It is considered that mass of a
space telescope increases, and therefore external disturbances depending on the mass are
considered. In this section, external disturbances are calculated using aforementioned
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models when masses of a payload module and disturbance are increased. It can be
expected that effective area is also increased when the mass is increased. Assuming
shape of the space telescope is column, which height hp,d is four times as longer as the
radius Rp,d , relation between the height and mass is assumed as follows:
16Mp,d
πρp,d

hp,d =

!1/3

(8.27)
,

where Mp,d is the mass of the space telescope, and ρpd is the density of the space
telescope. In this simulation, it is assumed that the mass of the space telescope is
uniformly distributed. According to JAXA and NASA, total mass of SPICA and JWST
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Figure 8.9: A space telescope model and perturbations working on the space telescope
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are 3500 kg and 6000 kg respectively. Moreover, mass of the payload modules of SPICA
and JWST are 600 kg and 700 kg. Referring those specifications, density of the space
telescope model is assumed as 135 kg/m3 . Then, effective area of the space telescope
Sp,d is expressed using the mass as:
Sp,d

h2p,d
=
2
1
=
2

16Mp,d
πρp,d

!2/3

(8.28)

.

The mass and effective area of the space telescope model are increased as Fig.8.9[a],
where initial mass of the payload module and disturbance source are 650 and 3000kg.
The mass is multiplied by values of magnification, which is horizontal axis of Fig.8.9. Effective area of the space telescope model is derived by aforementioned expressions. Force
of disturbances are shown in Fig.8.9[b] when mass is increased as Fig.8.9[a]. The lowest
spring coefficient is limited by the external disturbance forces. Gravitational effect is
changed by type of operations, which are radial and cross-track operations in Fig.8.7.
Although, gravitational effect of the radial operation is stronger than the cross-track operation, the difference is not large because the payload module and disturbance source
perform close proximity operation with the proposed micro vibration isolator. Solar
pressure is calculated with two cases as seen in Fig.8.6, which are horizontal and vertical
solar pressure. As with gravitational effect, horizontal and vertical solar pressures are
not different largely. Moreover, it is assumed that the space telescope performs mission
at 500 km altitude. According to the result of Fig.8.9[b], the strongest external disturbance is solar pressure. Even if the mass of the space telescope is increased, the solar
pressure is stronger than other external disturbances. Solar pressure works wherever
space telescopes perform observation missions in space, and therefore this effect should
be considered.

8.4.2

The lowest spring coefficient

Passive vibration isolation systems with a low spring coefficient enable to suppress vibration at low frequency. Generally, the spring coefficient is decided by the force working
on vibration isolation systems, which is the flux pinning force in this Ph.D thesis. Because lower spring coefficients can be produced by lower flux pinning forces, the spring
coefficient at saddle point should be designed in consideration of external disturbances.
Therefore, the limitation of the spring coefficient due to external disturbances is investigated for the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator in this section.
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The flux pinning force to maintain the spring coefficient at saddle point within the
range of an error can be estimated using Eq.(8.13). Then, achievable spring coefficient
at saddle point can be expressed as follows using Eq.(8.13):
"

kpz0

1
16
2Fpz0
=
4 −
zi5
{(1 + a)zi + b}
{(2 + a)zi + b}4

#−1

(8.29)
.

Substituting disturbances into Fpz0 in the above equation, the minimum achievable
spring coefficient of the proposed micro vibration isolator can be calculated. As seen in
Fig.8.9[b], solar pressure and gravitational gradient work strongly on space telescopes.
However, if space telescopes perform space mission on Halo orbits around Lagrange
points 1, 2, or 3, the gravitational gradient can be ignored. Especially, to chose Halo
orbits around Lagrange point 2 as mission orbits is effective in that almost disturbances
can be ignored and thermal environment is stable. Therefore, JAXA and NASA are
planning to perform space observation missions using SPICA and JWST on the orbits. Although the gravity gradient can be ignored by performing space missions on
Halo orbits as mentioned above, the gravity effect is taken into account to evaluate the
limitation of achievable spring coefficient for the worst case study in this section.
Using solar radiation and gravitational force, achievable spring coefficient and natural
frequency depending on reduced mass can be calculated as Fig.8.10. If an error of the
spring coefficient at saddle point is permitted, the lowest achievable spring coefficient
is decided as seen in Fig.8.10[a]. According to the Fig.8.10[a], lower spring coefficients
are achievable if bigger errors of the spring coefficient at saddle point are permitted.
Moreover, heavier reduced masses limit the achievable spring coefficient. As the result,
the achievable natural frequency, which is cut off frequency, is also limited as seen in
Fig.8.10[b]. Generally, large errors of the spring coefficient should not be permitted for
the purpose to observe targets with high pointing accuracy. Yellow region of the Fig.8.10
shows reduced mass of SPICA and JWST. According to the result, the achievable natural frequency is approximately 0.02 Hz with the reduced mass of SPICA and JWST.
Therefore, lower natural frequencies than the values 0.02 Hz can not be achieved unless
larger errors of the spring coefficient is permitted.
Referring SPICA mission, Tip Tilt Mirror (TTM) is employed to cut off vibration at low
frequency. Because the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator has limitation of
natural frequency as indicated above, the combination of vibration isolation technologies
such as SPICA is a solution to cover disadvantages of each technologies.
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Figure 8.10: Achievable spring coefficient and natural frequency in consideration of
gravity gradient and solar radiation

8.4.3

Operation limit of space telescopes with the contactless micro
vibration isolator

To maintain relative states between a payload module and disturbance source using
only the flux pinning force passively, agility of attitude control is limited. Assuming
that reaction wheels and thrusters are equipped with the disturbance source, the payload module should follow the disturbance source when the spacecraft operates attitude
control. Then, centrifugal force works on the payload module. Therefore, the flux pinning force Fp should be stronger than the centrifugal force Fce as Fp  Fce . If it is
˙
assumed that the space telescope operates attitude control to make relative velocity rpdc
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and angular acceleration for attitude control ω̇c zero, the centrifugal force is expressed
as:
Fce = Mpd ωc × (ωc × rpdc ).

(8.30)

Attitude control should be conducted under the condition that the flux pinning force
is much stronger than the centrifugal force. As the result, agility of attitude control is
limited by the condition. This achievable agility is discussed in this section.
To evaluate simply the centrifugal force due to attitude control, it is assumed that the
space telescopes performs attitude control around only y axis, which is fixed at a body
frame of the disturbance source. The centrifugal force can be calculated by changing the
reduced mass and angular velocity for attitude control as Fig.8.11. As seen in Fig.8.11[a],
the centrifugal force works strongly when the disturbance source performs attitude control with high angular velocity. Moreover, if the reduced mass of the spacecraft gets
heavier, the achievable angular velocity for attitude control is strictly limited because
the stronger centrifugal force works. It is very dangerous to perform attitude control
with the maximum angular velocity, which the centrifugal force equals the maximum
flux pinning force because of disintegration of the spacecraft and shift of the pinned
position. Therefore, attitude control should be performed cautiously. In this section, it
is assumed that 10% deviation of the spring coefficient at saddle point is permitted to
evaluate the permissible angular velocity in attitude control operation. Moreover, the
spring coefficient is designed to achieve the natural frequency ωn = 1.0 Hz. Under the
condition, the pink region is permissible angular velocity in Fig. 8.11[b]. The permissible
angular velocity for attitude control is decreased by the reduced mass. Red line in Fig.
8.11[b] approximately represents the reduced mass of JWST and SPICA. If the contactless micro vibration isolator is employed for SPICA or JWST, the maximum angular
velocity for attitude control is 1.8 deg/s to operate the spring coefficient at saddle point
within the range of 10% deviation when the natural frequency ωn = 1.0 Hz is achieved.
The permissible angular velocity for attitude control is changed by the allowable deviation of the spring coefficient from initial states. If lower natural frequency is required
by mission requirements, agility of attitude control is strictly limited because strength
of the flux pinning force is decreased. If high agility is required for space observation
missions, the proposed micro vibration isolator should be designed to generate stronger
the flux pinning force. Otherwise, larger deviation of the spring coefficient should be
permitted. However, to permit large deviation of the spring coefficient possibly causes
to change FC position and disintegrate the spacecraft as mentioned above.
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To improve the agility of attitude control, a control system to maintain relative states
forcibly is useful. For the control system, Electro-Magnetic Formation Flying (EMFF)
technology is applicable. Equipping electromagnetic coils with the payload module and
disturbance source respectively, relative states can be controlled using EMFF technology.
The system can maintain forcibly relative states in attitude control operation. The
forcible relative states control system is one of future works of this proposed contactless
micro vibration isolator.

8.5

A design approach of the proposed contactless micro
vibration isolator

The contactless micro vibration isolator consists of Permanent Magnets (PMs), type-II
SuperConductors (SCs), and Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs) to suppress micro vibrations passively. To achieve mission requirements with the contactless micro vibration
isolator, those materials, which are PMs, SCs, and ECDs, should be designed properly.
In this section, a design approach for the proposed micro vibration isolator is introduced.
The design approach is based on simplified numerical models, which are the frozen image
model and Lorentz force model. Although the simplified numerical models have model
error, aim of the approach is to design configuration of the proposed micro vibration
isolator simply in the mission design phase as mentioned above.
In this section, it is only subject that PM-SC sets are placed at the vertexes of a regular N-sided polygon such as Fig.6.1. Defining length between SCs and PMs as Lv in
Fig.8.12, characteristics of the flux pinning force and torque are related to the length
Lv . Considering the triangle configuration as Fig.8.12, magnetic field by PM1 is only
trapped into SC1 if the length Lv between PMs is designed as long values. Otherwise,
magnetic field by PM1 is not only trapped into SC1 , but also SC2 and SC3 if the length
Lv is designed closer in Fig.8.12[b]. Defining the flux pinning force Fi,l working between
PMi and SCl , and Fi working between PMi and SCl=i , Fi,l is sufficiently weaker than Fi
as Fi  Fi,l in Fig.8.12[a] in the case of long length. Therefore, the flux pinning force
Fi,l can be ignored. To simplify the design approach, it is considered that the additional
flux pinning force Fi,l can be ignored such as Fig.8.12[a] in this section. However, if
multiple PMs are placed closer, the mutual interference between PMs and SCs should
be investigated.
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8.5.1

Permanent magnet design

The flux pinning force mainly works as a spring element for the contactless micro vibration isolator. Because the frozen image model is employed to design the spring elements,
natural frequency of the proposed micro vibration isolator is designed by characteristics
of Permanent Magnets (PMs). Based on the frozen image model, the spring coefficient
at saddle point can be designed by initial relative distance and magnetic moment of the
PMs using Eq.(3.22). Considering that the flux pinning force works only axial direction,
the spring coefficient at saddle point working between multiple sets of PMs and SCs can
be expressed as:
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kpz (x̄ = 0) =

3nµ0 µ2z
16πzi5 ,

(8.31)

where n is the number of the sets, µ0 is permeability, µz is magnetic moment of the PM
along axial direction, and zi is initial relative distance along axial direction between the
payload module and disturbance source. As seen in Eq.(8.31), the spring coefficient at
saddle point is decided by relative initial distance zi , magnetic moment of the PM µz ,
and the number of PMs-SCs n. This expression is not only important for the spring
coefficient, but also the damping coefficient because the damping force is governed by
Lorentz force law, which depends on magnetic field of the PM and characteristics of the
ECD. Although ECD design is introduced in the following section, stronger magnetic
moment is required to generate stronger damping force. Generally, higher damping
coefficient is required to suppress resonance effect occurring between massive objects
such as modules of space telescopes. For this case, strong magnetic moment µz should
be designed by making relative distance zi longer while the spring coefficient meets
mission requirements.
In this section, the frozen image model is employed to produce the design approach for
the contactless micro vibration isolator, and therefore size of SCs can not be taken into
account. To estimate mass of SCs in the following section, size of the PM and SC used in
measurement experiment of the flux pinning force is referred. Referring size of the PM,
which is used in measurement experiment of the flux pinning force in Chap.4, relation
of height hp to radius rp of the PM is defined as follows:
3
hp = rp .
2

(8.32)

From the above relation, radius of the PM can be expressed using magnetic moment to
achieve required natural frequency µz:req and magnetization along z direction mz as:
s

rp =

3

2µz:req
3mz π .

(8.33)

Sizes of PMs are designed under the above constraints.

8.5.2

Estimation of required type-II superconductors

Characteristics of type-II SuperConductors (SCs) can not be considered in the frozen
image model. Therefore, size of the SC in the measurement experiment is used in this
section. It is assumed that the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator consists
of SCs which has same characteristics of the SC used in the measurement of the flux
pinning force in Chap.4.
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To estimate size of SCs, it is considered that the flux pinning force depends on applied
magnetic field and radius of a SC. Generally, height of a SC does not affect on the
flux pinning force strongly because external magnetic field intrudes surface vicinity.
Therefore, let height of SC be 1.0 cm as constant parameter, referring size of SC used
in the measurement experiment of the flux pinning force. To decide the radius of SCs,
a ratio of the applied magnetic field on SC in the measurement experiment is referred.
Considering configuration of the measurement experiment of the flux pinning force with
relative distance 8.0 mm, the applied magnetic field on surface of the SC can be calculated as Fig.8.13. Fig.8.13[a] shows the applied magnetic field calculated under the assumption, which the PM constitutes of multiple magnetic moment. Moreover, Fig.8.13[b]
is the magnetic field using magnetic dipole approximation. It is well known that dipole
approximation is useful if relative distance between PM and SC is sufficiently distant.
However, there are difference between calculated magnetic fields. Comparison of normalized magnetic fields are shown in Fig.8.14. Black lines in Fig.8.14 indicate size of
the SC used in the measurement experiment. According to the result, it appears that
0.7 and 0.8 [-] of the normalized magnetic field are trapped in the SC under the multiple
dipoles model and dipole model respectively. Using this results, radius of SC is roughly
estimated so that the normalized magnetic field is trapped in the SC.

8.5.3

Eddy Current Damper design

To damp relative velocity between two modules, Eddy Current Damper (ECD) is employed for the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator. It is considered that circle
metal plates are used as Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs) in this section. Although
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Figure 8.13: Applied magnetic field on surface of SC in the measurement experiment
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Table 8.3: Specific gravity and conductivity of metals

Metals
Conductivity σ × 106 [S/m]
Specific gravity ρ × 106 [g/m3 ]
Ratio σ/ρ [Sm2 /g]

Gold
49.0
19.32
2.54

Silver
66.7
10.5
6.35

Copper
64.5
8.96
7.20

Aluminum
40.0
2.70
14.8

the damping coefficient by the ECD can be calculated using Eq.(3.32), the coefficient
depends on many parameters, which are mainly radius, height, and relative distance
between the PM and ECD. To optimally design ECDs for the proposed micro vibration isolator, a design approach to minimize mass of ECD is introduced. For a space
telescope, light mass system is desirable because of launching cost. Moreover, reducing
mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator produces chance to equip other scientific
instruments. Metals shown in Tab. 8.3 are candidates for the ECDs. Although silver
has high conductivity in the candidates, specific gravity of silver is heavy. To compare
characteristics of candidate metals, ratio σ/ρ Sm2 /g is introduced as Tab. 8.3. Higher
ratio means that a metal has high conductivity with light specific gravity, which is suitable for the contactless micro vibration isolator. According to the ratio in Tab. 8.3,
aluminum has very high ratio because the specific gravity is very low in comparison
with other candidates, although the conductivity is low as well. Comparing the ratio,
copper and aluminum plates are subject to investigate proper ECD to be light mass
while achieving required damping coefficient for the proposed micro vibration isolator
in this section.
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Figure 8.14: Normalized magnetic field
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Damping coefficient by an ECD depends on the radius and height itself because the
effective area increases. However, making the radius longer does not improve the damping coefficient over the certain length because applied magnetic field is decreased by
distance. Considering a metal plate with constant volume, the damping coefficient depending on the radius and height is investigate as an example here. If the radius of an
ECD is changed with a constant volume, the damping coefficient is changed as seen in
Fig.8.15. The damping coefficient reaches the maximum point with a radius and height.
By choosing the radius and height that the damping coefficient reaches the maximum
point, ECDs can be designed properly. However, if higher damping coefficients are required, larger volumes of an ECD should be required for the contactless micro vibration
isolator. Fig.8.16 shows relation between the maximum damping coefficient and volume
of an ECD. As seen in Fig.8.16, the maximum damping coefficient can be improved by
large volume of an ECD. However, there is limitation of damping coefficient which an
ECD can generate even if the proposed micro vibration isolator employs larger the volumes. In this case, magnetic moment of a PM should be designed as stronger to generate
stronger the damping coefficient. To make magnetic moment of a PM stronger, initial
relative distance between a PM and SC is adjusted while required spring coefficient is
achieved.
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Figure 8.15: Maximum damping coefficient which an ECD can generate with a constant volume
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8.6

Parametric study to estimate total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator

Total mass of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator is estimated in this
section. Let reduced mass be 500 kg, which mass of the payload module and disturbance
source are approximately Mp = 600 kg and Md = 2900 kg respectively, for a parametric
study. Moreover, it is assumed that natural frequency and damping ratio in Tab.8.4 are
required for space missions.
Initial relative distances are important factors to decide total mass of the proposed
contactless micro vibration isolator. If initial relative distance between PM and SC Psp
is designed as long distance, masses of the PM and SC gets heavy to achieve a required
spring coefficient. Moreover, initial relative distance between PM and ECD Pep decides
mass of PM and ECD as well. This initial relative distance between PM and ECD Pep
is required to be close because a strong damping coefficient generally is required as in
Tab.8.4 to damp relative motion between massive modules. Therefore, to design the
initial relative distance decides total mass of the proposed contactless micro vibration
isolator. Initial relative distance between the PM and SC is defined as a variable to
investigate optimal total mass in this section. The number of sets, which consists of
PMs, SCs, and ECDs, is also changed for the investigation as Fig.6.1. To calculate mass
3
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Figure 8.16: The maximum damping coefficient depending on a volume of an ECD
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Table 8.4: Required natural frequency and damping ratio with reduced mass M = 500
kg

Natural Frequency
ωn [Hz]
1.5
1.0
0.1

Damping ratio
ηn [-]
1.0
1.0
1.0

Spring coefficient
k[N/m]
1125
500
5

Damping coefficient
c [Ns/m]
1500
1200
1000

of the PM and SC, specific weights are defined as ρP M = 7400 kg/m3 , ρSC = 5430 kg/m3
respectively.
Fig.8.17 shows the relation between total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator
with copper ECDs and relative distance between the payload module and disturbance
source. Difference between Fig.8.17[a], [b], and [c] is frequency response. As seen in
Fig.8.17, total mass is changed by the number of sets, initial relative distance, the
spring and damping coefficients. Total mass of the proposed contactless micro vibration
isolator gets heavier by adding PMs, SCs, and ECDs. To reduce the total mass, the
proposed micro vibration isolator should consists of a small number of the sets. However,
a large number of sets are required in the aspect of stability of attitude of the payload
module. Therefore, this is trade-off relation.
The total mass is also changed by the required spring and damping coefficients. It is
difficult to achieve small natural frequency using the proposed micro vibration isolator
because a large damping coefficient is required while keeping the spring coefficient small.
To achieve the requirement of small natural frequency, large initial relative distance
between the PMs and SCs is required to design magnetic moment of the PM stronger
for large damping coefficients while achieving small spring coefficients. Therefore, initial
relative distance between PMs and SCs should be designed as long to achieve small
natural frequency and damping coefficient of ζn = 1.0. However, long initial relative
distance makes the masses of a PM and SC heavier as seen in Fig.8.17, although total
mass can be lighter by designing initial relative distance between the payload module and
disturbance source properly. Although resonance effect becomes strong, the total mass
can be reduced if it is allowed to moderate required damping coefficients. Therefore,
achievable natural frequency of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator should
be designed in consideration of the total mass. From those results, it is recommended
that the proposed isolation system is used to suppress middle-frequency vibrations, which
is between 0.1Hz and few Hz.
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Figure 8.17: Total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator with eddy current
damper of copper
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Figure 8.18: Mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator with eddy current damper
of copper and Aluminum

Fig.8.17 shows the total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator with copper ECDs.
To understand difference between total masses with copper and aluminum ECDs, it is
assumed that the proposed vibration isolator consists of the three sets for ωn = 1.0 Hz,
and ζn = 1.0. The Fig.8.18 shows the total masses of the proposed micro vibration
isolator with ECD of copper and aluminum respectively. Because specific weight of
aluminum is lighter than copper, the total mass can be reduced using aluminum plates
as ECDs. However, one set configuration with aluminum ECD is heavier than the case of
copper plate because conductivity of aluminum is lower than copper. Therefore, larger
volume of aluminum is required to achieve the damping coefficient. If aluminum ECD
can achieve required damping coefficient, it is expected that total mass can be reduced.
If stronger magnetic fields by PMs can be achieved, mass of PMs can be reduced because
aluminum can be used to generate required damping coefficient. Specific configuration
of PMs such as Halbach array possibly is one of solution, however characteristics of the
flux pinning force with Halbach array should be investigated. This is a future work for
the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator.
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8.7

The Flux Pinning Force and Torque Characteristics
Depending on Configuration of The Proposed Micro
Vibration Isolator

8.7.1

Characteristics of the flux pinning force

Characteristics of the flux pinning force is changed by the design parameters. If the
spring coefficient gets stronger, strong flux pinning force can work on the proposed micro vibration isolator as retentive force. Therefore, it is possible to generate stronger
retentive force to maintain relative distance between the payload module and disturbance source against perturbations by designing higher natural frequency. As a design
parameter, there is the number of sets of PM, SC, and ECD. Stabilization of pointing
direction of the payload module can be compensated by increasing the number of the
sets, although a large number of the sets leads to increase total mass as mentioned in
Sec.8.6. It is noted that characteristics of the flux pinning force does not change even if
the set is added to the proposed micro vibration isolator because the flux pinning forces
are adjusted to achieve a spring coefficient. However, characteristics of the flux pinning
force is changed by initial relative distance as Fig.8.19. To understand the characteristics
of the flux pinning force depending on initial relative distance, initial relative distance
is changed from 0.35m to 0.45 m.
Fig.8.19 shows characteristics of the flux pinning force depending on initial relative
distance for natural frequency ωn = 1.0 Hz and ζn = 1.0 with reduced mass Mpd =
600 kg. As seen in Fig.8.19[a], vertical flux pinning force works strongly with longer
initial relative distance between the payload module and disturbance source even if
same natural frequency is achieved. However, stronger repulsive force by Meissner effect
works with closer initial relative distance as in Fig.8.19[b]. Horizontal flux pinning force
is also changed by initial relative distance in Fig.8.19[c]. From those results, it is possible
to increase the flux pinning force by designing long initial relative distance if stronger
flux pinning force is required by mission requirements in consideration of disturbances,
although total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator increases as well.
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Figure 8.19: Characteristics of the pinning force depending on initial relative distance
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Comparing the flux pinning force in Fig.8.19[a] with repulsive force in Fig.8.19 [b], the
repulsive force by Meissner effect works strongly rather than the flux pinning force.
Therefore, it is expected that the repulsive force is useful for collision avoidance between the payload module and disturbance source. If relative position is disturbed
along horizontal direction, vertical and horizontal forces work on the proposed micro
vibration isolator. The horizontal force works as retentive force, however the vertical
force can causes to disturb vertical relative distance. If the vertical force due to horizontal displacement gets stronger than vertical retentive force, relative distance between
the payload module and disturbance source can not be maintained by the flux pinning
force passively. Therefore, this vertical repulsive force due to the horizontal displacement should be taken into account if there is possibility that initial relative distance is
disturbed largely by the force.

8.7.2

Characteristics of the flux pinning torque

Characteristics of the flux pinning torque working on the proposed micro vibration
isolator depends on design parameters as well as the flux pinning force. To understand
the characteristics of the flux pinning torque is important for the proposed contactless
micro vibration isolator because it relates to stability of pointing direction of the payload
module. For this purpose, torque working on the payload module with respect to the
disturbance source is calculated using the model presented in Sec.6.1. It is noted that
relative rotational motion is quasi-static because the presented model is based on the
frozen image model. Defining a coordinate at Center of Gravity (CoG) of the payload
module, torque working on the proposed micro vibration isolator is calculated. The
payload module is rotated around x axis with θx to calculate the torque while rotating
0

the coordinate around z axis with θz as Fig.8.20.
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The Flux Pinning Force and Torque Characteristics Depending on Configuration of
The Proposed Micro Vibration Isolator
0

Torques depending on the number of sets with θz = 5.0 deg are shown in Fig. 8.21.
As seen in Fig. 8.21, it can be seen that the characteristics of the torque is changed
remarkably. If the proposed micro vibration isolator consists of one set of the PM and
0

SC, the torque around x axis works equally in all angle of θz to maintain attitude of
the payload module, although the torque around z axis does not work. However, if few
sets of the PM and SC are used, the torque around x axis does not work equally such as
torque of one set. In this case, the maximum torque works at certain rotational angle
0

θz , which depends on the number of sets. For instance, the maximum torque works at
0

θz of 90 ◦ and 270 ◦ in the case of two sets. In addition, axial interference occurs as seen
in Fig.8.21 [b] ∼ [f]. Because the payload module is rotated around x axis always, only
torque around x axis should work to maintain the relative attitude. However, torques
around y and z work at certain rotation directions. This can cause to disturb stability
of attitude of the payload module. The reasons why the torque working unequally and
the axial interference are the Meissner effect. Remembering the equation of the torque
in the presented model in Sec.6.1, the torque of Eq.(6.7) is composed of two terms,
which are the flux pinning torque term and cross term. Generally, repulsive force by
the Meissner effect works strongly compared with retentive force due to separation from
initial position as seen in Fig.8.19. If the payload module rotates around x axis, relative
distance between the PM and SC gets closer at certain rotational direction. Therefore,
repulsive force working between the PM and SC, which relative distance gets closer,
becomes dominant. This effect leads unequal torque. However, the characteristics of
the torque is changed by the number of sets of the PM and SC. If more sets of the
PM and SC are used for the contactless micro vibration isolator, those effects, which
are the axial interference and unequal torque, are suppressed as Fig.8.21. Therefore,
stability of pointing direction can be improved by increasing the number of the sets.
However, to increase the number of sets make the proposed micro vibration isolator
heavier. Therefore, this relation is trade-off.
Moreover, the effects of axial interference and unequal torque depend on attitude deviation θx . To understand the relation, it is assumed that the proposed micro vibration
isolator consists of three sets of the PM and SC as an example. As seen in Fig.8.22,
the characteristics of the torque is changed by rotation angle θx . Effects of the axial
interference and unequal torque does not occur if attitude deviation is small. Generally,
attitude of the payload module does not rotate few degrees with respect to the disturbance source by external disturbances and vibration because future space telescopes
should achieve high pointing accuracy. However, the effects should be taken into account
if there is possibility that relative attitude between the payload module and disturbance
source rotates few degrees such as in attitude control operation.
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[c] Three sets configuration

[d] Four sets configuration
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[e] Five sets configuration
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[f] Six sets configuration

Figure 8.21: Torque characteristics of multiple sets with 5 degree rotation
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[a] Rotation angle around x axis is 0.1 degree
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[b] Rotation angle around x axis is 1.0 degree
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Figure 8.22: Torque characteristics depending on rotation angle in the case of three
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Chapter

9
Conclusion and Future Works
9.1
9.1.1

Conclusion
Conclusion of this Ph.D thesis

The contactless micro vibration isolator using the flux pinning effect was proposed for
future space observation missions in this Ph.D thesis. This proposed contactless micro
vibration isolator consists of multiple Permanent Magnets (PMs), type-II SuperConductors (SCs), Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs), and Electro-Magnetic Coils (EMCs) to
suppress passively propagation of micro vibration and heat generated by equipments on
a disturbance source of a space telescope using electro-magnetic forces, which are the
flux pinning force between PM and SC, and the Lorentz force between PM and ECD.
Heat propagation path can be restricted using the proposed micro vibration isolator
because the payload module and disturbance source are not connected mechanically. In
addition to the heat propagation, micro vibrations can also be suppressed passively due
to electro-magnetic forces of the flux pinning force and the Lorentz force. Requirement
for heat management is strict for future space observation missions with infrared rays,
X-rays, and Gamma rays. Although orbits with low temperature such as Lagrange
point II are selected for mission orbits, damping characteristics of structures is degraded
by freezing. This insists that there are possibility to occur resonance effect. For this
situation, it is expected that the proposed micro vibration isolator solve the problem
because electro-magnetic forces connects between the payload module and disturbance
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source. Therefore, this proposed micro vibration isolator possibly can be an effective
solution in the future. In this Ph.D thesis, feasibility of the contactless micro vibration
isolator was investigated from the aspect of experiment and numerical analysis.
Conclusions of this Ph.D thesis are listed below:
• The proposed micro vibration isolator using the flux pinning effect can suppress
micro vibration passively, although the performance of frequency response is limited by external disturbances and mission resource, which is mainly mass of the
proposed system.
• The spring coefficient of the flux pinning force can be estimated reasonably using the frozen image model, which is quasi-static model, for vibration response.
However, the model errors should be taken into account for design of the proposed
micro vibration isolator.
• As a method to stabilize pointing direction of space telescopes, a control system
using electro-magnetic forces, which are repulsive force by Meissner effect, was
proposed. The repulsive force is modeled based on the frozen image model. It can
be expected that the control system assists to boost accuracy of pointing direction
for a while higher pointing accuracy is required in observation missions.
• The number of sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs is related to stabilization of attitude
of the payload module. By increasing the number of the sets of the proposed
contactless micro vibration isolator, passive stabilization of pointing direction can
be supported. Moreover, small number of the sets possibly induces torque due to
coupling effect. Although coupling effect also can be suppressed by increasing the
number of the sets, it make total mass of the proposed system heavier.
• A simplified design approach was proposed to perform parametric studies to investigate characteristics of the proposed micro vibration isolator. According to the
parametric studies, total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator is related
mainly to initial relative distance, the number of sets, and frequency response.
It was clarified that total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator can be
optimized by designing initial relative distance between the payload module and
disturbance source properly. Moreover, if requirement of the damping coefficient
can be achieved using aluminum, the total weight can be decreased.

9.1.2

Conclusion of Chapters

Chapter 4
To understand the characteristics of the flux pinning force is one of important
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factors to design the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator. For the purpose, the frozen image model was introduced as simplified numerical model. In this
chapter, the frozen image model was compared with measured data of the flux pinning force to understand model errors. It was shown that the frozen image model
has different model errors with vertical and horizontal directions. Model errors of
vertical direction is improved by increasing initial relative distance between the
permanent magnet and type-II superconductor. However, horizontal flux pinning
force calculated by the frozen image model has big model errors. Before using
the frozen image model, it is recommended that the flux pinning force working
between a PM and SC is measured to evaluate model errors.
The repulsive force model based on the frozen image model is proposed. Although
there are model errors between numerical and measured data, the simplified model
can be used to calculate the repulsive force easily.
Chapter 5
The electro-magnetic force working on the proposed micro vibration isolator can
be estimated by the frozen image model and Lorentz force model. If the flux pinning force can be approximated as a linear spring force with infinitesimal motion,
the spring coefficient can be solved using the frozen image model. Using calculated
spring and damping coefficients, frequency response was numerically designed. To
understand frequency response of the flux pinning force in free space, vibration experiment was conducted. Comparison of numerically designed frequency response
with experimental results was conducted to understand validity of the numerical
design approach. Although there are errors between numerically designed frequency response and measured data, the numerical design approach based on the
frozen image model estimates moderately the frequency response of the proposed
micro vibration isolator.
Chapter 6
If the flux pinning forces working between PMs and SCs are perfectly matched,
pointing direction is not deviated by the proposed micro vibration isolator itself.
Otherwise, pointing direction of the payload module is degraded by deviation of
the electro-magnetic forces. Monte Calro simulation was conducted to investigate
the effect of the deviation of the flux pinning force. As the solution to suppress
the deviation, to increase the number of sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs supports
to stabilize pointing direction of the payload module even if deviation of the flux
pinning force occurs.
Chapter 7
Performance of the passive vibration isolation depends on the electro-magnetic
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forces working between the payload module and disturbance source. If the flux
pinning force is deviated, pointing accuracy is degraded. To stabilize pointing
accuracy in such a situation, active control system was proposed in this chapter.
As an active control system, simple PD controller is designed, and the performance
was evaluated. Even though the simple control system is used to stabilize disturbed
pointing direction, it is an effective method to solve the problem. As the next step,
the performance should be evaluated experimentally.
Chapter 8
A design approach was introduced to perform parametric studies for the proposed
micro vibration isolator. Because the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator
is a passive isolation system, the performance of vibration isolation depends on
spring and damping coefficients. Lower spring coefficient is required to suppress
micro vibrations at lower frequency, however the achievable spring coefficient of the
flux pinning force should be designed in consideration of external disturnbances,
which works on space telescopes.
Total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator is changed by requirement of
frequency response. To isolate micro vibrations at lower or higher frequencies, the
total mass of the proposed micro vibration isolator gets heavier. Therefore, it is
recommended to use the proposed isolation system to suppress middle-frequency
vibrations, which is between 0.1Hz and few Hz.
To use aluminum for ECDs for the proposed isolation system, it is expected that
the total mass of the proposed system can be decreased. However, the conductivity
of aluminum is low. Therefore, if high damping coefficients should be generated,
other factors which are relative distance between PM and ECD and magnetic
moment of PM should be designed properly. Otherwise, copper ECDs should be
applied to the proposed vibration isolator.
To increase the number of sets of PM, SC, and ECD changes characteristics of the
flux pinning force and torque working on the proposed micro vibration isolator.
The flux pinning force working on the proposed system does not change even if the
number of the sets is increased because the spring coefficient of the flux pinning
force is adjusted to achieve a required natural frequency. However, the flux pinning
force is increased by initial relative distance while keeping the spring coefficient.
Therefore, to make initial relative distance longer is a method if stronger flux
pinning force is required, although total mass is increased. If the payload module
rotates with certain angle with respect to the disturbance module, torque due to
axial interference works. This torque can be a factor to disturb pointing direction.
Therefore, it should be considered as a method to increase the number of the sets
if the axial interference can not be ignored.
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Frequency response of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator should be
designed in consideration of total mass, external disturbances, and characteristics
of the flux pinning force and torque.

9.2

Future works and advanced works

In this Ph.D thesis, the feasibility of the contactless micro vibration isolator using the
flux pinning effect was investigated for future space missions using numerical and experimental results. In this section, future works and advanced works are mentioned.
To realize the proposed micro vibration isolator, future works mentioned in this section
should be conducted at least. Moreover, advanced works are important to improve the
performance of the contactless micro vibration isolator.

9.2.1

Future works

To realize this contactless micro vibration isolator, the following future works should be
conducted:

• Vibration experiments should be conducted to understand vibration characteristics of the flux pinning force in free space. In the vibration experiment introduced
in this Ph.D thesis, it was observed that the spring coefficient of the flux pinning force gets weaker when vibration at high frequency is input into a two-body
system connected by the flux pinning force. Generally, a spring coefficient can
be calculated as differential of a force with respect to displacements from initial
positions. Vertical flux pinning force can be calculated by the frozen image model
reasonably. To confirm the vibration characteristics of the flux pinning force with
6 DoF, vibration experiments should be conducted.
• The proposed contactless micro vibration isolator uses Eddy Current Dampers
(ECDs) to complement the damping element to suppress resonance effect passively.
In this Ph.D thesis, it is assumed that the damping force produced by ECDs
woks in accordance with numerical calculation. However, this damping force is
interrupted if Alternate Current (AC) magnetic field with high frequency is applied
to conducting materials. Therefore, it is expected that the damping element can
be degraded by the effect, which is known as skin effect. Although the effect is not
considered in this Ph.D thesis, it should be investigated.
In addition, the effect on external magnetic field trapped in a SC should be also
studied. In this Ph.D thesis, a configuration was introduced, which a PM, SC, and
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ECD are placed coaxially. In this configuration, if the flux pinning force can be
disturbed by the skin effect, it is expected that magnetic field trapped in a SC is
also disturbed. Although another system configuration is introduced in the next
section using Fig.9.1, the proposed micro vibration isolator should be constructed
with different configuration if the skin effect largely affects.
• Temperature changes characteristics of materials. Mainly, magnetic field of PMs
and conductivity of ECDs are affected by environmental temperature. It is expected that low temperature make magnetic field of PMs and damping force
working on ECDs stronger, although it depends on characteristics of materials.
However, the dependance of temperature is not considered in this Ph.D thesis. It
is expected that the total mass can be decreased if the dependance on conductivity
of ECDs and magnetic field of PMs are taken into account if those parameters get
stronger by environmental temperature. Those characteristics should be investigated to produce more proper design approach for the proposed contactless micro
vibration isolator.

9.2.2

Advanced works

To improve the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator, to perform the following
advanced works are highly recommended.
• A control system to stabilize pointing accuracy using electro-magnetic coils were
proposed. Moreover, the performance of the control system was evaluated numerically in this Ph.D thesis. To achieve higher accuracy of pointing direction
using the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator, the control system is important. In the next step, the control system should be tested experimentally. As
the first test, an experiment of relative distance control between a PM, SC, ECD,
and EMC should be conducted to confirm the effectiveness. After confirming the
performance of the control system in the first test, it is required to input vibration into the system consists of a PM, SC, ECD, and EMC as the second test.
Using the configuration, the feasibility and performance should be evaluated using
experimental results.
• Total weight was investigated using the simplified design approach. According
to the results of the parametric study, the total weight becomes over 250 kg if
three sets of PMs, SCs, and ECDs consist of the proposed system. It was clarified
that increment of the sets is required if pointing direction of the proposed micro
vibration isolator should be stabilized. However, the total mass of the proposed
micro vibration isolator gets heavier.
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List of materials
:Permanent magnet
:Type-II superconductor
: Permanent magnet
+
Electro-magnetic coil
:Eddy current damper

[a] Coaxial configuration

[b] Separated configuration

Figure 9.1: Different configuration of the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator

Methods to decrease total mass should be investigated. In this Ph.D thesis, it is
considered that PMs and ECDs are used for the proposed micro vibration isolator.
To decrease total mass of PMs, specific arrangement of PMs such as Halbach array
should be investigated because it is well known that the specific arrangement can
generate stronger magnetic field. It can be expected that mass of PMs can be
decreased while producing large magnetic field using the arrangement of PMs.
In addition, the damping force can be increased by designing shape of a metal
plate properly. If damping coefficient can be improved, the mass of ECDs can be
decreased. Therefore, investigation of a method to increase the damping coefficient
is an advanced work as well for the proposed contactless micro vibration isolator.
• In this Ph.D thesis, a configuration, which PMs, SCs, and ECDs are placed coaxially, was introduced. If AC magnetic field applied to an conducting plate, heat
is generated on the plate. ECDs are attached to a payload module side in the
introduced configuration by beams. Therefore, the heat can propagate through
the beam to the payload module. Although ECDs are in cryogenic temperature
in space, the heat can degrade resolution of observed images. In addition, the
skin effect possibly can affect on performance of the damping force. To solve
those problems, another configuration is introduced as Fig.9.1. Fig.9.1[a] shows
the configuration investigated in this Ph.D thesis. If the heat propagation from
ECDs and the skin effect can not be ignored, the proposed micro vibration isolator should be constructed with Fig.9.1[b]. In the separated configuration, the
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heat does not propagate to the payload module because ECDs are attached to the
disturbance source. In addition, magnetic flux trapped into SCs are not disturbed
by the skin effect. However, additional PMs should be mounted on the payload
module to generate a required damping force. This causes to increase total weight
of the proposed micro vibration isolator. In addition, a control system to stabilize
pointing direction can not utilize the damping force working between EMCs and
ECDs. Therefore, if the proposed micro vibration isolator should be constructed
with separated configuration as Fig.9.1[b], those characteristics and performance
should be evaluated.
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Appendix

A
Automated Rendezvous Docking
System Using the Electrostatic
Interaction for Sample Return
Missions
A.1

abstract

Space agencies and companies are evaluating possibilities for Martian sample return
missions to improve our understanding of planetary bodies within our solar system.
However, the rendezvous docking in deep space requires automatic navigation and control because it is difficult to communicate with an explorer in real time. Prospects of
a sample container retriever utilizing electrostatic force and flux pinning force are discussed in this paper. The proposed method uses the electrostatic interaction to catch
an Orbit Sample container(OS) launched from a planet by a small rocket. The sample
container has three permanent magnets and the shape is designed as cylinder to make
the weight lighter and get Martian samples effectively, considering a martian sample
return mission. To perform rendezvous docking with the OS safely, a Martian Sample
Return (MSR) orbiter controls the angular velocity and attitude of the OS using the
proposed method. After controlling the OS, it is tugged to the orbiter and restrained
safely using the flux pinning effect. The feasibility of the proposed retrieval system is
discussed from the aspect of the required energy and Debye length requirements. The
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controller is designed using a Lyapunov function and Mukherjee & Chen’s theorem. The
performance is discussed in this paper.
This work was performed in collaboration with Dr. Hanspeter Schaub (University of
Colorado), Trevor Bennet (University of Colorado, currently Blue Origin), Dr. Stephanie
Lizy-Destrez (ISAE-SUPAERO), and Dr. Daniel Alazard (ISAE-SUPAERO).

A.2

Introduction

Returning samples from a planet provides an opportunity for various insights related to
formation and configuration of the planet. HAYABUSA succeeded in bringing particles
from the asteroid Itokawa. Now space agencies and space companies are looking at
Martian sample return mission[136–140]. Unlike the HAYABUSA mission, an explorer
can not get samples using the touch-down method from a planet such as Mars because
of large fuel requirements to escape the planetary gravity. In Martian sample return
missions, it has been proposed that an Orbit Sample container (OS) is launched using a
Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) after samples are collected by the Mars 2020 rover [141–143].
After launching the OS to an orbit, a Martian Sample Return (MSR) orbiter takes it
back to the Earth and jettisons the OS protected by an Earth re-entry capsule [144–146].
However, rendezvous with the OS is a challenging and unsolved aspect of the current
mission architecture. An automatic catching system is desired for docking with the OS
because time lag inhibits real-time communications between a ground station on the
Earth and the orbiter [141]. To liberalize this difficulty of control for the docking, there
are ideas to retrieve the OS safely. In the Mars 2020 mission, the MSR orbiter has a
camera used to detect the OS at a distance of 10, 000 km. Moreover, the OS has an UHF
beacon to help to inform the MSR with an alternate relative range measurement[138,
141].
A method using a mechanical arm has been considered to restrain the OS on Martian
orbits[147, 148] . This system mainly consists of a capture cone and lid. The capture
cone lid starts to close when the OS enters in the capture cone with a relative position
controlled by the orbiter. There is another plan using the flux pinning effect to catch the
OS[149]. The OS that might be used in Mars 2020 mission is designed in spherical shape.
Its radius is approximately 0.17 m and it has multiple permanent magnets that allow
the orbiter to catch the OS with any attitude using the flux pinning effect[138, 140, 149].
However, cylindrical OSs have more advantages than spherical shape because it provides
better packing for cylindrical sample cases. In addition, the shape of OSs provides a
benefit to a Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV). A cylindrical OS allows a smaller ascent vehicle
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φo
φs
Martian OS
Electrostatic force region
Flux pinning region

MSR orbiter

Figure A.1: Hybrid Magnetic/Electrostatic Sample Container Retriever (Courtesy of
ESA for the explorer and sample container photo and NASA for background photo)

diameter for the same lifted volume or mass. If a cylindrical OS is used for sample return
missions, however, the attitude and angular velocity of the OS must be controlled to
dock with the MSR orbiter safely.
Electromagnetic force can be used to control states of an uncooperative object without
touching directly. For sample return missions from a planet such as Mars, a magnetic
capture device has been researched to automatically retrieve an OS[150]. A magnetorquer and permanent magnet are mounted on the orbiter, and the OS has also a
permanent magnet on the capture axis. Attitude and angular velocity of the OS are
controlled by the magnetorquer on the orbiter. To solve problems of space debris, the
method to control states of a target have been researched using the electromagnetic
force so far. In addition to use electromagnetic force, eddy brake is one of detumbling
methods for active debris removal. A target of this research is a space debris consisting
of conducting materials such as aluminum or copper. A satellite has magnetic coils and
angular velocity of the debris is suppressed using eddy current[133, 151].
Coulomb force has been also considered to suppress spin rate of space debris[152–154].
A satellite on an orbit is charged up by electron and proton in plasma environment
and those particles can be emitted from the satellite using an electron gun and ion
gun. Potentials of a satellite and target can be changed by emitting and shooting
electrons or ions. Difference of potential between a target and satellite enables to control
states of the target. Attitude of a satellite also is changed by action-reaction law but
is maintained by reaction wheels and thrusters on the satellite. It is mentioned that
Coulomb force can detumble spin rate of a space debris whose size is huge compared
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with a satellite controlling Coulomb force [153, 154]. An experiment was performed
to confirm if Coulomb interaction works to control spin rate of a space debris and the
results showed the feasibility[155–157].
A proposed system utilizes the detumbling method using Coulomb force as Fig.A.1 with
a cylindrical OS. An advantage of the system using Coulomb force is that actuators are
not required to mount on the cylindrical OS. Coulomb force can be used to suppress
rotational motion of an uncooperative sample container because potential of the OS can
be controlled by an ion gun or an electron gun on an explorer. To perform automatic
rendezvous docking with the OS on orbits, a simple system is desired. Moreover, the
container is experienced twice launching and once entry in Mars. Therefore, to mount
actuators on the OS is not favorable for an automatic rendezvous docking system. The
cylindrical OS does not require dozens of permanent magnets because the attitude is
controlled by the orbiter, hence the mass of the OS can be decreased. This proposed retrieval system using Coulomb force controls attitude and spinning rate of the cylindrical
OS.
It is assumed that the cylindrical OS is launched by a small rocket and then a Martian
orbiter fetches the OS using the proposed rendezvous docking system on orbits at 600
km in this paper. The orbiter controls states of the cylindrical OS to be desired states.
As a problem, operation of detumbling and rendezvous docking on Martian orbit must
be conducted on orbits at 600 km with limitation resource because of plasma characteristics, which are dense and low energy compared with orbital debris studies in Earth
Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO). Achievable altitude of orbits depends on performance of
a launcher and it is difficult to send an OS to high altitude orbits such as GEO. To use
a method using electro-static interaction on lower orbits requires an ion and electron
guns to operate with high energy if the orbiter needs high potentials to control target’s
states.
The goal of this paper is to explore the feasibility and benefits of the proposed system in
terms of power, Debye length, and the control system. This paper consists of six sections.
The second section mentions about required power to operate the proposed system and
the Debye length which are fundamental parameters for operating the electrostatic force
in plasma environment. Required power determines the maximum potential that the
orbiter can use to control states of the cylindrical OS. The proposed system must be
operated in the range of the Debye length because the Electrostatic field (E-field) is
screened beyond the range. The third section mentions force distribution between the
cylindrical OS and orbiter. This proposed system utilizes two electromagnetic forces,
which are Coulomb force to control the attitude and angular velocity and the flux pinning
force which is used to catch the cylindrical OS automatically in close distance. The
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relationship of those forces depending on the relative distance is shown in this section.
Nonlinear controller design is shown in the forth section. Lyapunov function is applied
to design a controller for attitude and angular velocity of the OS. Those results of the
controller performance is shown in the fifth section.

A.3

Hybrid Magnetic/Electrostatic Sample Container Retriever

The Martian Sample Return (MSR) orbiter has two electron guns and an ion gun to control the potential of itself and the cylindrical Orbital Sample (OS) container in proposed
sample container retrieval system. The potential of the OS is controlled to be constant
by getting ions from the ion gun on the orbiter. Another ion gun and electron gun
operate to change the potential of the orbiter itself. In addition, the orbiter has type-II
superconductors and electro-magnetic coils because Flux Pinning Interface (FPI)[158] is
used for an automatic catching system in the docking phase. The cylindrical OS allows
to collect Martian samples effectively compared with a spherical sample canister because
Martian samples, which are stratum, sands and rocks, are stowed into cylinder capsules
by the Mars Exploration Rover (MER). Although using a spherical OS has a benefit
that an explorer can restrain regardless of attitude of the OS using the FPI, this shape
requires to put multiple permanent magnets on the surface. If the cylindrical OS is used
for the sample return mission, attitude control is required to restrain the OS safely for
the FPI. However, multiple permanent magnets are not required if attitude control for
the uncooperative cylindrical OS can be achieved. Then, weight of the cylindrical OS
can be reduced because only three permanent magnets are enough to be caught and
maintain the states with 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF). For those reasons, it is assumed
that the cylindrical OS is used for a sample return mission in this paper. This OS has
three permanent magnets on the bottom of one side to benefit the flux pinning effect
in the docking phase as Fig.A.2. If the OS is used for the MSR mission, however, the
angular velocity and attitude must be controlled to catch safely using the flux pinning
effect. As a control method for the OS, Coulomb force is used to control states of the
OS, which does not need to have any actuators. The OS is tugged into the range of the
flux pinning effect while controlling the attitude and angular velocity using Coulomb
force. Finally, rendezvous docking using the FPI is operated when the OS enters into
the range of the flux pinning effect. In this section, fundamental information required to
use the electrostatic control system is given for the proposed sample container retriever
system.
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Figure A.2: A cylindrical sample container configuration

A.3.1

Size of a cylindrical sample container

In this research, it is assumed that the cylindrical sample container presented in this
research has the same volume of the spherical sample container proposed by JPL and
Cornell University. Under the assumption, the size of the cylindrical sample container
is defined as the following expression:
4
πRc2 hc = πRs3 ,
3

(A.1)

where Rc is the radius of the cylindrical sample container, hc is the height, and Rs is
the radius of the spherical sample container. Vc = πRc2 h is the volume of the cylindrical
sample container and Vs = (4πRs3 )/3 is the volume of the spherical sample container.
Defining a ratio α = Rc /hc , the height of the cylindrical sample container is expressed
by the radius of the spherical sample container as:
r

hc =

3

4
Rs .
3α2

(A.2)

To define the ratio, the height of the cylindrical sample container having same volume
of the spherical sample conatiner can be decided. In this research, the ratio is defined as
1/6. The spherical sample container presented by JPL and Cornell University is 0.085
m. Then, the height and radius of the cylindrical sample container are calculated as 0.3
and 0.05 m respectively. Those radius and height are used in this research. In addition,
it is assumed that the mass is uniformly distributed in the cylindrical sample container.
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Table A.1: Parameters of particles in plasma on Martian orbits at 600 km
Particle
Ion
Electron
Photon

A.3.2

Density [1/cm3 ]
50
20
-

Temperature [eV]
0.63
0.42
0.4

Debye shielding on the Martian low orbit

When the electrostatic interaction works in plasma environment, the Debye shielding
effect occurs. If the interaction between charged particles is considered in vacuum environment, Coulomb force, related to Laplace potential field, is not interrupted by the
Debye shielding effect [159–161]. However, the Debye length should be cared for the
electrostatic interaction between infinite charged bodies[162–166]. The Debye length is
important parameter because the Electrostatic field(E-field) rapidly decreases beyond
this length by the Debye shielding effect. The E-field E(r) of a charged body A, which
the potential is VA , can be expressed as following in plasma environment using the
electron Debye length λD :
E(r) = −∇r φ(r) =

r
VA RA −(r−RA )/λD
e
(1 +
)
2
r
λD

(A.3)

where, r and RA are distance from the center of the charged body A and the radius
of the body respectively. This expression shows that E-field decreases exponentially as
the distance r exceeds the electron Debye length. The electron Debye length can be
expressed as
s

λD =

0 Te
ne qe2

(A.4)

where, 0 is the permittivity of vacuum and qe [C] is the electron charge. This electron Debye length depends on the density ne [1/cm3 ] and temperature Te [eV] of an
electron. The Debye length can be long on high altitude orbits because electrons exist
with low density and high temperature[167, 168]. Therefore, it has been considered that
detumbling methods and formation flying technologies using Coulomb force are used on
GEO[153, 154, 162, 169, 170].
The electron Debye length considers only electron physics although electrons and ions
are mixing neutrally in plasma. This means the expression considers only the case of
the plasma physics in timescales which is longer than the motion of ions [171]. For this
assumption, the electron Debye length is not useful to estimate the range of Coulomb
force for this system. Moreover this electron Debye length can not take account of
interaction between finite bodies. Therefore, Debye Hückel model is applied to estimate
the Debye length taking account of size of charged bodies. The model can explain the
Debye length more accurately. Effective Debye length λ̄D is proposed to solve the range
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Figure A.3: The scaling factor σ depending on the potential and radius of the spherical
orbiter

of Coulomb force for finite charged bodies [172]. It is assumed that the electron Debye
length λD is related lineally to the effective Debye length λ̄D using a scaling factor σ as
λ̄D = σλD .

(A.5)

If it is supposed that the cylindrical OS is launched on orbits at 600 km, the plasma
characteristics are dense and low energy compared with higher orbits such as GEO.
The plasma characteristics of low orbits make the Debye length shorter distance. To
investigate the effective Debye length on the orbits, the orbiter is approximated as
sphere. Values of the plasma parameters are referred to the data observed by the Viking
I, MAVEN and MARSIS [173–178] and those parameters are shown in Table.A.1. The
σ is solved as Fig.A.3 using those parameters. As seen in Fig.A.3, the green surface
is the scaling factor σ on the Martian orbits at 600 km. This scaling factor intricately
depends on not only parameters of the orbiter, but also the characteristics of plasma
and currents generated on the orbiter. Regression analysis is conducted to calculate the
effective Debye length using the result of Fig.A.3 [159] . The scaling factor σ depending
on the radius RA and potential φ of the orbiter is expressed as
σ(φ, RA ) =(1 + φ)f (φ, RA ) + (1 + RA )logφ
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Figure A.4: The effective Debye length depending on the potential and radius of the
spherical orbiter

where f (φ, RA ) is given as the first order polynominal function. The scaling factor σ is
derived as the following expression to fit numerically computed scaling factor σ:
σ = − 2.6221 + 1.758 × 10−5 φ − 5.28 × 10−11 φ2
− 1.73 × 10−7 Rφ + 0.4296R + 0.7826logφ + 0.1434Rlogφ.

(A.7)

This Eq.(A.7) is given by multilinear regression model. When the effective Debye
length is estimated for this proposed system on the target orbits, this σ using Eq.(A.7)
has tremendous advantage because the scaling factor σ allows to easily calculate the
effective Debye length. This regression expression is shown in Fig.A.3 as white line and
is evaluated as the coefficient of determination R2 = 0.991. The dependance on the
size and potential of the spherical orbiter is expressed as Fig.A.4 using the regression
expression. The bigger radius and higher potential of the orbiter are, the larger the
effective Debye length is. Although size of the orbiter is limited by a payload fairing of
a rocket, the effective Debye length becomes over 10m if size of an explorer is allowed
by the rocket’s fairing according to Fig.A.4. However, the effective Debye length is still
short distance compared with GEO’s Debye length which is over 100m.
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A.3.3

Power requirement to operate the proposed system

Ions and electrons must be emitted with enough of power to leave from the E-field of
the Martian Sample Return (MSR) orbiter. Otherwise, those particles can come back
to the MSR orbiter. The orbiter in this study has two ion guns and an electron gun
to change the potential of the cylindrical OS and itself. One of ion guns is directed
to the OS to control the potential. The other ion gun and electron gun are used to
control the potential of the orbiter. The orbiter is charged up by several factors in
plasma environment[167, 168]. Currents caused by several factors flow on the OS and
the orbiter as well and those factors are divided into the ways to charge of a body
in plasma, which are called primary charging process and secondary emission in this
paper. The primary charging process is caused by not only plasma environment, but
also photoelectron from the solar activity. Electrons, ions and photoelectrons come into
a body in plasma and those action cause for generating currents on a body. In addition
to the primary charging process, secondary emission occurs when the primary ion, which
is shot from an ion gun on the orbiter, is impacted into the potential barrier of the OS
and then secondary electrons are emitted. This emission of secondary electron causes to
generate currents on the body. It is assumed that the potential of the OS is maintained
to be constant. The potential of the orbiter is only controlled in this paper. Those
currents generated by the impact of those particles can be expressed numerically. Those
expressions are shown and required power to operate the proposed retrieval system is
estimated in this section.
A photoelectron current is generated on a body A which receives energy of the solar
light. This photoelectron current can be expressed as
Iph (φA ) = jph,0 A⊥ e−φA /Tph

φA > 0

= jph,0 A⊥

φA ≤ 0,

(A.8)

where φA is potential of the body A, Tph is temperature of the photoelectrons, and
A⊥ = πro2 , which ro is a radius of the spherical body A, is a cross sectional area exposed
to solar radiation. jph,0 is the photoelectron current and depends on the distance from
the sun as[179]
0

jph,0 = jph,0



re
rm

2

,

(A.9)

where rm = 1.5 AU is the distance between Mars and Sun, re = 1.0 AU is the distance
0

between the Earth and Sun and jph,0 is the photoelectron current on a orbit around the
Earth. As photoelectron current on orbitst around the Earth is assumed as 20µA/m2 ,
8.9µA/m2 is derived as the current on Martian orbits [168, 180]. From this result, the
photoelectron current is defined as 10µA/m2 by taking into account a bias in this paper.
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The electron current is modeled as [181]
Aqne ωe φA /Te
e
4


φA
Aqe ne ωe
1+
=−
4
Te

Ie (φA ) = −

φA < 0
(A.10)
φA ≥ 0,

where A = 4πro3 is surface area of the body A, q is the elementary charge, ne is the
density of electrons, and ωe =
the electron is me = 9.11 ×

p

8Te /πme is the thermal velocity of electrons. Mass of

10−31

kg.

Likely the electron current, the ion current is modeled as [181]
Aqni ωi φA /Ti
e
4


Aqi ni ωi
φA
=
1−
4
Ti

Ii (φA ) =

where ni is the density of ions, ωi =

φA > 0
(A.11)
φA ≤ 0

p

8Ti /πmi is the thermal velocity of ions. Ti and

mi are the temperature and mass of ions, which is 1.67 × 10−27 kg, respectively.
Electrons must be emitted from the orbiter with enough of energy to intrude in the
potential barrier of the OS. When the OS receives electrons emitted by the electron gun
on the orbiter, the electron current Itr,2 flows. This electron current on the OS depends
on the energy of the electron gun Etr and the both potential of the orbiter φo and OS
φs . The current Itr2 is modeled as follow:
Itr2 (φs ) = −δItr
=0

q(φs − φo ) < Etr

(A.12)

q(φs − φo ) ≥ Etr

where Itr is the beam current operated by the orbiter. δ is the efficiency of transfer and
this coefficient is dealt as 1.0 in this paper. It is assumed that the parameter of the ion
gun’s energy depends on the potential of the orbiter and is expressed as the Eq.(A.12).
Secondary effect current flows on the OS when it receives ions from the orbiter. This
current can be calculated using following expression as [182]
ISEE (φs ) = −4YM Itr2 (φs )K

φA < 0 and Itr > 0

(A.13)

φA ≥ 0 or Itr < 0,

=0
where

Eef f /Emax
,
(1 + Eef f /Emax )2

(A.14)

Eef f = Etr − q(φs − φo ).

(A.15)

K=
and
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Table A.2: The required total power to operate the hybrid sample container retriever
Particle
φs = +10kV
φo = −10kV
φs = +10kV
φo = +10kV

Transfer
Itr = 0.91 mA
Etr = 20 keV
Ptr = 18.2 W
(i+ )
Itr = 0.91 mA
Etr = 0 keV
Ptr = 0 W
(i+ )

External
Iex = −5.89 mA
Eex = 10 keV
Pex = 58.9 W
(i+ )
Iex = 102.9 mA
Eex = 10 keV
Pex = 1029 W
(e− )

Total power
77.1 W

1029 W

YM is the maximum yield of secondary electron production, and Emax is the maximum
impact energy, which values depends on the material consisting of the OS. In this study,
aluminum is used for the material of the OS and then YM = 2 and Emax = 300 eV.
In this study, the potential of the OS is maintained by achieving the net current balance
on the OS. The ion gun on the orbiter operates to make the potential of the OS to be
constantly positive. Then, the ion guns must operate to meet following condition:
Ie,s + Itr2,s = 0,

(A.16)

where Ie,s and Itr2,s are the electron current and beam current on the OS. If the potential
of the orbiter is positive, the ion current Ii , the photoelectron current Iph , and the
secondary effect ISEE,s can be neglected. If the orbiter’s potential becomes negative,
the current balance expression is expressed as
Ie,s + Ii,s + ISEE,s + Iph,s + Itr2,s = 0.

(A.17)

In addition, the ion and electron guns to control the potential of the orbiter also must
operate under the following condition:
Iex = −Itr − Iph,o − Ie,o − Ii,o .

(A.18)

The ion or electron guns must emit the current Iex to control the potential. The power
to transfer ions is a function of the beam energy and transfer current of the ion gun on
the orbiter:
Ptr =

Etr |Itr |
.
qb

(A.19)

If a radius of the orbiter gets bigger, then the higher currents are generated by collision
of those particles. This means the higher total operation power for the ion and electron
guns is required to control the potential of the orbiter and the OS as well in plasma
environment. In this paper, the radius of the orbiter is defined as 1.0 m, the maximum
potential, which the orbiter can use, is ±10 kV and the relative distance between the
orbiter and the OS is fixed as 3.0 m which is in range of the effective Debye length. The
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Figure A.5: The equilibrium attitude of the OS with the potential of the orbiter

shape of the OS is cylinder shape as Fig.A.2 and the height h and radius rc are defined
as 0.3 m and 0.05 m respectively.
When an operation of the proposed system is conducted with φs = +10kV and φo =
−10kV, the orbiter must transfer and emit ions to achieve the potential of the OS
and orbiter itself. If positive potential of the orbiter φo = +10kV is required while
the potential of the OS is maintained as positive φs = +10kV, the orbiter must emits
electrons. As seen in Tab.A.2, 77.1 W is required for the operation of φs = +10kV and
φo = −10kV and the operation of φs = +10kV and φo = +10kV requires 1029 W. The
maximum total power is estimated roughly as 1029 W under the condition of the size
and the maximum potential. However, it is expected that the maximum required power
can decrease when the both of the OS and the orbiter are positively charged up. The
different polarity of those charged bodies is desirable because the attitude of the OS
must be aligned to the orbiter to dock using the Flux Pinning Interface (FPI). As seen
in Fig.A.5, the equilibrium attitude can be controlled by the potential of the orbiter if
the potential of the OS is constantly positive. If repulsive force is operated between the
OS and the orbiter, then the OS behaves to achieve the vertical equilibrium attitude
because the OS is always pushed as Fig.A.5[a]. However, different sign of the potential
makes the bottom of the OS to direct to the orbiter as Fig.A.5[b]. From the behavior,
it is expected that the maximum positive power 1029 W is not required if the potential
of the OS is maintained as +10 kV because the different potential is desirable to align
the attitude of the OS. Therefore, the maximum power will be rewritten in the section
about the control results.
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A.4

Force distribution between the MSR orbiter and the
cylindrical Martian OS

Coulomb force and the flux pinning force are utilized to fetch automatically a cylindrical Martian OS using the proposed method. The pinning force acts in close distance
although the force is depending on parameters of a type-II superconductor (SC) and
permanent magnet (PM), which are used for this proposed system. This force behaves
repulsively before external magnetic flux intrudes into a SC which is cooled below the
critical temperature because of the Meissner effect. Once external magnetic flux is
pinned in the cooled SC, the force works as retentive force, which is called the flux pinning force. This effect allows to maintain relative states between a material generating
magnetic flux, which is a PM in this paper, and a cooled SC with 6 DOF passively.
Coulomb force is used to control relative states between the cylindrical OS and orbiter
before catching the OS using the flux pinning force. Lorentz force affects, however, because the OS has three PMs and is approaching to the orbiter with a velocity. Therefore,
Lorentz force and the flux pinning force works between the cylindrical Martian OS and
the Martian Sample Return (MSR) orbiter in the effective Debye length. This section
shows the force distribution depending on relative distance between the OS and MSR
orbiter.

A.4.1

The flux pinning force

Frozen image model is used to estimate the pinning force in this paper [119, 183]. Pinning force works retentively as external magnetic flux is pinned in a cooled type-II
superconductor. This model can calculate the pinning force easily under assumptions
that a type-II SuperConductor(SC) is bigger than a material generating magnetic flux
and it is an ideal material. Two images, which are called frozen image and mobile image,
are used to calculate the pinning force as Fig.A.6. Those images are generated when a
SC is cooled below critical temperature, which depends on the type of the SC. In the
case of YBaCuO, the temperature is around 93 K.
The pinning force is calculated as total magnetic force between a pinned PM and two
mirror images, which are frozen image and mobile image, by this frozen image model.
Mp , Mf and Mm are magnetic moment vectors of the PM, frozen and mobil images
respectively. Relation of those magnetic moment vectors is defined as Mp = Mf =
−Mm if the PM moves along only y axis and the direction of Mp is along with the y
axis in Fig.A.6. The magnetic moment vector is expressed as Mp = Rp2 πhp mz , which
are the radius Rp , height hp and magnetization mz of the PM. The magnetic force Ff
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Figure A.6: Frozen image model

between the mirror image, which are frozen image or mobile image, and the pinned PM
is expressed as [149]
Ff,m = µ0 ∇(Hf,m · Mp ),

(A.20)

where the magnetic field generated by the frozen image Hf,m is
Hf,m

1
=
3
4πrf,m

(

)

3(Mf,m · rf,m )
−Mf,m +
rf,m ,
2
rf,m

(A.21)

where rf,m is the position vector from the mirror image, which are frozen image or
mobile image, to the pinned PM. The position vectors rf and rm between the PM and
the mirror images can be expressed as
rf = r − rF C + 2(a · rF C )a,

(A.22)

rm = 2(a · r)a,

(A.23)

where r is the position vector between the PM and a point located on the surface of
the cooled SC, rF C is the position vector between the PM at an initial position and
the point and a = [0, 1, 0]t is an unit vertical vector on the surface of the SC. Finally,
the pinning force Fp is expressed as total magnetic force between the PM and mirror
images:
Fp = Ff + Fm .

(A.24)
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Figure A.7: Multi Sphere Model for the proposed system

If three permanent magnets are put on the bottom of the OS as vertexes of the equilateral
triangle as Fig. A.2, then the vertical pinning force can be written easily as [184]
"

Fpz

A.4.2

#

9µ0 Mz2
1
1
=
−
.
4
2π
(2zi + z)4
{2(zi + z)}

(A.25)

Lorentz force

The Lorentz force FL,s works on a charged body due to external Electrostatic field (Efield) Es and the magnetic field Bm . The force behaves on the cylindrical OS with three
PMs as
FL,s = −qo {Es + v × Bm } ,

(A.26)

where qo and v denote charge of the MSR orbiter and a relative velocity between the
orbiter and the OS. In this paper, first term −qo Es of Eq.(A.26) is called Coulomb
force (electrostatic force), and second term −qo (v × Bm ) is called magnetic force. Multi
Sphere Model (MSM) is used for calculating Coulomb force affecting between the OS
and orbiter[152]. Coulomb force can be calculated using Finite Element Model(FEM),
however FEM requires high calculation cost although FEM have high fidelity [156].
MSM model defines a charged body as mass of spheres and calculates the electrostatic
interaction between the charged bodies constructed by those spheres. In this calculation,
the orbiter and the OS are assumed as one sphere and three spheres as Fig.A.7. The
spheres constructing the OS are dubbed as sphere 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Potential of
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spheres qi is interacted with others and the interaction can be defined as following:
φi = kc

m
X
qi
qj
+
kc
Ri j=1,j6=i ri,j

(A.27)

where φi is the potential of a sphere i, kc is Coulomb’s constant, Ri is a radius of a
sphere i, and ri,j is distance between the center of spheres i and j. ri,j is defined as
ri,j = rj − ri where ri and rj are the position vectors from the center of the total body,
which consists of those spheres, to the sphere i and j respectively. Eq. (A.27) can be
rewritten using Position Dependent Capacitance (PDC) matrix CM as
φ = kc [CM ]−1 q,

(A.28)

where, φ = [φs , φs , ...φo ]t and q = [q1 , q2 , q3 , ...qB ]t are collection of potentials and
charges in this system. PDC matrix can be arranged as follows:


1/R1



 1/r2,1


−1
[CM ] =  ...


 1/rn,1


1/rB,1

1/r1,2 . . .
..
.
1/R2
..
..
.
.

1/r1,n
..
.
..
.

...

...

...

. . . 1/rB,n

1/Rn



1/r1,B
.. 

. 

.. 
.
. 
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1/rn,B 


1/RB

The charge of each sphere depending on the potential is given using Eq.(A.28). Finally,
coulomb force working on the OS is expressed as
Fc,s = −kc qo

n
X
qi
i=1

A.4.3

3
ri,B

ri,B .

(A.30)

Forces distribution

Relative velocity between the Martian OS and the MSR orbiter is assumed as v =
[0, 10, 0]t m/s to calculate the Lorentz force. The radius, height and magnetization of
PMs on the cylindrical OS are 0.01 m, 0.01 m and 7.41 × 105 A/m respectively and
three magnets are mounted on the OS. It is assumed that the flux pinning effect occurs
between a type-II superconductor on the MSR orbiter and PMs on the OS at 0.1 m.
Results of the force distribution map between the OS and the obiter are shown as
Fig.A.8. As seen in Fig.A.8 [a], Coulomb force is dominant in the region A and the
pinning force gets bigger than other forces in the region B after pinned. Therefore, only
Coulomb force affects on the OS in the region A, where relative distance is few meters.
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Figure A.8: Force distribution from the surface of the MSR orbiter

In the region C, the pinning force is increasing exponentially as the relative distance
gets closer as seen in Fig.A.8 [b]. From those results, Coulomb force can not control the
relative distance between the OS and the MSR orbiter after the PMs are pinned in the
SC in region B and C. When it is required that the position of the OS is changed after
pinned, the electro magnetic coils, which is mounted on the orbiter for the FPI docking
system, must be operated. In all of region, the magnetic force can be neglected, however
it must be cared if magnetic moment of PMs and relative velocity are changed.
It is noted that the smaller pinning force than the calculated result works between the
MSR orbiter and OS because of difference of cooling process for type-II superconductors.
There are two ways to generate the flux pinning effect, which are called as field cooling
(FC) and zero field cooling (ZFC). FC is the way that a SC is cooled below critical
temperature while applying external magnetic flux to the SC before cooling. ZFC is
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Figure A.9: Proposed retrieval system model to fetch the Martian orbital sample
container

the way that external magnetic flux is forcibly intruded into a SC after cooled it below
critical temperature. This frozen image model can calculate the FC pinning force rather
than the ZFC pinning force. Therefore, if ZFC is used as the cooling method for typeII superconductors to perform docking with the OS, the calculated pinning force gets
smaller than the calculated result in this section.
Coulomb force dominantly works in the distance over 0.9 m in the region A as the
Fig.A.8. To design a controller to stabilize states of the OS, it is considered that relative
distance between the OS and the orbiter is fixed at 3.0 m, which means that magnetic
force and the pinning force is sufficiently smaller than Coulomb force.

A.5
A.5.1

Nonlinear controller design
Equation of rotational motion for the proposed sample container
retriever

It can be assumed that only Coulomb force affects on the OS and the MSR obiter if
the relative distance can be kept in the region A of Fig.A.8. The orbiter uses thrusters
to maintain the relative distance. Coulomb force is used to control the attitude and
angular velocity of the OS. The torque working on the OS Lcx can be expressed as
Lcx = −kc qB

n
X
qi
i=1

3
ri,B

ri × ri,B ,

(A.31)

where ri,B is rB − ri and rB is the position vector from a sphere of the OS to the
orbiter. It is considered that the OS rotates around x axis for simplicity in this paper.
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Figure A.10: Coulomb torque calculated by Multi Sphere Model when the relative
distance between the OS and the orbiter is 3.0 m

The torque with respect to x axis is calculated as Fig.A.10 using the expression. The
torque is modeled by referring the result of Coulomb torque as
Lx = γf (φ)g(θx ),

(A.32)

where f (φ) = φ is a function depending on the potential of the orbiter. g(θx ) = sin2θx
expresses the dependance of the torque on the angle θx . γ is a scaling factor and
depending on signs of the potential as

 γ
n
γ(sign(φ))
 γ
p

φ<0
φ>0

(A.33)

This scaling factor γ is always positive, but the value is changed by the sign of the
potential. If rotation motion around only x axis is considered, the motion of equation
is given as
Jxx θ̈x = Lx .

(A.34)

where, Jxx is the inertia of the orbiter. When electrostatic interaction works between
the OS and the orbiter, the Euler’s equation can be written as the following expression
by substituting the modeled Coulomb torque:
Jxx θ¨x − γf (φ)g(θx ) = 0.
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Figure A.11: Lyapunov function

A controller is designed to converge the angular velocity and the attitude of the OS
around x axis in the following section.

A.5.2

Stability analysis for the attitude controller

In this section, a nonlinear controller is designed. The controller must make the states
of the OS to converge, which means θx → 0 and θ̇x → 0. A Lyapunov function is used
to understand the stability of the nonlinear controller. A Lyapunov function candidate
is designed as
V (θ) = ln(1 + sin2 θx )

γφmax 1
+ Jxx θ̇x2 ,
β
2

(A.36)

where θ = (θx , θ˙x ), β is a scaling factor, and φmax is the maximum potential of the
orbiter. This Lyapunov function V (θ) is 0 when θ = 0, and V (θ) ≥ 0 in the range
of ±90 deg as seen in Fig.A.11. When the attitude of the OS is beyond this range of
±90 deg, the following sequence must be conducted to make the Lyapunov function
candidate positive semidefinite:
θx (t + dt) = θx (t) − 180

θx > 90

θx (t + dt) = θx (t) + 180

θx < −90.

(A.37)

The first derivative Lyapunov function is given as


V̇ (θ) = γ

φmax
+ f (φ) θ̇x sin(2θx ).
β(1 + sin2 (θx ))


(A.38)

The Mukherjee and Chen’s theorem (M&C’s theorem) is employed to design the controller which allows the attitude and anguler velocity to be asymptotically stable. The
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first derivative Lyapunov function V̇ (θ) always should be negative definite or semi definite to make the system asymptotic stable according to the M&C’s theorem. Then the
controller for this retrieval system is designed as following to make the first derivative
Lyapunov function V̇ (θ) ≤ 0 :
1
φmax
g(θx )h(αθ̇x ) +
φ=−
β
1 + sin2 (θx )




(A.39)

where α is the gain for this controller. h function is written as
tan−1 (αθ̇x )
h(αθ˙x ) =
.
π/2

(A.40)

Two subsets are defined as Z1 = {θ|θx = 0} and Z2 = {θ|θ̇x = 0} to analyze the stability
of the controller using the M&C’s theorem. When the second derivative Lyapunov
function is considered in those subsets V̈ (θx ∈ Z1 ) and V̈ (θx ∈ Z2 ), the function goes
to zero. This means the Lyapunov candidate meets the asymptotic stability condition
of the M&C theorem. The third derivative Lyapunov function is given as
o
...
16γφmax n 3
θ̇x tan−1 (αθ̇x )
V (θ ∈ Z1 ) = −
π
(

(A.41)

)

...
sin4 (2θx )
4αγ 3 φmax
,
.
(A.42)
V (θ ∈ Z2 ) = −
2
πJxx
(1 + sin2 (θx ))2
...
The third derivative Lyapunov function V is locally negative definite, hence it can be
said that the closed loop controller is asymptotically stable. This designed controller is
used to align the attitude of the OS and the performance is shown in next section.

A.6
A.6.1

Results
Convergence time by the nonlinear controller

The initial angular velocity ω0 and attitude θ0 of the OS are set as 5 deg/s and 10 deg.
The gain of the controller α is 10000. The controller can converge the attitude into the
range of ±5 deg in 19550 s, which is approximately 5.4 hr, in Fig.A.12 [a]. As seen in
Fig.A.12 [b], the angular velocity is also converged in the range of ±0.02 deg/s in the
same time. Although the attitude can not be completely converged to zero, the pinning
force can catch the OS because the pinning force works with any attitude of the OS if
the magnetic flux can be intruded into the SC on the orbiter. The error of the attitude
±5 deg is not huge error for the flux pinning effect, therefore the force enoughly works
to catch the OS in space. In this simulation, the potential of the OS is maintained as
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Figure A.12: Numerical calculation results of the controller

positive using the ion gun on the orbiter. To direct the bottom of the OS to the orbiter,
the negative potential of the orbiter is desirable when the potential of the OS is charged
up as positive as mentioned using Fig.A.5. Referring Fig.A.5, this controller works to
direct the bottom of the OS to the orbiter because the potential of the orbiter converges
to negative value as seen in Fig.A.12 [c]. The potential of the orbiter does not require
to use the maximum positive potential as Tab.A.2. As this controller works, required
the maximum potential are −10 kV as negative and +2.1 kV as positive respectively.
Therefore, the required power calculated as Tab.A.2 can be rewritten. The required
power can be calculated as 51.0 W with the potential of the orbiter +2.1 kV. Although
Coulomb torque affecting between the orbiter and the OS is small in Fig.A.12 [d], it
is expected that the retrieval system can control the attitude of the OS sufficiently.
However, the proposed system requires 5.4 hr to converge the state of the OS into the
range and the relative distance must be maintained using thruster during the time.
According to the Mars 2020 mission report, the orbiter has big solar array panels (SAP)
which the area is 15 m2 . In this paper, the orbiter has been approximated as one
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Figure A.13: The relationship between the minimum required power and the convergence time

sphere in the sense of the MSM. If the SAP can be designed using a material which can
allow charging up, then the convergence time might be shorter than this results because
Coulomb torque working on the OS increases.
Relation between the convergence time tc , which the attitude and angular velocity converged in the range of ±5 deg, and the required maximum power Pr is shown as Fig.A.13.
According to the result of the required power, the power for the positive potential of
the orbiter is smaller than the negative potential because the retrieval system does not
require positive potential operation so much if the potential of the OS is maintained as
positive. Therefore, the required maximum power Pr is the power of when the potential
of the OS is opposite sign of the potential of the orbiter. The relation can be expressed
as following using regression analysis:
Pr = 111.10 +

588.73
− 30.0log(tc ).
sinh(tc )

(A.43)

As seen in Fig.A.13, if the orbiter can be charged up with higher potentials, the convergence time can be shorter, although higher power is required. This regression expression
is useful to estimate the required power. The expression matches those point with the
coefficient of determination R2 = 0.999.
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A.7

Conclusion

The possibility of the proposed hybrid sample container retriever was discussed in this
paper. The sample container can not be launched to high altitude orbit from Martian
ground because a small launcher is used, hence there are some limitations to operate
the proposed system to get the OS automatically using Coulomb force in space. As
the first limitation, the effective Debye length is short distance because of the plasma
characteristics in the target altitude. The purpose of this system, however, is to fetch
the OS automatically, hence few meters of the Debye length is enough to control the
states although the orbiter must approach the OS in this range of the effective Debye
length. As the second limitation, high power is required to change the potential of the
OS and the orbiter itself as well. The maximum potential that the orbiter can use is
severely limited because of the required power.
Even if the proposed sample container is operated under those limitations, the designed
nonlinear controller can converge the attitude and angular velocity of the OS. The time
takes 5.4 hr to be ready for getting the OS safely and automatically. The angular velocity
and attitude are converged in the range of ±0.02 deg/s and ±5.0 deg respectively in the
time. Even if the attitude of the OS does not converge to zero perfectly, it is enough to
catch the OS using the flux pinning effect. The pinning force decreases by the error of
the attitude, however ±5.0 deg does not affect to reduce the pinning force so much.
If the orbiter controls the potential itself in the range of ±10 kV, the maximum required
power is 1029 W with +10 kV operation. If the potential of the OS is maintained as
positive, however, it is not required that the orbiter uses +10 kV operation. Therefore
the power 1029 W is not required. In the case of the simulation presented in this
paper, the power can be reduced to 51.0 W The relation between expected convergence
time and the maximum required power was shown. The attitude and angular velocity
can be rapidly converged using the designed controller if the orbiter can use higher
power. However, the power that the explorer can use for this operation is limited by the
electricity which can be generated by Solar Array Panel (SAP). Therefore, the orbiter
has big SAP in the Mars 2020 mission, therefore it is expected that the convergence
time can be shorter if the SAP consists of a material that allows charging up. Those
effect must be investigated to improve the convergence time for the proposed retrieval
system.
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